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**Wednesday, May 23, 2001**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Arts (Psychology)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ph.D., M.A., B.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Processions and Programme of Ceremony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graduating Students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Arts (Asian Area Studies, Chinese, Canadian Studies, Classical Studies, Comparative Literature, Economics, Family Studies, Japanese, Religion &amp; Literature, Religious Studies, South Asian Languages, Women's Studies), Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ph.D., M.A., M.S.W., B.A., B.S.W.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Processions and Programme of Ceremony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graduating Students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30 PM</td>
<td>Arts (Anthropology, Archaeology, Drama, Film, Fine Arts, French, Italian, Italian Studies, Latin American Studies, Romance Languages Studies, Russian and Slavic Languages and Literature, Sociology, Spanish, Theatre) Fine Arts (Creative Writing, Fine Arts, Theatre)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Honorary Degree Recipient: Gordon Appelbe Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Processions and Programme of Ceremony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graduating Students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Arts (English, Music.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Honorary Degree Recipient: Joy Noromi Kogawa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Processions and Programme of Ceremony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graduating Students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 PM</td>
<td>Baccalaureate Concert</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Thursday, May 24, 2001**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Arts (General B.A. Program, Environmental Studies, Geography, German, History)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ph.D., M.A., B.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Processions and Programme of Ceremony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graduating Students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>Arts (First Nations Languages, International Relations, Linguistics, Mathematics, Medieval Studies, Modern European Studies, Philosophy, Political Science, Speech Sciences), Library, Archival &amp; Information Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ph.D., M.A., M.A.S., M.L.I.S., B.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diploma in Applied Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Processions and Programme of Ceremony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graduating Students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30 PM</td>
<td>Science (Biochemistry, Biotechnology, Physiology, Pharmacology (B.Sc. only), Biopsychology, Microbiology &amp; Immunology, Integrated Sciences)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ph.D., M.Sc., B.Sc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Honorary Degree Recipient: Julia Gerwing Levy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Processions and Programme of Ceremony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graduating Students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>Science (Astronomy, Atmospheric Science, Chemistry, Climatology, Environmental Sciences, Fisheries Oceanography, Geology, Geological Sciences, Geophysics, Hydrology and Soil, Oceanography, Physical Geography, Biophysics, Physics; General Science with concentrations in any of the above)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ph.D., M.Sc., B.Sc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diploma in Meteorology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Honorary Degree Recipient: Thomas William Schnackenberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Processions and Programme of Ceremony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graduating Students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 8:30 AM  | Science (Biology Options: Cell Biology, Cell and Genetics Biology, Genetics, General Biology)  
            Ph.D., M.Sc., B.Sc.  
            Honorary Degree Recipient: Halle Tesfaye Dobus  
            The Processions and Programme of Ceremony  
            Graduating Students |
| 11:00 AM | Science (Botany, Zoology (M.Sc./Ph.D.), Freshwater Science, Biology Options: Animal, Conservation, Ecology, Marine Biology, Plant; General Science (Life Science or concentrations in any of the above); Nutritional Sciences)  
            Ph.D., M.Sc., B.Sc.  
            Honorary Degree Recipient: Paul Hugh Williams  
            The Processions and Programme of Ceremony  
            Graduating Students |
| 1:30 PM  | Science (Applied Mathematics, Computer Science, Mathematics, Mathematical Sciences, Statistics; General Science (with Mathematical, Computer Science or Statistics concentrations))  
            Ph.D., M.Sc., M.S.S., B.Sc.  
            Diploma in Computer Science  
            Honorary Degree Recipient: Evelyn Chrystalle Piepou  
            The Processions and Programme of Ceremony  
            Graduating Students |
| 4:00 PM  | Law  
            LL.M., LL.B., LL.B./M.B.A.  
            Honorary Degree Recipient: Tricia Catherine Smith  
            The Processions and Programme of Ceremony  
            Graduating Students |

**MONDAY, MAY 28, 2001**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 8:30 AM  | Applied Science (Bio-Resource, Chemical, Chemical and Biological, Electrical, Fire Protection, Metals and Materials Engineering and Engineering Physics)  
            Ph.D., M.A.Sc., M.Eng., M.Sc., B.A.Sc.  
            The Processions and Programme of Ceremony  
            Graduating Students |
| 11:00 AM | Applied Science (Civil, Geological, Mechanical, Mining and Mineral Processing Engineering)  
            Ph.D., M.A.Sc., M.Eng., M.Sc., B.A.Sc.  
            Honorary Degree Recipient: Martha Eva Satcudean  
            The Processions and Programme of Ceremony  
            Graduating Students |
| 1:30 PM  | Architecture, Community and Regional Planning, Nursing  
            Ph.D., M.A.Sc., M.Arch., M.A., M.Sc.(Planning), M.S.N., B.Arch., B.S.N  
            Honorary Degree Recipient: Ian MacDougall Hacking  
            The Processions and Programme of Ceremony  
            Graduating Students |
| 4:00 PM  | Agricultural Sciences, Family and Nutritional Sciences, Interdisciplinary Studies, Landscape Architecture, Occupational Hygiene, Resource Management and Environmental Studies  
            Diploma in Management of Aquaculture Systems  
            The Processions and Programme of Ceremony  
            Graduating Students |
TUESDAY, MAY 29, 2001

8:30 AM  Dentistry, Pharmaceutical Sciences
Ph.D., Pharm.D., M.Sc., D.M.D., B.D.Sc., B.Sc.(Pharm.)
Diploma in Periodontics
The Processions and Programme of Ceremony 58
Graduating Students 59

11:00 AM  Audiology and Speech Sciences, Biochemistry (Ph.D.'s & M.Sc.'s only), Genetics, Medicine, Neuroscience, Physiology (Ph.D.'s and M.Sc.'s only), Pharmacology and Therapeutics (Ph.D.'s & M.Sc.'s only) Rehabilitation Sciences
Ph.D., M.H.A., M.H.Sc., M.Sc., M.D., B.M.L.Sc., B.Sc.(OT), B.Sc.(PT)
Honorary Degree Recipient: David Francis Hardwick
The Processions and Programme of Ceremony 60
Graduating Students 61-62

1:30 PM  Education
Ph.D., Ed.D., M.A., M.Ed., B.Ed. (Elementary Program), B.Ed. (Middle Years)
B.Ed. (Secondary Program)
Diplomas in Education
Honorary Degree Recipient: John (Jack) Patrick Blaney
The Processions and Programme of Ceremony 63
Graduating Students 64-66

4:00 PM  Forestry, Human Kinetics
Ph.D., M.A.Sc., M.P., M.Sc., M.H.K., M.A., B.S.F., B.Sc.(Forestry), B.H.K.,
B.Sc. (Natural Resource Conservation), B.Sc. (Wood Products)
Diploma in Forestry (Advanced Silviculture), Forest Engineering
The Processions and Programme of Ceremony 67
Graduating Students 68-69

WEDNESDAY, MAY 30, 2001

8:30 AM  Commerce & Business Administration (B.Com: Accounting, Commerce & Economics, Finance, General Business Management, International Business Management, Management Information Systems)
B.Com.
Diploma in Accounting
The Processions and Programme of Ceremony 70
Graduating Students 71-72

11:00 AM  Commerce and Business Administration (Graduate Programs and B.Com.: Industrial Relations Management, Marketing, Transportation and Logistics, Urban Land Economics)
The Processions and Programme of Ceremony 73
Graduating Students 74-75
Chancellor William Sauder and President Martha Piper would like to thank the numerous faculty and staff volunteers who contribute to the success of the Congregation Ceremonies, as well as the following departments:

- Alumni Association
- Awards & Financial Aid
- Bookstore
- Campus Security
- Ceremonies Office
- Chan Centre for the Performing Arts
- Food Services
- The Graduate Student Centre
- ITServices / TeleStudies
- ITServices / Type & Design
- Parking and Access Control Services
- Plant Operations
- Public Affairs
- Registrar's Office
- School of Music
**CHANCELLOR’S MESSAGE**

Convocation is the most important day in the university calendar. It's the day when years of hard work, very little recognition and very little money is finally rewarded. As you walk across the stage to receive your degree, you have done more than just acquire the right number of credits. You have learned, grown and matured, and leave this institution with a real sense of accomplishment.

You will shape BC's economy and culture in the new century. You will operate our businesses, manage our resources, provide health care, teach our children, give political leadership and nourish our culture.

But UBC is no longer a regional university. Our research touches lives and economies around the world, and our students, faculty and staff are drawn from every area of the globe.

Because our university has developed a world perspective, and because we have embraced the needs, opportunities and energies of the times, you have been prepared to approach issues with a global perspective.

The chief responsibility of any university is to prepare its graduates to take on the challenges and capitalize on the opportunities society presents. The education you have received at UBC is the best any university can offer, and has given you all the tools you need to make your mark and attain your goals.

I hope your time here has taught you the value of knowledge. I hope, too, that you have learned to recognize the opportunities presented by change, and that you have acquired the skills and courage to take advantage of that change.

Congratulations on your accomplishment.

William L. Sauder, Chancellor

---

**PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE**

As the class of 2001, you are preparing to leave UBC at a time of unprecedented change. Scientific discoveries and social and cultural developments are presenting us with opportunities and ethical challenges that would have seemed farfetched only a few years ago. Information technologies continue to change fundamentally the way we live, work and study, and the constant shifting of social and economic parameters is taking place on a global scale. Social scientists now predict that many of you will have not just several jobs, but several careers.

Considering that context, what skills do you take with you from UBC that will contribute to your future success, and to what ends can you reasonably be expected to apply them? I believe that, as UBC graduates, you possess a unique profile of cross-disciplinary skills that are both vital to your future success, and of great potential benefit to society as a whole.

Through the rigours of debate and inquiry, you have developed advanced critical thinking and problem-solving skills, as well as the confidence to take risks with learning. You have mastered the qualities, which will allow you to become a lifelong learner, to address any challenge you face in your life or your career. But beyond your ability to successfully adapt to a constantly changing environment, you have the power to innovate, to actively engage our society as an agent for positive change. It is from you that we will come to expect pivotal breakthroughs in all fields of endeavour; you will expand and revitalize our concept of what is possible.

Furthermore, your exceptional communication skills, your ability to work effectively in teams, your awareness of and respect for, cultures other than your own, and your understanding of social responsibilities are important tools for transcending differences and bringing people together. Poverty, social isolation, injustice, and the many problems associated with them will be within your power to address because of the unique abilities fostered by your UBC experience. You have the great potential, not just to succeed personally and professionally, but to lead and strengthen your community.

I encourage you, as innovators, leaders and permanent members of the UBC community, to apply your knowledge and skills generously, and to look forward with a focused optimism. A time of change is a time of risk, but it is also a time of great opportunity, and you have proven that you are equal to the challenge. As the UBC motto implies, the future is truly yours: *Tuum est* – it’s up to you.

Martha C. Piper, President
UBC Board of Governors

UBC's 15-member Board of Governors comprises the chancellor, the president, eight persons appointed by the lieutenant-governor, two faculty members elected by faculty, two full-time students elected by students and one person elected by and from the full-time employees of the university who are not faculty members.

By legislation, the board is responsible for the management, administration and control of the property, revenue, business and affairs of the university including the appointment of senior officials and faculty on the recommendation of the president. The governors represent diverse backgrounds, which provide valuable input during board deliberations.

Ex-Officio: William L. Sauder, B.Com. (Br. Col), LL.D.
President and Vice-Chancellor Marthe C. Piper, B.Sc., M.A., Ph.D.

Elected by Faculty:
J. T. Emerman, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
M. Patricia Marchak, B.A., Ph.D. (Br. Col), F.R.S.C., Sociology

Appointed by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council:
Larry I. Bell, B.A. (Br. Col), M.A. (Chair)
Linda C. Crompton, B.A., M.A. (Br. Col), M.B.A.
Stephen Howard, B.A.
Elsie McMurphy, B.Ed., M.Ed.
Guninder C. Mumick, M.A., M.I.S.
Firoz Rasul, M.B.A.
Linda E. Thorstad, B.Sc. (Br. Col), M.Sc. (Br Col)
Joe Y. Wai, B.Arch. (Br. Col), M.A.I.B.C., F.R.A.I.C.

Elected by Students:
Tieg Martin
Maryann Adamec

Elected by and from full-time employees of the University who are not members of the Faculty:
Ben T. Pong, B.A., C.D.

Senate

The Chancellor: W. L. Sauder, B.Com., LL.D.
The President, M.C. Piper, B.Sc., M.A., Ph.D., D.Sc.
Acting-Registrar and Secretary: D. G. Holm, B.Sc., Ph.D.
Vice-President Academic and Provost: B. C. McBride, B.Sc., M.Sc., Ph.D.

The Deans
Dean of Agricultural Sciences, Moura Quayle, B.L.A., M.L.A., F.C.S.L.A
Dean of Arts, Alan Tully, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
Dean of Commerce and Business Administration, Daniel Muzyka, B.A., M.B.A., Ph.D.
Dean of Education, Robert Tierney, B.Sc., M.Ed., Ph.D.
Dean of Forestry, John N. Saddler, B.Sc., Ph.D.
Dean of Graduate Studies, Frieda Granot, B.Sc., M.Sc., Ph.D.
Dean of Law, Joost Blom, Q.C., B.A., LL.B., B.C.L., LL.M.
Dean of Medicine, John A. Cairns, M.D., F.R.C.P.
Dean of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Frank S. Abbott, B.S.P., M.S., Ph.D.
Dean of Science, Maria Klawe, B.Sc., Ph.D.

Elected by the Faculties
Agricultural Sciences
D. D. Kitts, M.Sc., Ph.D.
J. R. Thompson, B.S.A., M.S.A., Ph.D., P. Ag.

Applied Science
J. A. Perry, B.S., M.S.N., R.N., Ph.D.

Arts
P. E. Harding, M.A., Ph.D.
Commerce and Business Administration
D. Granot, B.Sc., M.Sc., Ph.D.
S. W. Hamilton, B.Com., M.B.A., Ph.D.

Dentistry
A. G. Hannam, B.D.S., F.D.S., R.C.S., Ph.D.

Education
R. Goldman-Segall, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
K. Schonert-Reichl, B.S., B.A., Ph.D.

Forestry
V. LeMay, B.Sc., M.Sc., Ph.D., R.P.F.
P. L. Marshall, B.Sc.F., M.Sc.F., Ph.D., R.P.F.

Graduate Studies
R. W. Blake, B.Sc., Ph.D.
P. N. Nemetz, B.A., A.M., Ph.D.

Law
P. T. Burns, Q.C., LL.B., LL.M.
A. F. Sheppard, B.A. LL.B., LL.M.

Medicine
W. R. McMaster, B.Sc., M.Sc., D.Phil.
C. E. Slonecker, D.D.S., Ph.D.

Pharmaceutical Sciences
H. M. Burt, B.Pharm., Ph.D.
D. M. Lyster, B.Sc. (Pharm.), M.Sc., Ph.D.

Science
J. D. Berger, A.M., Ph.D.
G. N. Patey, B.Sc., M.Sc., Ph.D., F.R.S.C.
(Terms expire 2002)

Elected by a Joint Meeting of the Faculties
D. Fisher, B.Soc.Sc., Ph.D.
C. Jillings, B.S., M.S.N., Ph.D.
T. F. Pedersen, B.Sc., Ph.D.
V. Raoul, M.A., Dip.Soc.Admin., M.A., Ph.D.
H. J. Rosengarten, M.A., B.Litt., Ph.D.
C. M. Shields, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
D. K. Sjerve, B.A., Ph.D.
R. C. Tees, B.A., Ph.D.
D. L. Williams, B.Sc., Ph.D.
(Terms expire 2002)

Elected by the Professional Librarians
E. J. Caskey, B.A., B.L.S.
(Term expires 2002)

Representatives of the Student Body
H. Poon, Agricultural Sciences
M. Hassen, Arts
A. Campbell, Forestry
D. Tompkins, B.Sc., B.A.Sc., Graduate Studies
W. Yuen, Law
J. Dennie, B.A.Sc., M.Sc., Medicine
D. Soochan, Pharmaceutical Sciences
T. C. Y. Chan, Science
E. Blewett, Education
S. Iwagami, Dentistry
E. Storm, Applied Science
W. Tong, Commerce and Business Administration
(Term expires 2002)

Elected by the Students at-large
C. Eaton
B. J. MacLean
R. W. Morasiewicz
H. E. Roman
G. Y. C. Tsai
(Term expires 2002)

Elected by Convocation
R. R. Affleck, B.A.Sc.
P. T. Brady, B.Ed.
E. Greathed, B.A. (Hons.), M.I.A.
S. B. Knight, B.Ed., M.Ed., Ph.D.
B. S. Lalli, Ph.D.
T. P. T. Lo, B.Sc. (Hons.), LL.B.
R. W. Lowe, B.A., M.A.
W. B. McNulty, B.P.E., M.P.E., M.A.
G. Podersky-Cannon, B.A., M.A.
D. R. Verma, B.Sc., M.Sc., M.Ed.
R. Yaworsky, B.A.Sc., M.Eng., Ph.D., P.Eng., M.C.S.C.E.
(Term expires 2002)

Appointed by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council
R. R. Hira
(Term expires 2003)
V. G. Mirehouse, B.Ed., M.A.
(Term expires 2003)
B. Simpson
(Term expires 2003)
L. M. Sparrow, Dip.Dental Hygiene, B.A., M.A., LL.B.
(Term expires 2003)

Representatives of Affiliated Colleges
Rev. J. Hannahan, C.S.B., M.A., M.S.L., St. Mark's College
Rev. W. J. Phillips, B.A., B.D., Th.D., Vancouver School of Theology
B. Stelck, B.Ed., M.Ed., M.Div., Ph.D., Carey Theological College
Academic Regalia

The wearing of academic costume is a tradition that has persisted from the Middle Ages, when the first Universities were founded. The regalia vary slightly from one University to another, and within a University, according to the status of the wearer. At the University of British Columbia, the undergraduate's and Master's gown are black.

The colours for the degrees are as follows:

- B.A. — University blue
- B.F.A. — University blue with magenta cord
- B.A.Sc. — Scarlet
- B.Com. — Light grey with black and grey cord
- B.Ed. — White with University blue cord
- B.H.E. — Turquoise
- B.L.A. — Maize with scarlet cord
- M.A.S. — University blue with silver and cadmium yellow twisted cord
- M.L.L.S. — Cadmium yellow
- M.A.S./M.L.I.S. — Cadmium yellow with blue and silver twisted cord
- B.Mus. — University blue with alizarin crimson cord
- B.Sc. — Light blue
- B.Arch. — Scarlet with white cord
- B.D.Sc. — Lilac and red cords on white
- D.M.D. — Lilac and red
- Ed.D. — Royal blue and light blue, with chevron of University blue, white and gold
- B.H.K. — Malachite green
- B.Sc.(Med.) — Maize with gold and green twisted cord
- B.Sc. (FNH) — Maize with gold and white twisted cord
- B.Sc. (GRS) — Maize with gold and blue twisted cord
- B.Sc.(Diet.) — Turquoise with gold and white twisted cord
- B.S.P. — Brown with green cord
- B.Sc.(For.) — Brown with light blue cord
- B.Sc. (N.R.M.) — Brown with red cord
- B.S.N. — Scarlet with twisted cord of University blue and white
- B.Sc.(Pharm.) — Dark green with scarlet cord
- B.Sc.(O.T./P.T.) — Scarlet and white twisted cord on royal blue
- B.S.W. — Magenta
- LL.B. — Amethyst violet
- M.D. — Scarlet and royal blue
- B.M.L.Sc. — Scarlet and royal blue twisted cord on white
- M.H.A. — Red and pale blue
- M.A.(CL) — University blue with cadmium yellow cord
- M.A. (Plan) — University blue with dark green and slate grey
- M.Sc.(Plan) — University blue with dark green and white
- M.H.Sc. — Scarlet and grey
- PH.D. — Blue and gold
- D.M.A. — Royal blue and alizarin crimson with blue and gold chevron
- Pharm.D. — American style with lining of University blue and with chevron of University blue and gold
The Bachelor's hood is edged with the distinctive colour. The Master's hood is the same as the Bachelor's, except that it is lined with the distinctive colour. The hood for the M.Sc. (Bus. Admin.) is similar to that of the M.Sc., with grey trim and black and white cord. The hood for the M.Eng. is the same as that of the M.A.Sc., except that it is trimmed with a cord of University blue.

The regalia of the Ph.D. consists of a gown, Cambridge style, of maroon silk with front facing-panel and sleeves of University blue with gold piping; a hood, Cambridge pattern, of blue silk outside and gold lining; a cap, decanal bonnet, of maroon silk with gold cord and tassel. The Ed.D. regalia consists of a gown, Cambridge style, of black stuff; a hood, American style, with lining of light blue and with chevron of University blue, white and gold; a cap, decanal bonnet, of black stuff with gold cord and tassel. The D.M.A. regalia is similar to that of the Ed.D. with hood lined with alizarin crimson and a chevron of University blue and gold. The Pharm.D. regalia consists of a gown, Cambridge style, of black stuff with front facing panel and sleeves of dark olive green with gold piping; a hood, American style, with lining of University blue and with chevron of University blue and gold; a cap; decanal bonnet, of black stuff with gold cord and tassel.

The hood for the honorary degree LL.D. is of scarlet broadcloth lined in dark blue velvet; for the D.Sc., it is lined in dark purple and for the D. Litt., it is lined in cream.

UBC's Distinguished History of Graduation

UBC's first Congregation ceremony took place on May 4, 1916 in the Hotel Vancouver ballroom. There were 41 graduates.

- UBC's first graduate degrees were conferred in 1919. The first degrees in Agriculture were conferred in 1921. The first Bachelor of Applied Science in Nursing and Forestry degrees were awarded at the eighth Congregation in 1923.

- UBC students now graduate from 12 faculties: Agricultural Sciences, Applied Science, Arts, Commerce and Business Administration, Dentistry, Education, Forestry, Graduate Studies, Law, Medicine, Pharmaceutical Sciences and Science.

- Each year since 1919, the graduating class has planted a tree to mark Congregation.

- The first Congregation ceremony on the present day campus was held in 1927.

- The Ladeen Clock Tower in front of Main Library houses a 330-bell carillon which is played during special occasions, including Congregation. The 40-metre tower was built in 1968 in memory of B.C. pioneers, especially members of the Ladeen family who founded the town of the same name.

- When graduating students are presented to the chancellor he or she says "I admit you," welcoming them to convocation, the body of graduates that elects the chancellor and some university senators.

- Hoods and gowns worn by graduates are lined with colours that indicate the degree to be conferred. Members of the Congregation processions wear colourful academic regalia from around the world signifying their university of graduation and highest degree awarded.

- The gowns, hoods and mortarboards worn by graduating students evolved from clothes worn by European scholars in the Middle Ages.

The University Mace

The University Mace is a symbol of the authority of the Chancellor. It is displayed on ceremonial occasions, most notably during the congregation ceremonies but also during the installation of a President or Chancellor.

In the fall of 1957, the University commissioned Haida carver Bill Reid to undertake the project. Owing to Reid's heavy workload, he suggested that George Norris be asked to help design and carve the Mace. The planning of the Mace took some time and a final design was not approved until 1959.

Norris carved the Mace from a block of yew and it included a stylized thunderbird on the thick upper portion. The Mace also featured the use of copper that was prominent in Northwest Coast native art. This copper trimming was designed and prepared by Bill Reid. Norris completed the Mace in 1959 and it was first used at the Fall Congregation where the Director of Ceremonies, Malcolm McGregor, carried it for the first time.

Today the Mace is carried by the 'Macebearer' who leads the Platform Party, which includes the Chancellor, the President, and other dignitaries, onto the stage for the Congregation ceremonies.

O Canada

O Canada! Our home and native land.
True patriot love in all thy sons command.
With glowing hearts we see thee rise,
The true north strong and free!
From far and wide, O Canada,
We stand on guard for thee.
God keep our land glorious and free!
O Canada, we stand on guard for thee,
O Canada, we stand on guard for thee.
The following list reflects 15 important historical moments in UBC's history:

**1908**
- Provincial legislature passes a new "University Act" establishing The University of British Columbia. It provides for a Chancellor, a Convocation, a President, and a Board of Governors to manage the university's administration, property and business affairs, and a Senate to administer academic matters.

**1910**
- After a province-wide survey, Point Grey is selected as the site of UBC's new campus.

**1913**
- Dr. Frank Fairchild Westbrook appointed first President of UBC.

**1915**
- The University of British Columbia opens in temporary headquarters at the former MUCBC facilities (nicknamed the "Fairview Shacks" after the surrounding neighbourhood) adjacent to Vancouver General Hospital. There are three faculties: Arts and Science, Applied Science and Agriculture. Student enrolment in September is 379 and total number of full- and part-time faculty is 34.

**1922**
- Tired of over-crowded conditions and inadequate facilities, UBC students launch a campaign known as "Build the University" to resume construction at the Point Grey campus. With 56,000 names on a petition for the government, 1,200 students with floats, bands and banners march through the streets of downtown Vancouver to the Point Grey campus. This pilgrimage became known as the "Great Trek," as it successfully convinced the Government of BC to resume work on the Point Grey site. The "Great Trek" represents one of the greatest efforts of an undergraduate student body in support of its university and still reflects the spirit and pride of UBC students.

UBC students march through the streets of Vancouver in the "Great Trek" of 1922.
1925
- UBC moves to Point Grey campus.

1940
- Students contribute to the construction of Brock Hall, the university's first student union building.

1951
- Student initiative leads to construction of War Memorial Gymnasium, as a memorial to the British Columbians who died serving their country.

1979
- UBC awards its 100,000th degree.

1989
- UBC launches the "World of Opportunity" fundraising campaign. Its goal is to raise $66 million in private and corporate donations, with the provincial government to provide equal matching funds, to pay for new buildings, facilities, programmes, and scholarships. By the time it ends in 1993, this overwhelmingly successful campaign raises a total of $262 million.

1993
- U.S. President Bill Clinton and Russian President Boris Yeltsin meet at UBC during the "Vancouver Summit.*
- Dr. Michael Smith receives the Nobel Prize.

1997
- Dr. Martha C. Piper becomes UBC's new President.
- The Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) Leaders' Meeting brings the heads of the 18 leading economies around the Pacific Rim to Vancouver. The economic leaders hold their centrepiece meeting at UBC's Museum of Anthropology. Members of the university community object to a number of APEC leaders being on the campus on human rights and moral grounds. A significant anti-APEC demonstration held at the meeting is controlled with considerable force by the RCMP.

2000
- UBC celebrates 75 years at the Point Grey campus—which has changed considerably over the years—as it confers close to 6,000 degrees to graduating UBC students.
WORDS FROM A UBC GRADUATE

Jean Coulthard, LL.D., was one of the first UBC students to study at the Point Grey campus in 1925. The following is an excerpt from her speech to the Annual Congregation of the University of British Columbia as she received an honorary degree in June 1988.

"...I'd like now to tell you just a little of my own history in relation to this splendid university. I attended First Year Arts the year the university opened on the Point Grey campus. There were no lovely gardens and planted avenues in those days. The campus itself—a few buildings—the middle section of today's library, the science, and many of what were then called "temporary buildings" (the big joke of course being that they're still in use). The grounds were a mess of building materials, rubble and just plain mud; in fact, the whole area had barely opened in time for the fall registration. Instead of the traditional pranks played on the incoming freshmen, my year found itself all commandeered to clean up the place (I vividly remember to this day a young woman who behaved exactly as a Sergeant Major, giving me a huge pail, mop, and cake of soap with orders to wash one of the floors in the mathematics building). We didn't entirely like this treatment but we nonetheless did it, as I think we all appreciated that were in at the beginning of UBC becoming a great intellectual centre in this province.

I was 17 when I came to UBC as an Arts student. I particularly remember my first course with the fine young lecturer Sally Murphy, later Mrs John Creighton. In those days we began with the poets of the First World War—Brook, Sassoon, Owen. What a magic world opened to me in these first fascinating lectures, and I'm sure that many of you can remember having the casements opened for you in a similar way. Now that you are graduating, I hope that you will find a way to extend your knowledge and inspiration to the younger generations coming along. As a teacher, this has been one of the great privileges of my life..."

Jean Coulthard passed away in the spring of 2000; she was 92 years.
TO THE MEMBERS OF THE GRADUATING CLASS OF 2001

On behalf of the Grad Class Council: Congratulations! You have achieved a distinguished goal and passed a milestone in your life.

Today you should reflect on the times you have spent at UBC. The education and life experiences will prove invaluable in the future. New opportunities and challenges will begin to present themselves and you will be prepared to rise to meet them, armed with the knowledge your UBC experience has provided.

You have all had a positive impact on our campus and community. UBC’s reputation and legacy will follow you forever. Cherish your experiences and memories of the friends you have made and the times you have shared. In closing, congratulations once again and please allow me to wish you all the best in the years to come.

Adrian Mitchell
President
Grad Class 2001

GRAD CLASS 2001 GIFT

As a parting gift to UBC, the Class of 2001 is presenting the SUB South Plaza Festival and Events Shelter. It is intended to be an extension to last year’s gift, which was a millennium monument to be placed outside the Student Union Building. The Shelter will face the grassy knoll and will serve as a staging area for the many student events that happen throughout the year.

GOODBYE, STUDENTS. HELLO, ALUMNI!

Congratulations, and welcome to an organization made up of 180,000 of your closest personal friends. When you cross the stage at convocation, the Chancellor admits you into the UBC Alumni Association, and you become a member for life.

We will keep you in touch with your alma mater through Trek, the Magazine of the University of British Columbia, with news and features on UBC research, teachers, students and alumni, through a quarterly e-mail newsletter, and through our on-line community.

We also organize events for you right here in Vancouver and around the world. Our Young Alumni group for recent grads meets frequently around the Lower Mainland for professional development, mentoring and just plain fun.

Our Alumni have formed branches as far away as London and Hong Kong and as close as Kamloops and Kelowna. We can put you in touch with our contact person in your new town, or, if there isn’t one, you can take on the job of forming a branch yourself.

Our membership card, the Acard, offers you discounts on goods and services on campus and off, and allows you to use the UBC Library (the best library in Western Canada), absolutely free.

Remember that UBC still belongs to you and that you are still very much a part of the university through your membership in the Alumni Association. Please keep in touch.

You can reach us at 604-822-3313, or visit our Website at www.alumni.ubc.ca.

A SINCERE “THANK YOU” TO GRADS

UBC strives to give students access to the best faculty, dynamic and topical programs of study, the latest resources and technology, and top-notch services and assistance.

Many of these items are made available through the generosity of alumni and friends of the university. For example, more than 20,000 donations were received last year, totalling $45 million. While basic support for university operations comes from tuition fees and the government, donors are key partners in helping UBC explore and provide new opportunities for students.

We are proud to have our alumni’s strong support. In fact, Maclean’s magazine ranked UBC 4th among universities throughout Canada in terms of alumni support in 2000—behind the leaders only by a very small margin.

This tradition of alumni support begins with our graduating students. UBC’s Class Act initiative helps students to work together to raise funds for a special parting gift from their graduating class to their Faculty or School. In past years, these gifts have included computer equipment, furniture for student social spaces, speaker endowments and scholarships.

The university wishes to express its appreciation to this year’s Class Act participants, and to others who have demonstrated their commitment to the ideals of the university. Your generosity contributes immeasurably to the vitality and strength of UBC.

For further information about gifts to UBC, please contact the Development Office at (604) 822-8900, or visit our website (www.supporting.ubc.ca).
SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS & CONTRIBUTIONS

HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENTS

Prominent in the professions and the community, honorary degree recipients are recognized for their distinguished achievements in their respective endeavours and for the contributions their accomplishments make to the life of the university and the betterment of society.

- Gordon Appelbe Smith D.Litt.
- Haile Tafayette Debas D.Sc.
- Tricia Catherine Smith LL.D.
- David Francis Hardwick LL.D.
- Joy Nozami Kagawa D.Litt.
- Paul Hugh Williams D.Sc.
- Martha Eva Salcudean D.Sc.
- John (Jack) Patrick Blaney LL.D.
- Julia Gerwing Levy D.Sc.
- Evelyn Chrystalla Pielou D.Sc.
- Ian MacDougall Hacking LL.D.
- Thomas William Schnackenberg LL.D.

PRESIDENT’S SERVICE AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE RECIPIENTS

The President’s Service Award for Excellence is one of the highest honours a UBC staff or faculty member can receive. This award recognizes those individuals who go above and beyond the call duty—whose efforts make a difference to both the university and campus life. Recipients of this prestigious award receive a gold medal and $5,000. These awards were presented during Spring Congregation 2000.

- Charles E. Stonecker
  Director, Ceremonies & University Relations
- Vicki Beratanos Koulouris
  Graduate Secretary, Faculty of Dentistry
- Ruth Kron Sigal
  Director, Women’s Resource Centre
- Sharon E. M. Walker
  Warehouse Manager, Bookstore
- Benjamin Clifford
  Laboratory Director, Department of Chemistry
- Roseanne McIndoe
  Administrative Technician, Department of Anatomy

KILLAM TEACHING PRIZE RECIPIENTS

Recipients of the Killam teaching prize—which recognizes the fundamental importance of teaching at the university—are selected by their faculties on the basis of recommendations from colleagues and from past and present students. Each award winner receives $5,000 from endowment sources. Although the winners come from diverse disciplines and use many different teaching methods, all share a gift for communication, a dedication to learning and a passion for making their subject matter come alive in the classroom. These prizes are recognized during Spring and Fall Congregation.

- **Applied Science**
  - Dr. Ray Meadowcroft
    Department of Metals and Materials Engineering
  - Dr. Sally Thorne
    School of Nursing
  - Agricultural Science
    - Dr. Mahesh Upadhyaya
      Division of Agroecology
  - **Arts**
    - Dr. Siân Echard
      Department of English
    - Dr. Harry Edinger
      Department of Classical, Near Eastern and Religious Studies
    - Dr. Alan Richardson
      Department of Philosophy
  - Dr. Maureen Ryan
    Department of Fine Arts
  - Dr. Anne Scott
    Department of French, Hispanic and Italian Studies
  - Commerce
    - Ms Mari-Ann Linde
      Commerce and Business Administration
  - Dentistry
    - Dr. Joanne Walton
      Department of Oral Health Sciences
  - Education
    - Dr. Ann Anderson
      Department of Curriculum Studies (CUST)
  - Dr. William McKee
    Department of Educational & Counselling Psychology, & Special Education
  - Forestry
    - Dr. Robert Kozak
      Department of Wood Science
  - Grad Studies
    - Dr. Leonora Angeles
      School of Community & Regional Planning
  - Law
    - Mr. Stephen Salzberg
      Director, Centre for Asian Legal Studies
  - Medicine
    - Dr. Harvey Lui
      Division of Dermatology
    - Dr. Gordon Page
      Division of Educational Support & Development
    - Dr. J. Anthony Pearson
      Department of Physiology
  - Pharm Sciences
    - Ms Lynda Eccott
      Division of Pharmacy Practice
  - Science
    - Dr. Thomas Carefoot
      Department of Zoology
    - Dr. Shona Ellis
      Department of Botany
    - Dr. Kurt Grimm
      Department of Earth and Ocean Sciences
Scholarships, Medals and Prizes

Recipients of medals are notified in writing by the Office of Awards and Financial Aid concerning procedures for receipt of medals.

Heads of the Graduating Classes

Association of Professional Engineers and Geoscientists
Gold Medal
(Most outstanding record in the graduating class of Applied Science, B.A.Sc. degree): Paul Edward Barclay.

Helen L. Balfour Prize
(Head of the Graduating Class in Nursing, B.S.N. degree): Kathleen Agnes Cuniffo.

Dr. Maxwell A. Cameron Memorial Medal and Prize
(Head of the Graduating Class in Education, Elementary Teaching field, B.Ed. degree): Kalwinder Singh Saran.

Ruth Cameron Medal for Librarianship
(Head of the Graduating Class in Librarianship, M.L.I.S. degree): Deborah Anne Hutchison.

Pauline Capella Memorial Prize in Nursing
(Head of Graduating Class in the Master's Program in Nursing, M.S.N. degree): Barbara Fitzsimmons.

Carter-Horne Medal and Prize for Pharmaceutical Sciences

College of Dental Surgeons of British Columbia Gold Medal
(Head of the Graduating Class in Dentistry, D.M.D. degree): Thomas Arnold Roodendaal.

Professor C.F.A. Culling—Bachelor of Medical Laboratory Science Prize
(Greatest overall academic excellence in the graduating class of the Bachelor of Medical Laboratory Science degree): Faye Elaine Sirianni.

Dr. Brock Fahrni Prize in Occupational Therapy
(Head of the Graduating Class in Rehabilitation Sciences, Occupational Therapy, B.Sc.(O.T.) degree): Alison Margaret Godwin.

Dr. Brock Fahrni Prize in Physiotherapy
(Head of the Graduating Class in Rehabilitation Sciences, Physiotherapy, B.Sc.(P.T.) degree): Kari Andrea Olsen.

Governor-General's Gold Medal
(Head of the Graduating Classes in the Faculty of Graduate Studies, Master's Programs): Min Li.

Governor-General's Silver Medal in Arts
(Head of the Graduating Class in the Faculty of Arts, B.A. degree): Michael William Lewkonia.

Governor-General's Silver Medal in Science
(Head of the Graduating Class in the Faculty of Science, B.Sc. degree): Joseph Hao Tan Wong.

Hamber Medal
(Head of the Graduating Class in Medicine, M.D. degree, best cumulative record in all years of course): Monica Carol Beaullieu.

Kiwanis Club Medal
(Head of the Graduating Class in Commerce and Business Administration, B.Com. degree): Karen Ka-Wing Yip.

Law Society Gold Medal and Prize (call and admission fee)
(Head of the Graduating Class in Law, L.L.B. degree): Katrina Louise Gustafson.

H.R. MacMillan Prize in Forestry
(Head of the Graduating Class in Forestry, B.S.F. or B.Sc. Forestry degree): Benjamin Davis Gilbert.

Merck Frosst Pharmacy Doctoral Prize
(Head of the Graduating Class in Pharmacy, Pharm.D. degree): Colette Barbara Raymond.

Dr. John Wesley Neil Medal and Prize
(Head of Graduating Class in Landscape Architecture, B.L.A. degree): Joanne Cecile Poftt.

H. Peter Oberlander Medal and Prize
(Head of Graduating Class in the School of Community and Regional Planning): Eve Hou.

Royal Architecture Institute of Canada Medal
(Graduating student with the highest standing in the School of Architecture): Robert Richard Grant.

Wilfrid Sadler Memorial Gold Medal

Robert W. Schutz Faculty Prize in Human Kinetics

Roy Stokes Medal in Archival Studies
(Most outstanding graduating student in Master of Archival Studies program): Prisca Giordani.

Hal Straight Gold Medal Prize in Journalism
(Most outstanding graduate student in Journalism): José de Jesús Galindo Montenegro.

Marjorie Ellis Topping Memorial Medal
(Head of the Graduating Class in Social Work, B.S.W. degree): Kimberly Anne Wallace.

University of B.C. Medal
(Head of the Graduating Class in Family and Nutritional Sciences): Nancy Maria Duxbury.

University of B.C. Medal
(Head of the Graduating Class in Fine Arts, B.F.A. degree): Gwenessa Lam.

University of B.C. Medal
(Head of the Graduating Class in Music, B.Mus. degree): Alycia Jane Au.
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Agricultural Sciences

A.F. Barsa Prize in Horticulture
(outstanding in Horticulture):
Andreas Rousou.

British Columbia Food Technologists Prize
(high level of academic achievement, leadership ability and
commitment to the ideals of the food technologists profes-
sion):
Himani Sajwan.

F.E. Buck Prize in Ornamental Horticulture
(highest aggregate standing with special interest in
Ornamental Horticulture):
Tobi Lynn Fenton.

F.M. Clement Prize in Agricultural Economics
(highest standing in Marketing subjects):
Erin Nicole Sawyer.

Dean Blythe Eagles Medal
(good academic standing and outstanding contribution to
student or community affairs):
Erin Nicole Sawyer.

Durante Kreuk Prize in Landscape Architecture
的设计 excellence in the gradu-
ating project):
Derek Masselink.

H.M. King Prize in Animal Science
(highest standing in Animal Science):
Megan Dianne Cunningham.

D.G. Laird Prize in Soil Science
(outstanding student in Soil Science):
Allan R. Michener.

R. Angus P. MacLeod Memorial Award
(scholarly achievement, per-
sonal integrity, involvement in sports):
Kimberley Dawn Spencer.

Wilfrid Sadler Prize in Dairying
(outstanding student in
Dairying):
Eunice Ci Yao.

Applied Science

Dr. Roy Graham Memorial Prize in Geological Engineering
(achievement of leadership and promise of professional merit):
Amanda Marilyn Bustin.

Lefèvre Medal and Prize in Chemical Engineering
(highest standing in general proficiency and research ability in
Chemical Engineering):
Donald Warren MacKenzie.

Latson Prize
(head of the class in
Mechanical Engineering):
Michael Douglas Gerity,
Gavin Kau-Fai Ho,
Jean-Louis Iaconis.

K.B. Mathur Prize
(best oral presentation in
undergraduate thesis, CHML 492):
Manpreet S. Sidhu.

Ernest Peters Prize
(grading student in Metals
and Materials Engineering):
Kevin Frederick Drign.

Architecture

American Institute of Architects Henry Adams Medal
(top-ranked graduating student in Architecture):
Robert Harold Dare.

Architectural Institute of British Columbia Medal
(ingenuity and excellence in Architecture):
Kristina Marie Hubert.

Kenny Charow Prize
(outstanding design in a
tutorial):
Michael Paul Rourke.

Abraham Rogatnick Book Prize
(for creative and poetic talent in design):
Amber Yin Yue Foo.

John Gaitanakis Prize in Architecture
(achievement of a design proj-
et emphasizing ecological
consideration in the urban
environment):
Dobhee Zhong.

Arts

Jane Austen Society Prize
(best essay on Jane Austen):
Siobhan Maria Carroll.

David Bolocan Memorial Prize
(outstanding graduating stu-
dent in Philosophy):
Audrey Yap.

Jean Bolocan Memorial Prize
(outstanding graduating stu-
dent in Psychology):
Christine Marie Tipper.

Joseph A. Crumb Prize
(best graduating essay in
Honours Economics):
Michael William Levonenia.

Roy Daniels Memorial Prize
(excellence in fourth year
English courses):
Patricia Mabel marri,
Lindsey Anne Richardson.

Dr. Ira Dilworth Prize in English
(most promising student in
Canadian Literature):
Aly Chatur.

English Honours Medal
(outstanding graduate in
English Honours):
Siobhan Maria Carroll.

English Honours Prize
(outstanding graduate in
English Honours):
Siobhan Maria Carroll.

Yvonne Firkins Prize
(best record of achievement in
the course in direction and
Staging):
Niti Maini.

Mahatma Gandhi Peace Prize
(outstanding graduating stu-
dent majoring in Philosophy):
Jared Wiercinski.

Goel Prize in Political Science
(outstanding student in
Political Science):
Diego de Merich.

Janet Narod Memorial Scholarship
(outstanding graduating stu-
dent in English Honours):
Jaqueline Skin.

Political Science Gold Medal
(most outstanding student in
the graduating class in the
Political Science B.A. Program):
Diego de Merich.

Gerald N. Savory Prize in International Relations
(outstanding graduating major in the International Relations
program):
Carol Bushell.

J.H. Stewart Reid Medal & Prize in Honours History
(graduating student with the
most outstanding record in
Honours History):
Jesse Richmon.

Commerce and Business Administration

Dorothy Anne Dijkstra
Memorial Prize
(most outstanding female student in the graduating class):
Maili Wong.

Dorothy Anne Dijkstra
Memorial Shield
(most outstanding female student in the graduating class):
Maili Wong.

Colin C. Gourlay Medal and Prize
(student standing second in the
graduating class):
Shunlin Tsui.

Matthew H. Henderson
Memorial Prize
(most outstanding male student in the graduating class):
Michael David Warner.
Matthew H. Henderson
Memorial Shield
(most outstanding male student in the graduating class):
Michael David Warner.
Ralph Loffmark Medal
(student standing third in the graduating class): Janet Lynn Annable.

COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
American Institute of Certified Planners Prize
(outstanding student in Community and Regional Planning):
Karen Gregory.

FAMILY AND NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES
B.C. Dietitians' and Nutritionists' Association Prize
in Dietetics
(high standing in Dietetics):
Gilles R. Cloutier.
Lillian Mae Westcott Prize
(outstanding student in Textiles and Design):
Alasha Meadow McCallion.

FORESTRY
Association of B.C.
Professional Foresters
Graduating Prize in Forestry
(best graduating thesis and/or essay):
Benjamin Davis Gilbert,
Lelainia Michelle Hryborka.
Canadian Institute of Forestry Medal
(best all-round record in professional Forestry):
Anthony Peter Boyd.
H. R. MacMillan Prize in Forest Harvesting
(high standing in the Forest Harvesting option):
Evan Andrew Sollberger.

LAW
Blake Cassels & Greydon LLP Prize in Canadian Constitutional Law
(outstanding achievement in Canadian Constitutional Law course):
David Paul Dahlgren.
Blake Cassels & Greydon LLP Prize in Commercial Transactions
(outstanding achievement in Commercial Transactions):
Lawrence Robinson.
Blake Cassels & Greydon LLP Prize in Corporate Transactions
(outstanding achievement in Corporate Transactions):
David Kalani Lee.
Blake Cassels & Greydon LLP Prize in Native Law
(high standing in the course Law 362 - First Nations and Canadian Law):
Donald James MacInnis.
Bull, Housser & Tupper Prize in Business Law
(high standing in an advanced Business Law course):
Sugan Kamal Dosanjh.
Bull, Housser & Tupper Prize in Corporations II
(high standing in Corporations II):
Katrina Louise Gustafson.
Campney & Murphy Prize in Securities Regulations
(high standing in each section of Law 463):
Carolyn R. Christiansen.
Canada Law Book Inc. Prize
(student obtaining high marks):
Robert Diab.
Carswell Prize
(high standing in final year of the Law program):
Katrina Louise Gustafson.
Alexander J. Cohen Memorial Award in Law
(excellence in law in its social context):
Michael Fredrick Robson.
Boyd Ferris Memorial Prize in Advocacy
(excellence in Advocacy):
Brooke Marie Jamison.
Harper, Grey, Easton Prize in Insurance Law
(highest standard in the subject of Insurance):
Jeremy Lawrence Taylor.
Rosina and Gabriel Iacobucci Prize
(high standing in Family Law course):
Carolyn R. Christiansen.
Raymond G. Herbert Award in Law
(best all round graduating student in Law):
David Kelb.
Jones McCloy Peterson Prize in Commercial Transactions
(high standing in Commercial Transactions course):
Grace Sau-Han Law.
Malcolm MacIntyre Prize in Law
(high standing in Succession):
Kerry Lynn Swift.
Bruce H. McCall Memorial Prize
(excellence in Human Rights Law):
William Arthur Duvall.
Oyan Wiggs Green & Mutala Prize in Intellectual Property
(high academic standing in the course in Intellectual Property):
David Kalani Lee.
Thorsteinsdottir Prize in Taxation
(highest standing in Taxation course):
Donald James MacInnis.
Trial Lawyers Association of B.C. Kenneth S. Fawcus Memorial Prize in Civil Litigation
(high standing in Civil Litigation course):
Debra Ann Gordon.

LIBRARY, ARCHIVAL AND INFORMATION STUDIES
Archives Association of British Columbia Mary Ann Pylypchuk Memorial Prize
(outstanding graduating student in Archival Studies):
Anna Marie Gibson.
Stanley and Rose Arkley Memorial Prize
(outstanding contribution to the field of children’s literature):
Anna Maria Desiree Baron.
Beverley Maureen Becker Memorial Prize
(top student in advanced reference course):
Deborah Anne Hutchison.
Naal Harlow Prize
(outstanding graduating student in the School of Library, Archival and Information Studies):
Thomas Alan Richardson.
Marian Harlow Prize in Librarianship
(for leadership and ability in study of special librarianship):
Christina Jennifer Zeller.
Willard Ireland Prize
(an outstanding student in archival studies):
Erica Jennifer Hernandez.
C.K. Morison Memorial Prize
(for specialization in some aspect of public library work):
Carolyn Christine Buck.
Gordon New Memorial Prize
(outstanding in the course related to College, University and research libraries):
Gordon John Coleman.

MEDICINE
Dr. A.M. Aqnew Memorial Prize
(most proficient in Obstetrics and Gynaecology):
Jenny Yuen-Man Liu.
Dr. H.A. Henderson Memorial Medal
(demonstrated proficiency and promise in Obstetrics and Gynaecology):
Dana Nivel Romalis.

Donald M. McLean Prize in Medical Microbiology
(graduating student with highest standing in Medical Microbiology course):
Melinda Dawn Kulkaba.

Dr. Peter H. Spohn Memorial Prize
(outstanding graduating student in Paediatrics):
Glenn Robertson.

B.J. Twaites Prize
(highest standing in laboratory administration course):
Alison Lanai Janes.

Dean M.M. Weaver Medal and Prize
(outstanding record through the four years of Medicine):
Adrienne Denise Rothney.

Edgar C. Black Memorial Prize in Honours Physiology
(most outstanding student in Honours Physiology):
Sara Gail Stafford.

Clements-Norris Memorial Prize
(promising student specializing in Plant Biology):
Kim Ryall.

Violet and Blythe Eagles Undergraduate Prize in Biochemistry
(best graduating essay in Biochemistry):
Terry Tin Wing Leung.

Martin Frauendorf Memorial Prize in Computer Science
(leader and contributions to student activities in Computer Science):
Michael Edward Friedrich White.

Chan and Peggy Gunn Prize
(top student in the fourth year Honours undergraduate course in Neurophysiology):
Sara Gail Stafford.

Rudi Haering Medal in Physics
(most outstanding student in Physics):
Caitlin Anne Bever.

Kurt Henze Memorial Prize
(outstanding laboratory performance in Honours Physiology):
Gordon Stanley Soon.

Dr. R.D. James Medal in Mathematics
(most outstanding record in Mathematics):
Jesse Alexander Goodman.

Vladimir J. Krajina Prize in Plant Ecology
(outstanding performance in Biology 406 or 407):
Gary John Lewis.

Vladimir J. Krajina Scholarship in Plant Ecology
(outstanding performance in Biology 406 or 407):
Gary John Lewis.

Joan Le Nobel Prize in Environmental Sciences
(outstanding student in environmental sciences):
Aaron James Downie.

Lefevre Medal and Prize in Honours Chemistry
(highest standing in general proficiency and research ability in Honours Chemistry Program):
Ioana Lupu.

Physiology Prize
(best oral and written presentation of the graduating essay in Physiology):
Sara Gail Stafford.

Lorraine Schwartz Prize in Statistics and Probability
(distinction in the fields of statistics and probability):
Earl Robert Byng Gordon.

G.C. Webber Memorial Prize
(outstanding in Honours Mathematics):
Adrien Emmanuel Desjardins.
The Processions and the Programme of Ceremony

Wednesday, May 23rd
8:30 am

**The Processions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)</th>
<th>Chancellor's Procession and Chancellor's Party</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Senior Marshal</td>
<td>Acting Registrar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NESTOR N. KORCHINSKY</td>
<td>AUDREY LINDSAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.E., M.A., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Human Kinetics</td>
<td>B.Sc., Associate Registrar and Director, Student Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Macebearer and Marshal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AFTON CAYFORD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marshall, Office of the Registrar</td>
<td>M.A., Ph.D., Associate Professor Emeritus of Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEO FERNIG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.A., Project Manager, Student Systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GORD UYEDA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Manager, Student Systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chief Usher</td>
<td>Ceremonies and Events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DONNA SHULTZ</td>
<td>Director of Ceremonies and University Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.A., M.A., Senior Instructor, Faculty of Applied Science</td>
<td>CHARLES E. SLONECKER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D.D.S., Ph.D., F.A.C.D., Professor of Anatomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EILIS COURTNEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Events Coordinator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HELEN GABOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Office of the Registrar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graduation Coordinator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SUSAN WONG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The Programme**

- **O Canada**
- **Invocation**
  - GABRIEL MERANDA, Executive Director, Hillel House
- **Address**
  - WILLIAM L. SAUER, Chancellor
- **Remarks**
  - MARTHA C. PIPER, President
  - ELIZABETH JOB, Member, Graduating Class
- **Conferring of Degrees in Course**
  - THE CHANCELLOR
- **Closing Remarks**
  - THE PRESIDENT
- **Reception Following the Ceremony**

Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before Graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.
THE DEGREE OF
DOCTOR OF
PHILOSOPHY

Dr. Ann Rose, Associate Dean
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Boden, Catherine, B.Sc., M.Sc., Vancouver, Psychology
Flynn, Carol Ann, B.Sc., M.A., Ontario, Psychology
Matzuka, Michio Kyle, B.Sc., B.A., M.A., Prince George, Psychology

THE DEGREE OF
BACHELOR OF ARTS

Dean Alan Tully
Faculty of Arts

PSYCHOLOGY HONOURS
Ho, Hoe Yan, Vancouver
Park, Karen Jill Kwee, West Vancouver
Tow, Juliana, Vancouver
Track, Laura Kathleen, Richmond
Vissers, Falshah, Burnaby

PSYCHOLOGY MAJOR
Adamovic, Rozica, Vancouver
Aghili, Pantea, –
Alvarez de Lorenzana, John William, Vancouver
Arcon-Pollet, Aishia Mara, Vancouver
Aun, Yin Jieqin Elaine, China
Bagatella, Naomi, North Vancouver
Bagherali, Aria, Vancouver
Baillot, Christelle, Quebec
Barnes, Jenny-Rebecca Nyroe, B.A., Vancouver
Bates, Allison, Coquitlam
Bernard, Janis Rosemary, West Vancouver
Botting, Rebecca Jane, Maple Ridge
Boutillier, Craig Daniel, Vancouver
Brazee, Michael Sebastian, Ontario
Brown, Kimberly, Alberta
Brown, Krista Erin, Victoria
Bruincoque, Monica Ruth, Vancouver
Burns, Brie Shannon, West Vancouver
Chai, Leo Yan, Vancouver
Chen, Chun Yu, Richmond
Chen, Kin Soon John, Burnaby
Chen, Wency See Chui, Vancouver
Chen, Winnie Bao Vin, Surrey
Cheng, Charlie, Vancouver
Charlton, Marie-Josie, Langley
Cheng, Christine, Vancouver
Chen, Pei-Chen, Burnaby
Cheung, Chung Hou, North Vancouver
Cheok, Cindy Min, Burnaby
Choe, Karen D.L., Vancouver
Choe, Livie Wai Tey, Burnaby
Chong, Daniel, Vancouver
Chow, Gary Kar Yiu, Surrey
Chow, Jason, Vancouver
Chow, My Linh, Vancouver
Chun, Tina J., Vancouver
Corinbkl, Jordana Layel, Alberta
Currie, Sara Elisabeth, Kelowna
Cutler, Carrie Beth, Ontario
Davidoff, Anne Lee, Grand Forks
De Sousa, Anita Ribeiro, Kitimat
Drades, Rerita, North Delta
Dreida, Rerita, United States
Eng, Estella Stephanie, –
Faas, Alfred King-Fai, Richmond
Fenn, Rita Catherine, West Vancouver
Fowles, Kathryn Jasmine, Salt Spring Island
Frost, Elidon Dean, Vancouver
Fung, Jennifer Panyet, Vancouver
Gaird, Susan Bele, Vancouver
Garnham, Sarah D., Delta
Geiger, Krista R., Regina
Gibson, Carolyn Elizabeth, Vancouver
Gilchrist, Karen Elaine, Vancouver
Girling, William John, Richmond
Go, Benjamin Bryan, Richmond
Groves, Amanda Lee, Vancouver
Gupea, Meett Prameet, Richmond
Gutbh, Nela, Vancouver
Habosohe, Ronetta, Coquitlam
Haley-Brantford, Christopher Greg, Richmond
Han, Angela, Delta
Hanek, Hannah Brooke, Victoria
Harlil, Tan, Vancouver
Harry, Karina Marie, Estet First Nation
Hasen, Abbe, Richmond
Heately, Jessica Marie Ann, Vancouver
Herron-Vanier, Leslie S., New Westminster
Ho, Jane Ching Wei, North Vancouver
Ho, Jeffrey Hoi-Fung, Burnaby
Ho, Shuk Fan Tracy, Vancouver
Hoag, Ryan Alexander, Langley
Hodgson, Charlene-Anne Margarita, Vancouver
Hogan, Sean Patrick, Vancouver
Hok, Jonas Prasoot, Alberta
Hong, Ryan Ramus Jeen, New Westminster
Hui, Alan Ah Man, Richmond
Ip, Wing Shing Winnie, Richmond
Jassi, Monisha, Vernon
Job, Elizabeth Ann, Vancouver
Johal, Jasvinder K., Richmond
Jones, Laura Ann, Vancouver
Kariagologlo, Lama, Richmond
Kato, Chizuru, Japan
Kelly, Chbe Alexandra Justine, Vancouver
Kim, Louise Sung-ha, Delta
Ko, Verone Yat, North Vancouver
Koberstein, Deana Beth, Manitoba
Koo, David H., Vancouver
Kost, Janna Maria, North Vancouver
Kowalchuk, Allison Laurea, Burnaby
Kwo, Vivian Wei-Man, Richmond
Kwong, Angela Wing Ming, Richmond
Lafreniere, Lisa Jeanine, Revelstoke
Lane, Karen Bina, South Surrey
Leu, Ka Kay Karen, Vancouver
Leverock, Caroline Laura, North Vancouver
Law, Dorothy Wei Yan, Vancouver
Lee, James, Vancouver
Lee, Soomin, Coquitlam
Lee-Siu, Jonathan Scott, Richmond
Leggo, Christine Marie, Vancouver
Lengkong, Caroline Marcia, Alberta
Leung, Hon Wai, China
Lowe, Craig Victor, B.Mus., Vancouver
Li, Roxanne Rachel, Delta
Liao, Kathleen Ann Sadim, Richmond
Liu, Dennis Yu-Teh, Richmond
Ma, Karen, North Delta
Macramallah, Steven R., Vancouver
Malekiah, Reazul, North Vancouver
Mamor, Sarah Jane, Delta
Marques, Amanda Kimberly, Prince George
Marshall, Alana Nicole, Maple Ridge
Martin, Eamonn Louise, Abbotsford
McAndrew, Alison F., Newfoundland
McFadden, Katharine, North Vancouver
McVatterson, Stephanie Anne, Ontario
Miedzy, Shane William, North Vancouver
Minoves, Andreja, Vancouver
Mohamed, Nadia Haji, Richmond
Montith, Rosalind Heather, Ontario
Moon, Jason Harel, Alberta
Munoli, Malini, North Vancouver
Myers, Jeremy Lee, Vancouver
Myo-Lwin, Marionngn Ong, Vancouver
Nasotti, Taron, North Vancouver
Nazarina, Rudabeh Roudi, South Surrey
Nielsen, Angela Margarita, Alberta
Nykolak, Gina Karen, Vancouver
Ong, Lephuong, Vancouver
Ong, Sharon Veronica, Vancouver
Osela, Gabriela Jesus, Vancouver
Payner, Caitlin, Vancouver
Park, Liza So Young, Vancouver
Pattison, Cheryl, Richmond
Pearson, Christine Katherine, Vancouver
Penman, Karina, Shawshigan Lake
Pham, Ngoc Tran, Viet Nam
Pham, Tuyen Ngoc Nguyen, Vancouver
Poleksiw, Adam, B.A., Ontario
Politik, Kandalle Louise, Langley
Puterman, Jennifer Ketelsen, Vancouver
Remirez, Joe Louis, United States
Reynolds, Jennifer Suzanne, Vancouver
Richer, Samantha Leesh, Vancouver
Robert, Carolyn Kathleen, West Vancouver
Rollins, Jeffrey Frederick, Vancouver
Rumba, Carey, Sechelt
Schnidt, Melanie Denise, Burnaby
Selinger, Meghan Jayne, South Surrey
Senthi, Senthavan, Vancouver
Sharp, Travis William, Langley
Shetty, Riddi, North Vancouver
Shih, Ching-yi Amy, Langley
Sidhu, Monica, Abbotsford
Silveira, Daniel Xavier, Vancouver
Silvestre, Nicole Jay, Coquitlam
Singh, Priya Ronika, Vancouver
Siou, Joanne Pui Man, Richmond
Smith, Kelise, Ontario
Smith, Tara Denise, Nova Scotia
So, Min Kyung, South Korea
Sousa, Melody Melissa, Burnaby
Stassler, David Isaac, Vancouver
Sung, Hannah, Coquitlam
Sutelja, Fiona, Burnaby
Sy, Rainbow Wing Bo, Burnaby
Tagger, Serita Kaur, Vancouver
Tipper, Christine Marie, Richmond
Tsang, Fanny Suet Fan, Vancouver
Tsa, Elaine Yanmee, Richmond
Tse, Stephanie Carmel, Richmond
Veldt, Christina Faye, New Westminster
Wei, Trevor, Vancouver
Waits, Christopher Nathan, Williams Lake
Webster, Karen Arlene, Hope
Wheeler, Emily Vanessa, Vancouver
Wong, Anna, Vancouver
Wong, Kaing Gei Wai, Vancouver
Wong, Margaret Jennifer, Burnaby
Wong, Teresa Chi-San, Richmond
Wun, Janet Cherly, Vancouver
Yang, Gianwiere, Vancouver
Yau, Joanna Sze-Wan, Vancouver
Yeh, Han-Ching Angela, –
Yeo, Joo-Yeong Joanne, Vancouver
Yip, Bik Wai, Vancouver
Yip, Gary, Richmond
Yung, Wendy Ka Po, China
Ziaekis, Katarina, North Vancouver

PSYCHOLOGY AND SOCIOLOGY MAJORS

Daisy, Kukwinder Kaur, Surrey
Kurji, Sobhan, Richmond
Kychygina, Nataliya, West Vancouver
Lee, Donna, Vancouver
Mallari, Marsha, Richmond
Sien, Maybass, Vancouver
Tan, Delores, West Vancouver

PSYCHOLOGY AND SPEECH SCIENCE MAJORS

Bastante, Patricia, Richmond
The Processions and The Programme of Ceremony

Wednesday, May 23rd
11:00 am

The Processions

Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)

Procession of Graduating Students

Senior Marshal
NESTOR N. KORCHINSKY
B.P.E., M.A., Ph.D.,
Assistant Professor of Human Kinetics

Marshals,
Office of the Registrar
ALVIA BRANCH
Director, Administrative Services

BRUCE ATHERTON
Systems Analyst, Student Systems

Chief Usher
DONNA SHULTZ
B.A., M.A., Senior Instructor,
Faculty of Applied Science

Procession of Faculty

Chancellor’s Procession and
Chancellor’s Party

Macebearer and Marshal
AFTON CAYFORD
M.A., Ph.D.,
Associate Professor Emeritus of Mathematics

Ceremonies and Events

Director of Ceremonies and University Relations
CHARLES E. SLONECKER
D.D.S., Ph.D., F.A.C.D.,
Professor of Anatomy

Manager
EILIS COURTNEY

Events Coordinator
HELEN GABOR

Office of the Registrar
Graduation Coordinator
SUSAN WONG

The Programme

O Canada

Invocation

GABRIEL MERANDA
Executive Director,
Hillel House

Address

WILLIAM L. SAUER
Chancellor

Remarks

MARTHA C. PIPER
President

KEVIN MACGILLIVRAY
Member, Graduating Class

Presentation of The University of British Columbia Killam Teaching Prizes

NEIL GUPTA
Associate Vice-President
Academic Programs

Presentation of the Governor-General’s Silver Medal (Arts)

Confering of Degrees in Course

THE CHANCELLOR

Closing Remarks

THE PRESIDENT

Reception Following the Ceremony

Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before Graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Dr. Ann Rose, Associate Dean
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Baig, Federico, M.Econ., Italy, Economics
Diasamis, Michele Maria, B.A., M.A., Vancouver, Asian Studies
Jin, Naoto, B.A., M.A., Japan, Economics
Lam, Lap, B.A., M.Phil., China, Asian Studies
Lee, Vivian Pui Yin, B.A., M.A., China, Asian Studies

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Dean Alan Tully
Faculty of Arts

ASIAN AREA STUDIES MAJOR

Au, Susan Se Wan, Vancouver
Beal, Albert, Richmond
Chang, Tina, B.Mus., Vancouver
Collinge, Jason Edward, B.A., Burnaby
Hoang, Cathy Nguyen Yen, Vancouver
Hunt, Timothy James, Vancouver
Hwang, Chilung Helen Daphne, Vancouver
Kamitakawa, Natsumi, Japan
Kim, Christine Min, Burnaby
King, Laura K., Vancouver
Lau, Zania Sim-Yee, Vancouver
Lee, Derek Daye, Vancouver
Lee, Irwin Jasper, Vancouver
Lee, Manan, Vancouver
Lin, Huen-Hue Richard, Taiwan
Lin, Yi-Chun, Vancouver
Magnoli, Nicki Dianne, Vancouver
Matsen, Nobuko, Vancouver
McDonald, Kevin James, B.A., Princeton
Miyagaki, Miodor, Japan
Narita, Jasmyn, Burnaby
Nomura, Kenji, New Westminster
Onishi, Masayu, Vancouver
Park, Jennifer Hae-Young, Vancouver
Shan, Monica Fang-Ju, Vancouver
Shimada, Kenhiro, Richmond
Sum, Raymond Tse-Man, Vancouver
Wang, Cassandra Yue Wen, Burnaby
Wong, Wing, Vancouver
Ying, Maureen Tak Wah, Richmond
Yoshimi, Kazuo, Japan

ASIAN AREA STUDIES AND CHINESE MAJORS

Fu, Lung Edward, Vancouver
Lee, Ying-Ching Cathy, West Vancouver

ASIAN AREA STUDIES AND ECONOMICS MAJORS

Hung, Wei-Jen, Richmond

ASIAN AREA STUDIES AND ENGLISH MAJORS

Lau, Janey Mei-Jane, Vancouver

ASIAN AREA STUDIES AND HISTORY MAJORS

Ho, Cindy Lai Shung, Burnaby
Yia, Tracy Lynn, Vancouver
Yu, Chi Man Carmen, Vancouver

ASIAN AREA STUDIES AND JAPANESE MAJORS

Henderson, Emilie Minilla, Richmond
Nam, Judy Jung-Eun, North Vancouver

ASIAN AREA STUDIES AND POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJORS

Cheng, Michael, Vancouver
Rowcliffe, Devon Thomas, –
Sung, Bo Kyung Rosa, Vancouver

ASIAN AREA STUDIES MAJOR AND ECONOMICS MINOR

Chen, Chien-Wen Tony, West Vancouver
Chen, Jenny Mei Chun, Taiwan
Chi, Alice, Richmond
Chong, Kwai-Ho Calvin, Coquitlam
Lee, Maggie Fong Hing, Richmond
Leung, Yin Yan Yvonne, Vancouver
Lim, Jeneen Sy, Vancouver

ASIAN AREA STUDIES MAJOR AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS MINOR

Nykon, Bryan Paul, Ladner
Ryan, Jonathan Kenji, Langley

ASIAN AREA STUDIES MAJOR AND JAPANESE MINOR

Chen, Alice Lai-Yee, Burnaby
Fuji, Miha Misako, Vancouver
Fujikawa, Rinannah, Vancouver
Kim, Min-Chung, Vancouver
Lin, Yvonne Hing Yin, Vancouver

ASIAN AREA STUDIES MAJOR AND RELIGIOUS STUDIES MINOR

Kapash, Regan Elliene, Calgary

CHINESE MAJOR

Asakeawa, Shihou, Japan
Brown, Dominique Trinh Chau, Vancouver
Chong, Chongyip, Vancouver
Dych, Donnay Nicole, Vancouver
Iwanami, Machiko, Japan
Tse, Allison Faye Gee, Vancouver

CHINESE AND ECONOMICS MAJORS

Cheung, Cindy, Richmond
Ho, Joanne Mei Ting, Richmond
Tong, Lorraine Yu, Richmond

CHINESE AND ENGLISH MAJORS

Lee, Hannah Jia-Yee, Vancouver

CHINESE AND HISTORY MAJORS

Chen, Louise Wat Yin, Vancouver

CHINESE AND JAPANESE MAJORS

Kumoru, Sakura, Vancouver

CHINESE MAJOR AND ASIAN AREA STUDIES MINOR

Han, Yong Kyu, Vancouver
Yu, Edrick Szeto Ming, Vancouver

CANADIAN STUDIES MAJOR

Chapko, Jane A.M., –

CANADIAN STUDIES AND POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJORS

Cavouros, Anne Lisa, Boundary Bay

CANADIAN STUDIES AND FRENCH MAJORS

Ragan, Jennifer Tarra, Vancouver

CANADIAN STUDIES MAJOR AND POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJOR

Leggo, Anna Margaret Kerry, Richmond

CANADIAN STUDIES MAJOR AND SOCIOLGY MAJOR

Harviset, Jonathan David, Vancouver

CLASSICAL ARCHAEOLOGY AND ANCIENT HISTORY MAJOR

O’Connor, Erin Alyson, Richmond

CLASSICAL STUDIES HONOURS

McDonald, Glenda Camille, Vancouver

CLASSICAL STUDIES MAJOR

Casio, Maria De Los Dolores, Vancouver
Dyke, Alan J., Vancouver
Edgar, Melissa D.L., Vancouver
Lee, Marianne Megan, Vancouver
Tothova, Rita North Vancouver

CLASSICAL STUDIES AND ENGLISH MAJORS

Glouberman, Noa, Vancouver

CLASSICAL STUDIES AND GEOGRAPHY MAJORS

Praets, Athena, Vancouver
Bailey, Andrew Gordon, Victoria

CLASSICAL STUDIES MAJOR AND ENGLISH MAJOR

Humphries, David William, Vancouver

ECONOMICS HONOURS

Gonzalez, Javlar, Vancouver
Lau, Frances Shuk Yu, Richmond
Wong, Angela Man Ching, Vancouver
Wong, Gloria, Richmond
Woon, Cyril Shit-Howe, Vancouver
Wu, Cecilia Ngai Gee, Vancouver

ECONOMICS HONOURS AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS MAJOR

Moli, Michael William, Ontario

ECONOMICS HONOURS AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS MINOR

Ghant, Andra Celeste, Ontario

ECONOMICS HONOURS AND PHILOSOPHY MINOR

Lewkowicz, Michael William, Alberta

ECONOMICS HONOURS AND PSYCHOLOGY MINOR

Woo, Jane Siu Tim, Vancouver

ECONOMICS MAJOR

Bayley, Gemma Alice, West Vancouver
Beatto, Daniel Teresio, Burnaby
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Noelkes, Edward Stanton, Kamloops

ECONOMICS MAJOR AND ASIAN AREA STUDIES MINOR
Lam, Lawrence, Richmond
Yue, Arthur, Vancouver

ECONOMICS MAJOR AND COMMERCE MINOR
Chan, Michael Wai Kit, Vancouver
Cheung, Cuthy Chung Yan, Vancouver
Chu, Carol Ka Yee, Richmond
Chyi, Myilah Lu, Richmond
Churn, Sharon Anne, Richmond
Dicolo, Sarah Therese, West Vancouver
Hughes, Kristoffer Emmond, West Vancouver
Lam, Angela Yu Bun, Vancouver
Lee, Alice Chi Kwan, Vancouver
Lundet, Simen, Vancouver
Ng, Kylee Ka Yi, Vancouver
Ng, Ronald Yan Wo, Vancouver
Peng, Loreta Tin Wing, Vancouver
Peng, Mui Kwi, China
Sibounhou, Amin, West Vancouver
Selheim, Erik Reisted, Vancouver
Tang, Eva Huu-Wen, Vietnam
Yeung, Clara Wing Sz, Vancouver
Yeung, Rosanna C. Shean, Richmond

ECONOMICS MAJOR AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS MINOR
Leung, Barbara Mei-Yin, Burnaby

ECONOMICS MAJOR AND JAPANESE STUDIES MINOR
Chow, Man Wai Florence, Richmond
Wong, Canterio, Vancouver

ECONOMICS AND PSYCHOLOGY MAJOR
Chan, Diana Huai-Yuk, China
Chan, Ivan Ka Ming, Vancouver
Chan, Sandy Lei Yee, Burnaby

FAMILY SCIENCE MAJOR
Ahmad, Hana Yaseen, Burnaby
Allen, Marjorie-Anne, South Surrey
Fung, Marianne Ka-Fong, Burnaby
Gernaat, Fabiana Frei, Vancouver
Healy, Eleanor, Vancouver
Jorden, Tara Ann, Vancouver
Leung, Ronda Yen Yan, Vancouver
Ling, Alissa, Vancouver
Meyers, Tanya, Vancouver
Ng, Amy, Richmond
Osborne, Kristina, Ontario
Stewart, Linda Jolene, Maple Ridge
Tanahara, Steve Yohshiko, Burnaby
Thoss, Leanne Novo Marie, Burnaby
Tran, Dorothy Tieu Hoan, Vancouver
Wong, Angie, Richmond

FAMILY SCIENCE AND PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS
Chan, Bernadette Hang Sze, Vancouver
Fung, Karen Kay Yan, Vancouver
Klear, Kiren, Surrey
Lu, Angela Hein-Yu, Richmond
Nemetz, Andrea Suzanne, Burnaby
Pan, Angela, Vancouver
Pao, Cynthia, Vancouver
Young, Carol Elizabeth, Vancouver

FAMILY SCIENCE AND SOCIOLOGY MAJORS
Harlow, Nicole Jennifer, West Vancouver

FAMILY SCIENCE MAJOR AND ASIAN AREA STUDIES MINOR
Lai, Candy, Vancouver

FAMILY SCIENCE MAJOR AND ENGLISH MINOR
Klaray, Christina Alexis, Alberta

FAMILY SCIENCE MAJOR AND PSYCHOLOGY MINOR
Lin, Chi-Liu Carol, Richmond
Meh, Nora, Vancouver
Peng, Ada Kar Man, Richmond

JAPANESE MAJOR
Basho, Hideki, Vancouver
Chen, Hui-Ting Anna, Vancouver
Chen, Chi-Fan, Vancouver
Chiu, Gelyen Yee Hsien, Vancouver
Heath, Hu-Ting Terry, Burnaby
Kim, Eunjung, Korea
Kuo, Queenie Yi-Wen, Taiwan
Rochna, Fabiano Takashi, -
Sato, Miyuki, Japan
Tian, Judy Ching-Ta, Richmond
Wang, Ming-Yu Jennifer, Richmond

JAPANESE AND PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS
Cheng, Alice Ho Man, Richmond

JAPANESE MAJOR AND ASIAN AREA STUDIES MINOR
Mogg, Christopher Laurence, Richmond
Patt, Martyn Richard, Vancouver

JAPANESE MAJOR AND COMMERCE MINOR
Lau, Amanda A.M., Vancouver
Leung, Katherine Ka Ian, Vancouver

JAPANESE MAJOR AND ECONOMICS MINOR
Au, Patrick Cheuk Wai, Prince George
Chan, Salina Chit Lam, Burnaby
Chang, Joanna Ke-Hsin, Richmond
Hsu, Hu-Ling Beth, Vancouver
Tsai, Hsing-er Nancy, Vancouver
Ua, Sophie Pei-Jung, Richmond
Yip, Christine Lai-Mui, Vancouver

JAPANESE AND ENGLISH MINOR
Ludhurst, Britt-Marie, Victoria

JAPANESE MAJOR AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS MINOR
Shie, Joanne Tsung-Ming, Taiwan

RELIGIOUS STUDIES HONOURS AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS MINOR
Mizrahi, Nava, Vancouver

RELIGIOUS STUDIES MAJOR
Andor, Melissa Nancy, -
Donnor, Kevin Courtwright, Vancouver
Inglis, Ruth Elizabeth, Vancouver
Kluthe, Erika Lynne, B.A., Vancouver
Lubiner, Caryn Jill, Vancouver
Ray, Christina Elizabeth, Vancouver
Schropp, Maris Anne, Kelowna

Women’s Studies and Gender Relations Major
Remnick, Erin Elizabeth, Vancouver

Women’s Studies and Gender Relations Major and English Minor
Lundie, Carolyn Emma, North Vancouver

The Degree of Bachelor of Social Work
Prof. Graham Riches, Director
School of Social Work

Abbing, Angela Ann, Richmond
Alladina, Abdul Faizal, Vancouver
Brammall, Kira-Kan Jades, B.A., Vancouver
Bramwell, William Douglas, B.A., Vancouver
Brown, Monica Joyce, Vancouver
Daiguesault, Julie Joanne, B.A., Vancouver
Embree, Tasha Maht, B.A., Surrey
Garantica, Nicole, B.A., Vancouver
Griffin, Colleen Patricia, B.A., Vancouver
Haider, Ayesha, M.I.R., Vancouver
Hanna, Erin, North Vancouver
Harper, Alexander, B.A., M.A., Vancouver
Heidebrecht, Paul Victor, B.A., Vancouver
Hill, David Robert, B.Sc., West Vancouver
Hill, Michael Phillip, North Vancouver
Hitchen, Amber Marie, Vancouver
Johal, Parminder, Surrey
Juan Martinez, Juan Manuel, B.A., Surrey
Krautner, Kimberly Ann, B.A., Vancouver
Lake, Christine Deborah, Richmond
Luederding, Doris, East Vancouver
MacGillivray, Kevin Wallace, Kamloops
Martyriuk, Gregory James, B.A., Burnaby
McMillan, Lara Whitney, West Vancouver
Mitchell, Blair Scott, North Delta
Moore, Susan Dawn, B.A., West Vancouver
Murray, Gloria Darlene, B.G.S., Vancouver
Nguyen, Maria Socorro Mangilla, B.Sc.Bus., Burnaby
Ong, Dulcie Deborah, B.A., Richmond
Pare, Jesse, Vancouver
Pirieault, Melanie Suzanne, Haida Gwaii
Pfotzer, Rhonda Colleen, Vancouver
Pample, Brandy Christine, B.A., Surrey
Shappe, Lisa Ann, B.A., Alberta
Shiona, Melissa Lourdes, Richmond
Sichler, Polly Nikki, Surrey
Valentino Roman, Irma Elizabeth, LL.B., Vancouver
Vang, Lee, B.A., Pitt Meadows
Wallace, Kimberly Anne, North Vancouver
Washington, Lesley, B.A., Victoria
Welodyhynhyn, Wassen Assefa, B.A., Vancouver
Yang, Shu, M.Ed., Vancouver
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THE PROCESSIONS AND THE PROGRAMME OF CEREMONY

Wednesday, May 23rd
1:30 pm

THE PROCESSIONS

Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)

Chancellor's Procession and Chancellor's Party

Macebearer and Marshal
IAIN E.P. TAYLOR
B.Sc., Ph.D., Professor of Botany

Senior Marshal
NESTOR N. KORCHINSKY
B.P.E., M.A., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Human Kinetics

Marshals,
Office of the Registrar
ALVIA BRANCH
Director, Administrative Services

Maureen Elliott
Administrative Supervisor, Records and Registration

Chief Usher
DONNA SHULTZ
B.A., M.A., Senior Instructor, Faculty of Applied Science

Procession of Faculty

THE PROGRAMME

O Canada
Invocation

GABRIEL MERANDA
Executive Director, Hillel House

Address
WILLIAM L. SAUDER
Chancellor

Conferring of Degrees in Course

THE CHANCELLOR

Conferring of an Honorary Degree by the Chancellor

Presentation of the Governor-General's Gold Medal (Masters Programs)

The Degree Doctor of Letters

Closing Remarks

Gordon Appelbe Smith
Remarks

THE PRESIDENT

Remarks

MARTHA C. PIPER
President

Reception Following the Ceremony

JEN MACLENNAN
Member, Graduating Class

Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before Graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Dr. Tom Pedersen, Associate Dean
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Anderson, Patric Lene, B.A., M.A., Vancouver, Fine Arts
Angus, Fiona Leslie, B.A., M.A., Duncan, Sociology
Cohen, Miralle, B.Sc., M.Sc., United States, Sociology
Doyne, Aaron William, B.A., M.A., Vancouver, Sociology
Polier, Michael Paul, B.A., M.A., Ontario, Sociology
Ryniak, David Craig, B.A., M.A., United States, Anthropology
Simpson, Beth Michelle, M.A., Kamloops, Sociology
Wachowich, Nancy Jill, B.A., M.A., Vancouver, Anthropology

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF JOURNALISM

Prof. Donna Logan, Director
School of Journalism

Bailey, Nicole Suzanne, B.Sc., Vancouver
Barahona, Federico Araya, B.A., Vancouver
Barnes, Tracy Lynn, B.A., M.A., Newfoundland
Brown, S. Mark, B.A., Ontario
Galindo Montaño, José de Jesús, Licenciado, Vancouver
Goodman, Aaron Michael, B.A., Vancouver
Hancock, Michelle Trudy, B.A., Burnaby
Hughes, Merrelle Atina, B.M.L.S., Vancouver
Liu, Brian Ming-fong, B.A., Vancouver
Mclnnna, Sorcha Kathleen, B.A., Alberta
Miles, Gray Swift, B.A., Vancouver
Petrecci, Andrew Justin, B.A., Vancouver
Rhine, Paul K., B.Sc., M.A., Lebanon
Sotmel, Jill F., B.A., Vancouver
Singh, Vaithi, B.A., Ontario
Smith, Bradley Gordon, B.A., Vancouver
Spandove, Paul MacDonald, B.A., Ontario

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Dean Alan Tully
Faculty of Arts

ANTHROPOLOGY HONOURS

Bruno, Dominique, Vancouver
Campbell, Alice Marie, Delta
Djousetta, Jamie, Ontario
Erlach, Christiane Marie, Vancouver
Jonas, Saegang, Victoria

ANTHROPOLOGY MAJOR

Ali-Zadeh, Tareq, Ontario
Bosco, Justin M., United States
Bronge-Cote, Leasa Christiane, Delta
Burns, Michelle Kathleen, Richmond
Caprick, Elizabeth Ann, Quick
Cheng, Pui Lan Nicola
Crammer, Myrna A., Vancouver
Demondes, Jasmin, Vancouver
Devries, Lauretta Kimberly, Vancouver
Duckoud, Caroline Nadina, Vancouver
DuPre, Alexandra Maria, Delta
Eskandani, Shadi, Vancouver
Fairbrother, Barbara Lynn, Surrey
Galbraith, Syron Christopher, West Vancouver
Hamn, Gregory Douglas, Vancouver
Hall, Katherine Anne, Surrey
Ho, Carolyn Char-Lin, Vancouver
Huynh, Khuyen Anh, Burnaby
Katalinic, John Michael, Surrey
Kilgallin, Sean Hunter, Vancouver
Kim, Minju, South Korea
Krawczyk, Mariel Theresia, Toowoomba
LeFleur, Mary-Lou, Alberta
Levy, Robyn, Vancouver
Michals, Tiffany, Vancouver
Nelson, Dean, Alberta
Nikolov, Vaab, Ontario
Orr, Whitney Elizabeth, Richmond
Py, Arna Clara, Richmond
Scott, Andrea Joen, Vancouver
Sidhu, Nirmaat Kaur Nirmal
Slater, Faye Andrew, North Vancouver
Turner, Lynne N., Victoria

ANTHROPOLOGY AND CLASSICAL ARCHAEOLOGY & ANCIENT HISTORY MAJORS

Hudz, Marka, Vancouver

ANTHROPOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY MAJORS

Crow, Shawndelle Linda A., Vancouver

ANTHROPOLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS

Akieda, Noa, Vancouver
Prevost, Francine, Agassiz
Sentoro, Sabrina Connie, Nelson

ANTHROPOLOGY MAJOR AND ASIAN AREA STUDIES MINOR

Tan, Edith M.Y., Vancouver

ANTHROPOLOGY MAJOR AND BUSINESS MAJOR

Wong, Linda, Vancouver

ANTHROPOLOGY MAJOR AND HISTORY MAJOR

McShane, Sarah Michelle, Richmond

ANTHROPOLOGY MAJOR AND PSYCHOLOGY MAJOR

Takahashi, Judy Naoko, North Delta

ANTHROPOLOGY MAJOR AND SOCIOLOGY MAJOR

Fabbro, Malinda Mary, Vancouver
Lowen, Heidi Nicole, North Vancouver

ANTHROPOLOGY MAJOR AND WOMEN'S STUDIES & GENDER RELATIONS MAJOR

Harvorsen, Amy, Brackendale

ART HISTORY MAJOR

Chong, Gerardine Kim-Ee, Merritt
Currie, Danielle Meghan Beauchemin, Victoria
Koo, Se-Woong, Vancouver
Louie, Pui Kei, Vancouver
McKenney, Victoria Anne, Vancouver
Miles, Vanessa L., Vancouver
Munns, Karen Anne, West Vancouver
Nguyen, Kim-Ly, Vernon
Ozurhchodzą, Nicolle, Vancouver
Ramen, Marilyn Sashi-Lata, Vancouver
Syme, Shannon May, Victoria
Wein, Daniela, West Vancouver
Williams, Leslie, Vancouver

ART HISTORY AND ASIAN AREA STUDIES MAJORS

O'Flanagan, Saan D., Saskatchewan

ART HISTORY AND ENGLISH MAJORS

Janowicz, Monika Ivonne, Alberta
Vander Meet, Shane Alexander, Surrey

ART HISTORY AND HISTORY MAJORS

Alden, Emily Anne, North Vancouver

ART HISTORY AND MODERN EUROPEAN STUDIES MAJORS

Grigo, Kamila Monika, Vancouver

ART HISTORY AND SOCIOLOGY MAJORS

Anthony, Catherine Elena, Vancouver

ART HISTORY MAJOR AND CLASSICAL STUDIES MINOR

Kas, Candace Polly, Vancouver

ART HISTORY MAJOR AND ENGLISH MAJOR

Mah, Matthew, Vancouver

ART HISTORY MAJOR AND HISTORY MAJOR

Hood, Lauren Kate, Vancouver

ART HISTORY MAJOR AND CRITICAL STUDIES IN SEXUALITY MAJOR

Gill, Rajdeep Singh, Vancouver

CREATIVE WRITING MAJOR

Copley, Jennifer, Vancouver

CREATIVE WRITING AND FILM STUDIES MAJORS

Tsakas, Shalaine Midori, Vancouver

CREATIVE WRITING MAJOR AND STUDIO ARTS MAJOR

Armstrong, Thelinda Frances Fraser, North Vancouver

FILM STUDIES MAJOR

Alameddine, Lara, Vancouver
Shamsh, Sarah Mislam, Vancouver
Smith, Dylan Akio, Vancouver

FILM STUDIES AND PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS

Eyn, Alexandra Elizabeth, –
FRENCH MAJOR
Barthwick, Melanie Grace, Richmond
Darste, Brian, Kelowna
Guiness, Patrick Lawrence, United States
Helfgot, Nicole Melissa, Vancouver
Kawamura, Etsuko, Vancouver
Kontos, Stamatoloula Toala, Vancouver
Lin, Albert, West Vancouver
Lofaso, Candice Erica, Vancouver
Moreira, Cristel P., Vancouver
Nguyen, Mai Thi Thuet, Vancouver
Safavi, Ehsan, Iran
Simard, Annie Sylvie, Montreal
Tannock, Steven Duncan, Ontario
Uren, Hillary Lynn, North Vancouver
Wilkinson, Susan Elizabeth, Vancouver
Williamson, Christina Anne, New Brunswick

FRENCH AND HISTORY MAJORS
Mo, Damara Chantelle, Langley

FRENCH AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS MAJORS
Ng, Karine Kok Wing, Vancouver

FRENCH AND JAPANESE MAJORS
Chiu, Nancy Thu-Ng, Vancouver

FRENCH AND LINGUISTICS MAJORS
Dontsch, Alleen, North Vancouver

FRENCH AND MUSIC MAJORS
Tuong, Kim Thao, –

FRENCH AND SPANISH MAJORS
Moorehouse, Emmy, North Vancouver

FRENCH MAJOR AND ASIAN AREA STUDIES MINOR
Hare, Linda, Manitoba

FRENCH MAJOR AND ENGLISH MINOR
Voyer, Catherine-Melanie, Vancouver

FRENCH MAJOR AND GERMAN MINOR
Macovei, Janice D., Vancouver

FRENCH MAJOR AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS MINOR
Corte, Anne-Maria Antonella, Vancouver
Cook, Jarrod Lawrance, Vancouver
Langlois, Jacqueline Alma, Maple Ridge

FRENCH MAJOR AND PSYCHOLOGY MINOR
Farranah, Arash, Delta
Mathur, Art Chantal, Richmond
Renaud, Julia-Anne Marie, Maple Ridge

FRENCH MAJOR AND SPANISH MINOR
Matino, Enrica, Vancouver
Miller, Alicia Nicole, Surrey

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES AND SPANISH MAJOR
Hermsie, Nelly Cristina, Abbotsford

SOCIOLOGY HONOURS
de Moor, Monique H., West Vancouver
Lucky, Jasmine M.C., North Vancouver

SOCIOLOGY MAJOR
Andruft, Thia Michelle, Vancouver
Behaddersingh, Rishima, Richmond

SPANISH MAJOR
Tiao, (Hsing-Fang) Cindy, Surrey

SPANISH MAJOR AND FRENCH MINOR
Blair, Caroline Elizabeth, Vancouver

SPANISH MAJOR AND LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES MINOR
Rodriguez, Cristina Osoro, Vancouver

STUDIO ARTS MAJOR
Folk, Stacy Melina, Surrey
Hofer, Diana Michelle, Richmond
Kamimizna, Tina, Vancouver
Lin, Jenny, Vancouver
Lin, Tsu-Yi (Helen), West Vancouver

STUDIO ARTS MAJOR AND ENGLISH MINOR
Price, Sara Louise, Brackendale

STUDIO ARTS MAJOR AND SCIENCE MINOR
Bailey, Christopher Michael, Pentiction
Koyama, Kenji, –

THEATRE MAJOR
Dadoon, Rebecca Joan, Vancouver
Kirby, Kelly, Abbotsford
Kopyto, Erica, Ontario
Maini, Niti, Delta
O'Hagan, Sarah Faith, North Vancouver
Rose, Brandy Angie, Yukon

THEATRE MAJOR AND PSYCHOLOGY MINOR
Anderson, Julia, Vancouver

THEATRE MAJOR AND RELIGIOUS STUDIES MINOR
Gladman, Lindsay Maren, Ontario

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

ART HISTORY AND CREATIVE WRITING MAJORS
Bidnecko, Anita Joan, Vancouver

CREATIVE WRITING HONOURS
Lau, Doreta Suk-Chong, Burnaby
McEwan, James John, Vancouver
Pace, Jada Gabrielle, Seanch & Sunaymooz Hatson
Wilson, J., Staka A., Langley

CREATIVE WRITING HONOURS AND ENGLISH MAJOR
Chen, Catharina Yen-Chun, Vancouver

CREATIVE WRITING MAJOR
Allan, Gillian Joy, Ontario
Atherton, Peter D., Vancouver
Howcroft, Meghan Lee, Ontario
Jahnke, Elizabeth Morgan, Vancouver
MacDonald, Sherry, Vancouver
McCrystal, Morgan Eve, Ladner

CREATIVE WRITING MAJOR AND ENGLISH MAJOR
Iraniy, Nozomi, –
Tonkin, Leanne M., Vancouver

ENGLISH AND THEATRE MAJORS
Keane, Gerardine R.E., Prince George

FINE ARTS MAJOR
Au, Yuhan, Coquitlam
Brint, Christiina, Vancouver
Chan, Daisy, Richmond
Chan, Grace Munyee, Richmond
Chan, Yicky Wai-Yee, Vancouver
Chang, Yang, Ontario
Cheng, Dave Wai Yin, Vancouver
Dawson, Rhianon Dawn, Castlegar
Delong, Roy Daniel, United States
Ip, Carman Sau Wa, Burnaby
Kim, Eun-Joo Grace, Burnaby
Kim, Jenny Ji-Young, Vancouver
Kwan, Virginia, Vancouver
Kwok, Karen Ka-Ming, Richmond
Lenn, Gwenness Zoe, Vancouver
Lee, Mei-Nuan Michelle, Vancouver
Leung, Eliza Wing Sze, B.Sc.(OT), Ontario
Matthew, Melissa, West Vancouver
Miller, Rose Anna, Vancouver
Nadeau, Nicole Marie, United States
Ng, Wing Sun Florence, Coquitlam
Petro, Ingrid Margaret, Vancouver
Wu, Wei Ho-Ji-I, Richmond

FINES ARTS MAJOR AND ENGLISH MINOR
Manouar-Tehrani, Mitra, Vancouver

THE DIPLOMA IN ART HISTORY
Kotowich, Helen June, B.Ed., Saskatchewan
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THE PROCESSIONS AND THE PROGRAMME OF CEREMONY

Wednesday, May 23rd
4:00 pm

THE PROCESIONS

Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)

Chancellor’s Procession and Chancellor’s Party
Macbair and Marshal
PAUL G. STANWOOD
M.A., Ph.D., Professor Emeritus of English

Ceremonies and Events
Director of Ceremonies and University Relations
CHARLES E. SLONECKER
D.D.S., Ph.D., F.A.C.D., Professor of Anatomy
Manager
EILIS COURTNEY
Events Coordinator
HELEN GABOR

Office of the Registrar
Graduation Coordinator
SUSAN WONG

Procession of Graduating Students

Senior Marshal
NESTOR N. KORCHINSKY
B.P.E., M.A., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Human Kinetics

Marshals,
Office of the Registrar
SUE ELDREDGE
B.A., Registration Administrator, Records and Registration

STEVE ATWAL
B.Math., Technical Analyst, Student Systems

Chief Uber
DONNA SHULTZ
B.A., M.A., Senior Instructor, Faculty of Applied Science

Procession of Faculty

Marshal
HERBERT ROSENGARTEN
B.Litt., M.A., Ph.D., Professor of English

THE PROGRAMME

O Canada

Invocation

GABRIEL MERANDA
Executive Director, Hillel House

Address

WILLIAM L. SAUNDER
Chancellor

Conferring of Degrees in Course

THE CHANCELLOR

Closing Remarks

THE PRESIDENT

Reception Following the Ceremony

Remarks

MARSHA C. PIPER
President

BARNABY KEREKES
Member, Graduating Class

Presentation of The University of British Columbia Killam Teaching Prizes

NEIL GUPPY
Associate Vice-President Academic Programs

Conferring of an Honorary Degree by the Chancellor

The Degree Doctor of Letters

JOY NOZOMI KOGAWA
Remarks

Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before Graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Dr. Tom Pedersen, Associate Dean
Faculty of Graduate Studies
Gracies, Marian Josephine, B.A., M.A., M.A., Vancouver, English
Lawrence, Dean Kevin, B.A., M.A., Vancouver, English
Wiguna, Robert, B.A., B.A., M.A., Alberta, English
Zuk, Edward Nagahide, B.A., M.A., Surrey, English

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Dean Alan Tully
Faculty of Arts

ENGLISH HONOURS
Alden, Gerdie Michelle, West Vancouver
Bradley, Nicholas Philip Richard, Victoria
Burr, James Robert Trace, Vancouver
Carroll, Siobhan Marie, West Vancouver
Daniela, Stephanie Jane, Vancouver
Dondot, Colleen Joan, Vancouver
Gauschel, Gillian Ruth, Richmond
Hurrell, Anna Christine, Campbell River
Kalbsbaek, Therina Elizabeth, Ladner
Lisick, Clifford Shane, Coquitlam
Leung, Jennifer, Vancouver
Postachi, Carmine Irene Lee, Vancouver
Pokyto, Heather Jean, Richmond
Scott, Theresa Catharine, Burnaby
Shin, Jacqueline, Vancouver
Siddle, Elizabeth, Vernon
Stach, Diana Leigh, Nanaimo
Thomas, Emma Carolyn, Victoria
Whittington, Ian Alexander, Central Saanich

ENGLISH HONOURS AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS MAJOR
Richardson, Lindsay Anne, Alberta

ENGLISH HONOURS AND GEOGRAPHY MAJOR
White, Genevieve Nicole, Vancouver

ENGLISH MAJOR
Acasio Malley, Alethea Reazon, Pitt Meadows
Adley, Katherine Nicole, Vancouver
Arlanstan, Aram Patrick, Vancouver
Arthur, Bruce A., Vancouver
Barton, Tara Anne, Burnaby
Beaumier, John Virgil, Burnaby
Bergman, Christine, Delta
Black, Dayna Lynne, Alberta
Boad, Janice, Vancouver
Booster, Nicholas Newham, Vancouver
Broadie, Mariam, Richmond
Buffone, Claudia Agatha Antonio Maria, B.A., Vancouver
Burritt, Katherine, West Vancouver
Cameron, Bart Stuart Blair, West Vancouver
Chadwick, Robyn Jayne, Richmond
Chang, Catherine, Vancouver

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF MUSIC

Prof. Jesse Read, Director
School of Music

Amor, Joseph Scott, B.B.A., B.Mus., Vancouver, Composition
Bradfield, Megan Elizabeth, B.Mus., Delta, Orchestral Instrument
DelBono, Maia Maria, B.Mus., Chilliwack, Opera
Dyck, Adrian Allan, B.Mus., Alberta, Orchestral Instrument

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

Berg, Andrew, B.A., English
Chen, Shih-Wen, B.A., Taiwan, English
Frost, Alison Claire, B.A., Ontario, English
Gibson, Chantal N., B.A., Vancouver, English
Hussey, Aliia, B.A., English
Kelly, Elizabeth Jane, B.A., Vancouver, English
Lee, Maple Carmer, B.A., North Vancouver, English
MacRae, Kathrina A., B.Ed., North Vancouver, English
Mel, Kathleen Mary Anne, B.A., LL.B, Vancouver, English
Mettler, Jessica Lynne, Vancouver, English
Murray, Andrew Kathleen, B.A., Nelson, English
Newland, Trevor Blair, B.A., Vancouver, English
Payne, Brenda Jean, B.A., Prince George, English
Peers, Marilee Ann, B.A., Vancouver, English
Parac, Selma, B.A., English
Scherrer, Martin Christian, B.A., Westwold, English
Schroeder, Katja, Magister Artium, Germany, English
Webber, Bonnie Lynn, B.A., Kamloops, English
Wilkinson, Guy Gerard, B.A., Vancouver, English

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

Morris, Louise Ann, Ontario
Neufeld, Vanessa Leigh, Burnaby
Norton, Erin Jayne, Qualicum Beach
O'Sullivan, Bridget, Vancouver
Paik, Jenny Vivian, B.A., Vancouver
Park, James Lawson, Alberta
Patton, Sarah Jane, Maple Ridge
Randhawa, Rajbir, Surrey
Reema, Sonja Leana, Nanaimo
Ried, Erin Leigh, North Vancouver
Reid, John Howard, Vancouver
Reynolds, Angela Irene, Vancouver
Roger, Andrew Rhinehart, Vancouver
Rumph, Damian Adam, Vancouver
Scrodver, Melissa, Vancouver
Sedelmann, Jodi Elaine, Richmond
Sekhon, Anita, New Westminster
Sepulveda, Dennis Diego, North Vancouver
Silverman, Daniel Granuzzo, Vancouver
Simpson, Marinda Ann, Vancouver
Simpson, Scott K., Vancouver
Stanger, Michael Ryan, West Vancouver
Ste-Croix, Christopher Paul, Ladner
Stevenson, Alana Jennifer, Vancouver
Surn, Andrea Lynne, Burnaby
Tamar, Mark W., B.A., Richmond
Tan, Emily Suen-Po, Richmond
Tieche, Jennifer M., Ontario
Troms, Tara Kimberley, Vancouver
Tsang, Yvonne Sue-Wen, Richmond
Tsu, Baren Chi Wing, Vancouver
Vanstone, Richard James, Nanaimo
Varra, Nina R., North Vancouver
Willard, Tara Lynn, Vancouver
Wilson, Karen Maggie, North Vancouver
Wolfe, Andrew, France
Wong, Kari-Anne Lee Yui, Burnaby
Wong, Koa, Burnaby
Woodward, Melanie Alyssa, Delta
Yam, Jennifer Cea Wei, Vancouver

ENGLISH AND FRENCH MAJORS
Arvidson, Karl Erik, Vancouver
Porter, Rebecca, Vancouver
Rivera, Shereene Rosaleen San Juan, Richmond

ENGLISH AND GEOGRAPHY MAJORS
Koch, Kirsti Ann Elizabeth, Surrey
Zarry, Rachel L., New Westminster
Zubic, Wendy J., Burnaby

ENGLISH AND HISTORY MAJORS
Carter, Rebecca Jane, North Vancouver
Cox, Dustin Christopher, Burnaby
Duong, My Anh, Vancouver
Graham, Angelina Charissa, Macdonald
Hamilton, Kyle Owen, Richmond
Harvey, Laura Eilene, Langley
Husain, Jon C., Vancouver
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ENGLISH MAJOR AND GEOGRAPHY MINOR
Jewelry, Katharine Margaret, Maple Ridge
Nanawa, Darinder, Abbotsford

ENGLISH MAJOR AND GERMAN MINOR
Kissar, Christopher David, Vancouver

ENGLISH MAJOR AND HISTORY MINOR
Asa, Macdonald, North Delta
Bigger, Danielle Frances, Vernon
Burma, Amber Suzanne, West Vancouver
Chang, Melissa Ann, Richmond
Greatbanks, Helen Elizabeth, Richmond
Miller, Simon Spencer, Surrey
Nanse, Ashley, Sechelt
Olive, Richard James, Williams Lake
Watmore, Jennifer Jean, Vancouver
Winston, Jade, --
Wong, Melanie Anne Bootigga, Richmond

ENGLISH MAJOR AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS MINOR
Fung, Gabriella Tin Yen, Coquitlam

ENGLISH MAJOR AND LINGUISTICS MINOR
Massini, Pierelli, Laura Silvia, North Delta

ENGLISH MAJOR AND MATHEMATICS MINOR
Evans, Carolyn Margaret, Vancouver

ENGLISH MAJOR AND NINETEENTH CENTURY STUDIES MINOR
Bayce, Crystal Carliss, Surrey
Scott, Katrynna Leach, Vancouver

ENGLISH MAJOR AND PHILOSOPHY MINOR
Shinn, Amelia Yee Yut, Vancouver

ENGLISH MAJOR AND POLITICAL SCIENCE MINOR
Anderson, Katherine Lisa M., Richmond

ENGLISH MAJOR AND PSYCHOLOGY MINOR
Hastbury, Clare Elise, Vancouver
Tan, Cathy Shao Yan, Vancouver
Woo, Margaret Dawn, Vancouver

ENGLISH MAJOR AND SCIENCE MINOR
Peters, Jenny C., Surrey

ENGLISH MAJOR AND SOCIOLOGY MINOR
Bains, Sandy Jasmina, Surrey
Irvine, Shyanne Marie, White Rock
Marsh, Lindsay Rebecca, Delta
Nielsen, Colleen Tania, Vancouver
Sangha, Sandeep, Richmond

ENGLISH MAJOR AND THEATRE MINOR
Givens, Orly Victoria, Vancouver
Mcintosh, Lisa A., Vancouver

MUSIC MAJOR
Amos, Ricardo, Alda Domenica, Kamloops
Esraghi, Banafsheh, --
Haycock, Alison Dawn, Delta
Hain, Rebecca Colleen, Richmond
Lau, Wayne Sit-Weng, Vancouver
Lin, Lucy Yu-Ching, Taiwan
Liu, Esther, Vancouver
Nakamura, Teruaki, Vancouver

Richmond, Lee Joanne, Richmond
Seminars, Catherine, Coquitlam
Stafford, Annie, Vancouver

MUSIC AND PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS
Manley, Elizabeth Anne, Vancouver
Siau, Sophia Su Fui, Vancouver

MUSIC MAJOR AND ECONOMICS MINOR
Lo, Cheryl Adele, Vancouver
Mak, Van Yeu Yan, Vancouver

MUSIC MAJOR AND ENGLISH MINOR
Lee, Rickie, Vancouver
Ponte, Janinifer Da Silva, Vancouver

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF MUSIC

Prof. Jesse Read, Director
School of Music

Ahuja, Alycia Jane, Lethbridge
Bartholomay, Alexis, Ontario
Beatty, Amanda Elizabeth Alison, Vanderhoof
Bancic, Melissa Christine, Vancouver
Bowen-Roberts, Kathryn, Ladysmith
Chen, Ching I Jennie, Taiwan
Choi, Clara Eunhwa, Burnaby
Chow, Daniel Ting-Yiu, Powell River
Chow, Fiona Tsai Min, Vancouver
Dobler, David Rhys, Surrey
Dowler, Michael John, White Rock
Eng, Gary Caleb Karnam, Burnaby
Ewers, Julia, Ontario
Fornelli, Devon Michael Augustin, Kamloops
Fu, Samantha, Richmond
Fukushima, Wendy Kiyomi, Vancouver
Gilles, Colin Howard, North Vancouver
He, Junq Youn, Coquitlam
Hayley, Dorothy Margaret, North Vancouver
Hofer, Sonja Amanda, Richmond
Johnson, Karin Leslie, B.A., Burnaby
Johnson, Stephen David, Vancouver
Karake, Barnaby Alexander, Ontario
Kuo, Jennifer, Vancouver
L'Abbé, Manningsh, Chantal, Vancouver
Lee, Monica Min Young, North Vancouver
Mikami, Yuko, West Vancouver
Mo, Chie-Ying Grace, Richmond
Nickel, Christopher W. Tyler, Coquitlam
Rich, Miriam Catherine, Vancouver
Robinson, Sarah Jeanette, Langley
Robson, Russell Campbell, Richmond
Scharfele, Beth L., Alberta
Sheridan, Colleen Rebecca, Burnaby
Smith, Megan Jeaninne, Surrey
Sun, Chia-Li, Vancouver
Tay, Rozana, Alberta
Taylor, Stacey Blaven, North Vancouver
Tsang, Clara Wei-Ming, Vancouver
Turner, Sharon Shuk Ling, Burnaby
Vandervoort, Janet Lynn, Alberta
Vavilova, Anca, New Westminster
Whitaker, Tara Rachelle, Alberta
Wisted, Angela Renata, Vancouver
Wong, Leanne Karen, Vancouver
THE PROCESSIONS AND THE PROGRAMME OF CEREMONY

Thursday, May 24th
8:30 am

THE PROCESSIONS

Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)

Procession of Graduating Students

Senior Marshal
NESTOR N. KORCHINSKY
B.P.E., M.A., Ph.D.,
Assistant Professor of Human Kinetics

Marshal,
Office of the Registrar
MAGGIE HARTLEY
Assistant Registrar, Records and Registration

SUE ELDORIDGE
B.A., Registration Administrator, Records and Registration

Chief Usher
DONNA SHULTZ
B.A., M.A., Senior Instructor, Faculty of Applied Science

Procession of Faculty

Marshals
DOUW STEYN
B.Sc., M.S., Associate Professor of Geography

GRAEME WYNN
B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Professor of Geography

Chancellor's Procession and Chancellor's Party
Macebearer and Marshal
GERNOT WIELAND
B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Assistant Dean of Arts

Ceremonies and Events
Director of Ceremonies and University Relations
CHARLES E. SLONECKER
D.D.S., Ph.D., F.A.C.D., Professor of Anatomy

Manager
EILIS COURTNEY

Events Coordinator
HELEN GABOR

Office of the Registrar
Graduation Coordinator
SUSAN WONG

THE PROGRAMME

O Canada

Conferring of Degrees in Course

Invocation

THE CHANCELLOR

REVEREND ELAINE NAGY
St. Andrew's Hall

Closing Remarks

THE PRESIDENT

Address

LESLIE R. PETERSON
Chancellor Emeritus

Remarks

MARTHA C. PIPER
President

MAGGIE YAU
Member, Graduating Class

Reception Following the Ceremony

Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before Graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.
THURSDAY, MAY 24TH
8:30 am

THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Dr. Tom Pedersen, Associate Dean
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Goosen, David James, M.A., Vancouver, History
McCabe, Shaunna Joanna, B.A., M.A., Prince Edward Island, Geography
Newton, Jacob Alexander, B.A., M.A., Vancouver, History

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

Chiplunkar, Minal P., B.A., M.A., India, German
Schorroer, Steven Mark, B.A., Vancouver, History
Sledge, Rachael Natalie, B.A., Bedford, Geography
Waters, Johanna Leeley, B.A., Vancouver, Geography
Woiansky, Randall Dean, B.A., Vancouver, History

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Dean Alan Tully
Faculty of Arts

GENERAL PROGRAM
Adaye, Muhammad, Vancouver
Alarcon, Ana Elena, Surrey
Allan, Angela Rae, Kamloops
Bourhill, Meghan Elizabeth, Delta
Bradford, Amy Elizabeth, Invermere
Brenley, Hollis Anne, Vancouver
Brown, Jeff, Ontario
Chan, Howard Koo-Chan, Vancouver
Colenutt, Melanie Erdi, Vancouver
Crowe, Caroline Rose, North Vancouver
Frase, Julie Christine, Vancouver
Gibbens, Christy Leanne, North Vancouver
Hopakul, Mike, North Delta
Hyde, Megan A., Kamloops
Kong, Susanna Nyuk-Kian, B.Eng., Vancouver
Lui, Enrica Di Man, Vancouver
MacKinnon, C.J., Saskatchewan
Majumdar, Anisa, Port Moody
Manifold, Blair, Port Moody
McIntosh, Kayley Allison, Richmond
Poon, Olivia Heidi, Richmond
Praskew, Lori Lee, Kelowna
Proudfoot, Jesse Stuart Langley, Alberta
Russell, Lisa, Richmond
Siamens, Catherine Nicole, Richmond
Smith, Marian Anne, Vancouver
Stotz, Heidi May, Kelowna
Szeftel, Shawn Aron, Richmond
Tang, Cassie, Richmond
Thompson, Brent Trevor, Vancouver
Wasile, Michal David, Richmond
Wijono, Lucia Maria, Vancouver
Williams, Jeffrey Struthers, West Vancouver
Wong, Nicole Ngi-Ki, Richmond
Woo, Ivy, Vancouver
Yee, Kim, Vancouver

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES HONOURS
Wang, Yaël, Vancouver

 GEOGRAPHY HONOURS
Cameron, David Ross, Richmond
Cernigoj, Mark John, Port Alberni
Lefebvre, Alexandre, Vancouver

 GEOGRAPHY MAJOR
Ao, Katrina Felise, Vancouver
Austin, Michelle, –
Becx, Karen, Vancouver
Bouris, Adrienne Julie, Ontario
Brandais, Jennatte Lynn, Surrey
Brownlie, Paul Andrew, West Vancouver
Cavers, Jadyn Michelle, Vancouver
Chan, Fung Ming, Richmond
Dodson, Grace E., Vancouver
Flinton, Bradley David, Victoria
Gergiuc, Carmelina O., Burnaby
Graham, Lindsay Jo-Anne, Richmond
Gray, Joseph Tyler, North Vancouver
Hildebrandt, Nathan James, Abbotsford
Hoffman, Vivian, –
Ishida, Ayumiu, Japan
Jacob, Carol Dana, Burnaby
Jakobson, Nina Lara, Whistler
Jeeoon, Suwon Violet, Vancouver
Johnson, David Reid, Delta
Kawczynski, Anna, Vancouver
Kim, Sunwoo, Korea
Laker, Jeremy Jordan, Vancouver
Liu, Jacqueline Hoi-Tong, North Vancouver
Lucas, Angela C., Vancouver
MacKenzie, Sarah, Vancouver
Mar, Emily Hoy-Ling, Vancouver
Massoudifard, Lalla, West Vancouver
McCleary, Melissa Erin, North Vancouver
McLaren, Craig William, North Vancouver
McLorin, David, Ontario
Nagy, Travis Sheldon, Kelowna
Ngo, Hanh Thi My, Vancouver
Nordin, Stephanie Christine, Richmond
O'Sullivan, Fione Marie, Delta
Paolini, Ryan Matthew, Rossland
Pasichnyk, Brandt Gail, Vancouver
Pedlow, Jonathan Douglas, North Vancouver
Ray, Paul, Vancouver
Ringsted, Kim Natsaha, West Vancouver
Ross, Marion Lindsay, Vancouver
Ross, Sarah Margaret, Ontario
Schutz, Michael Albert, Richmond
Sepetie, Alhiko, Richmond
Shannon, Andrea Dawn, Port Alberni
Shaw, Megan Isabel, Nanaimo
Shinkwazi, Jeff, Delta
Stevenson, Angie Marie, Vancouver
Tanney, Troy Richard, Delta
Ubel, Chihiro, Japan
Walter, Chad, New Westminster
Wallace, David John, Richmond
Wen, Derrick, West Vancouver
Ward, Jamie Lynn, Kelowna
Wien, Andrew, Alberta
Wong, Ken, Vancouver
Young, Michelle Joyce, Vancouver
Zajac, Laura Ruth, Summerland

 GEOGRAPHY AND HISTORY MAJORS
Chao, Barry Chi-Chi, Vancouver
Elnicki, Angela, Vancouver
Morgan, Roger David, Vancouver
Schumann, Robert Clayton, Richmond

 GEOGRAPHY AND PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS
Li, Wallace Yue Wo, Vancouver
van Hoof, Shawn A., Ontario

 GEOGRAPHY AND SOCIOLOGY MAJORS
Mitchinson, Paul James, Vancouver

 GEOGRAPHY AND SPANISH MAJORS
MacKendle, Julia Dawn, Comox Valley

 GEOGRAPHY AND ANTHROPOLOGY MAJOR
Hung, Karin, Vancouver
Nguyen, Linh Doan Thu, Vancouver

 GEOGRAPHY AND ECONOMICS MINOR
Chan, Andy Ka Fai, China
Chue, Lawrence Kar Ming, Vancouver
Forbes, Sarah J.D., Vancouver
Tiel, Chih-Chung, Richmond
Wang, Chien-Ting, Surrey
Cobbeart, Cheryl Anne, Surrey
Ramsey, Matthew, North Vancouver
Rustanerney, Jennifer Jane, North Vancouver

 GEOGRAPHY MAJOR AND HISTORIC MINOR
Laurillard, Darcy B., Vancouver

 GEOGRAPHY MAJOR AND JAPANESE MINOR
Lo, Ka-Man, Vancouver

 GEOGRAPHY MAJOR AND PSYCHOLOGY MINOR
Drofinski, Alan Ken, Surrey
Wong, Kevin, Vancouver

 GEOGRAPHY MAJOR AND SCIENCE ONE MAJOR
Armstrong, Denise M., Victoria
Healy, Brian W.S., Richmond
Higgins, Deborah Ann, Vancouver

 GERMAN HONOURS AND POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJOR
Hashemi, Nahal, Vancouver

 GERMAN MAJOR
Kim, Heejin, Vancouver
Marsalesi, Marie Charalet, Abbotsford

 GERMAN AND LINGUISTICS MAJORS
Alberni, Sara, Vancouver

HISTORY HONOURS
Ambrosone, Aimale, Seamo
Chalmers, Megan A., Richmond
McKinnon, Genevieve, Ontario
Richardson, Ryan Donald, Richmond
Richmond, Jesse B., North Vancouver
Sim, Kristy Clare, Tewkeswason

HISTORY HONOURS AND ENGLISH MINOR
Gill, Despdk Singh, Vancouver

HISTORY MAJOR
Bachal, Kevin Kaur, Kamloops
Birk, Allof Marie, Queens
Chung, Christine Ann, Burnaby
Corneau, Robert Arace, Port Alberni
Deo, Ronald, Surrey
Dhehi, Rupinder Kaur, Vancouver
Dia, Kham Samanta, Richmond
Doughlas, Aaron Kyle, Surrey
Fong, Patricia Nancy, Vancouver
Foster, Amy Nicole, Richmond
Gjersten, Nicole, Langley
Gordon, Krista C., North Vancouver
Grewal, Sonia Kaur, pensitoc
Hristov, Polina, Burnaby
Jaffar, Ali Hassan, Ontario
Kinn, Anna Jean Oggien, Abbotsford
Kipp, Courtenay Michelle, Kamloops
Klassen, Nancy Erin, Cresent Beach
Kwon, Lee Ane, Burnaby
Lee, Eunice Sue Seo, Vancouver
Lawson, Ryan Maurice, Richmond
Le Page, Pia Christina, Vancouver
Leach, Allison Elizabeth, North Vancouver
Liu, Carmen, Vancouver
Logie, Felicity-Ann, Vancouver
Machem, Derek Lyte, Nanaimo
Mackenzie, Regan Irene, Vancouver
McCrae, Michael James, Vernon
McLean, Colin Munro, Prince George
McLean, Jennifer Valerie, Alberta
Martino, Mark David, Vancouver
Mufford, Zoë Monica, Vancouver
Munro, Ann Catharine, Vancouver
Needham, Ryan Patrick, North Vancouver
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Norris, Jean Alexandra, Victoria
Petrunik, Garifka Lita, Vancouver
Pham, Linda Le Dinh, Vancouver
Poole, Siobhan Anne Louise, Vancouver
Sahota, Neelam, Richmond
Sanowski, Kate Suzanne, Richmond
Singh, Bhaynej K., Langley
Tenero, Kristi Lynn, Burnaby
Thorburnsen, Elin Berit, Delta
Toz, Robyn Kurs, Port Alberni
Tyson, Dawn Sharon Ann, Vancouver
Zoney, Jessica Alison, Vancouver

HISTORY AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS MAJORS
Hou, Ruth, Vancouver

HISTORY AND MODERN EUROPEAN STUDIES MAJORS
Newman, Andrew Douglas, Ontario

HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJORS
Bjelos, Marilyn Rina, Richmond
Brazil, Michelle Marie, Richmond
Dharni, Varinder, Vancouver
Joshi, Natasha Bhawandeep Kaur, Vancouver
King, Almea Antoinette, Richmond
Marler, Ben Tyman, Vancouver
Norris, Scott Graham, Vancouver
Tourani, Salomeh, North Vancouver
Yiu, Lily LaiLai, Vancouver

HISTORY MAJOR AND ANTHROPOLOGY MINOR
Cochrane, Tare Lindsay, Coquitlam

HISTORY MAJOR AND CLASSICAL STUDIES MINOR
Ranjana, Sharon Anna, Vancouver

HISTORY MAJOR AND COMMERCE MINOR
Busched, Eric Joseph, Vancouver

HISTORY MAJOR AND ECONOMICS MINOR
Dissmann, Kristin Mark, Mission
Ghariani, Marlin, Coquitlam
Jefferson, Lancelot de Valois, Richmond
Rego, Conrad Albert, Vancouver
Sidhu, Monika Kaur, Pattullo

HISTORY MAJOR AND ENGLISH MINOR
Bolka, Rebecca Sian, Abbotsford
Brown, Leslie Ann, Fraser Lake
Conwell, Stephen Rosa, Australia
Hemming, Nina Louise, Gray Creek
Foster, Amy Eavline, Maple Ridge
Gosell, Rajinder, —
Kochi, Margaret Mieato, Surrey
Kwok, Caleb Ryan, Burnaby
Le, Ha, Richmond
Morrison, Robert Donald, Langley
Olson, Shawn Tristan, Vancouver
Oyehof, Erin Kael, Abbotsford
Starling, Shannon Lee, Surrey
Steele, Darren Christian, Vancouver
Yen, Pamela Jean, Burnaby

HISTORY MAJOR AND FINE ARTS MINOR
Dion, Shona Kathleen, Vancouver

HISTORY MAJOR AND GEOGRAPHY MINOR
Hui, Sandy Fui-Fung, Delta
Jameson, Karen Jean, North Vancouver
Minichiello, Paul Nicholas, Burnaby
Nunn, Peter John, Vancouver

HISTORY MAJOR AND GERMAN MINOR
Zaborski, Alexander-Zoltan, North Delta

HISTORY MAJOR AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS MINOR
Bruno, Joseph Anthony, Chilliwack
Chou, H替补, Vancouver
De Riker, Melanie Joanne, West Vancouver
Wells, Neil Rockford, West Vancouver

HISTORY MAJOR AND LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES MINOR
Mork, Lianne Jessica, Ontario

HISTORY MAJOR AND MATHEMATICS MINOR
McKanele, David Thomas, Kimberley

HISTORY MAJOR AND POLITICAL SCIENCE MINOR
Cave, Kristi Victoria Margaret, West Vancouver
Dodds, Andrew Elizabeth, Ladner
Jen, Douglas Timothy, Nelson
Kwok, Yin Man, Richmond
Vandermaalen, Kiki Diane, Vancouver
Yau, Maggie, Vancouver

HISTORY MAJOR AND PSYCHOLOGY MINOR
Sen, Susanna M., Vancouver
Van Nuyse, Sarah Joen, Abbotsford

HISTORY MAJOR AND RELIGIOUS STUDIES MINOR
Albusel, Roxana Maria, Romania
White, Leona Janet Pauline, Richmond

HISTORY MAJOR AND RUSSIAN LANGUAGE MAJOR
Peacock, Thomas R.J., Quebec
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THE PROCESSIONS

Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)

Chancellor's Procession and Chancellor's Party

Acting Registrar
Audrey Lindsay
B.Sc., Associate Registrar and Director, Student Systems

Macebearer and Marshal
Gernot Wieland
B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Assistant Dean of Arts

Ceremonies and Events

Director of Ceremonies and University Relations
Charles E. Slonecker
D.D.S., Ph.D., F.A.C.D., Professor of Anatomy

Manager
Eilis Courtney
Events Coordinator
Helen Gabor

Office of the Registrar
Graduation Coordinator
Susan Wong

THE PROGRAMME

O Canada

Invocation
Peter Dove
Chaplain, Pentecostal Assemblies of Canada

Address
Leslie R. Peterson
Chancellor Emeritus

Remarks
Martha C. Piper
President

Nyranne Martin
Member, Graduating Class

Presentation of The University of British Columbia Killam Teaching Prizes
Neil Guppy
Associate Vice-President Academic Programs

Conferring of Degrees in Course
The Chancellor

Closing Remarks
The President

Reception Following the Ceremony

Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before Graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.
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11:00 am

The Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
Dr. Tom Pedersen, Associate Dean
Faculty of Graduate Studies
Blake, Susan Jane, B.A., M.A., Vancouver, Linguistics
Hirose, Tomio, B.A., M.A., Japan, Linguistics
Howe, Darin Mathew, B.Sc., B.A., M.A., Ontario, Linguistics
Murray, Karen, B.A., M.A., Victoria, Political Science
Roeser, Eric Robert, B.A., M.A., Vancouver, Linguistics
Speed, Sharon Elizabeth, B.A., M.Phil., Vancouver, Political Science

The Degree of Master of Arts
Glougie, Jennifer, B.A., Surrey, Linguistics
Jochv, Flavia, B.A., Quebec, Political Science
Miller, Maureen Joy, B.A., West Vancouver, Chill.
Owens, Heather Lisa, B.A., Vancouver, Political Science
Patel, Nasesh, B.A., Ontario, Political Science

The Degree of Master of Library and Information Studies
Adams, Barbara Ruth Charlotte, B.A., Ontario
Aerts, Nicole Christine, B.A., Fort St.John
Baron, Anna Maria Desiree, B.A., Richmond
Berry, Ron, B.A., Kelowna
Boullier, Sandra Margaret, B.A., Vancouver
Brown, Valerie Rachel, B.Mus., Prince George
Buck, Carolyn Christine, B.Ed., Ontario
Cassidy, Amy Johannea, Victoria
Chan, Helen May-Yee, B.A., Richmond
Chan, Virginia, B.A., Vancouver
Cheok, Margaret Ann, B.A., North Vancouver
Chen, Michael Jon, B.Ed., B.A., Vancouver
Colclough, Gordon John, B.A., Ontario
Dairain, Justine Alexandra, B.A., M.A., Vancouver
Dettico, Maurilio, B.A., L.L.B., Burnaby
Doyle-Waters, Mary Madeleine Rita, B.S.W., B.A., M.A., Vancouver
Dunant, Sandra Mae, B.A., Nova Scotia
Eichantraub, Naomi Leilani, B.A., Vancouver Island
Ferriulies, Shawa Htgope, B.A., Vancouver
Hogg, Charles, B.A., New Westminster
Huetert, Susan Elizabeth, B.A., Manitoba
Hutchison, Deborah Anne, B.A., M.A., Vancouver
Kagame, Carol Wamaita, B.Sc., Vancouver
Koep, Mark, B.A., Vancouver
Leontieva, Anastasia, M.A., Vancouver
Lesang, Joanne Gall, B.Sc.(Pharm), Richmond
Long, Hugh Gordon Thomas, B.A., B.Ed., Vancouver
MacDonald, Karen L., B.Sc., M.Sc., Ph.D., Vancouver
McAdam, Lorna June, B.A., Burnaby
McDavid, Kristina, B.A., Victoria
Mu, Anle, B.A., B.C., Vancouver
Richardson, Thomas Alan, B.A., Vancouver
Schiaveli, Tudy Ann, B.Sc., United States
Schultz, Corey Harvey Neilson, B.A., Vancouver
Shepherd, Madeline A., United States
Sprout, Brown, B.A., Vancouver
Temeskouch, Elena, M.A., Ph.D., Vancouver
Wahab, Katherine Blanche, B.A., Vancouver
Wolf, Kristian Philip, B.A., B.Ed., North Vancouver
Zeller, Christina Jennifer, B.A., Vancouver

Dean Alan Tuffy
Faculty of Arts

International Relations Major
Aujla, Harinder Singh Mitra, Vancouver
Aumack, Michael David, Langley
Barbier, Gian Franco Ivan, Vancouver
Beja, Tanya Kimberley, Burnaby
Blancadell, Patty Anne, Surrey
Bushell, Carol, Vancouver
Evans, Sarah, Vancouver
Freer, Alexandra Karolinka, Victoria
Funo, Joshua Kenji, United States
Gill, Tara Vivian, Langley
Goodridge, Barbara E., Vancouver
Grodimsky, Michael David, Quebec
Ken, Ken H., Vancouver
Horcupian, Tanis, North Vancouver
Huang, Jerkine Katherine, Vancouver
Johal, Kuldip Singh, Pitt Meadows
Juma, Reza Emilio, Ontario
Karatani, Slepish, B.A., East Vancouver
Khan, Aruna, Surrey
Lang, Jeffrey David, Vancouver
Lawrence, Suzanne Aline, Kelowna
Lo, Jane W. Shauing, Vancouver
Low, Matthew Russell, Vancouver
Matsunoto, Jason Hideki, Vancouver
O'Boyle, Michael Eric, North Vancouver
Seto, Kanichi Ken, Vancouver
Schrader, Michael, Vancouver
Stendler, Meghan Alane, Vancouver
Starkey, Alice Charlotte, Ontario
Vleermakers, Danielle, Tsawwassen
Wolff von Guesenberg, Betine Karina, West Vancouver

International Relations and Modern European Studies Majors
Urbanisla, Joanna, Vancouver

International Relations and Political Science Majors
Muco, Emily Joen, Vancouver
Todd, Lisa Richard Anne Marie, Richmond

International Relations Major and Asian Area Studies Minor
Hunte, Natasha Mikhaila, Vancouver

International Relations Major and Commerce Minor
Sullivan, Sean Aidan, Vancouver

International Relations Major and Economics Minor
Amstel, Zachary, Vancouver

International Relations Major and English Minor
Lia, Veronica, North Vancouver
Ward, Charlene Elizabeth, Kelowna

International Relations Major and Political Science Minor
Nam, Misun Nina, Vancouver
Sullivan, Christopher Anthony, Kelowna

International Relations Major and Psychology Minor
Cruz, Juiee Anne, Vancouver

International Relations Major and Russian Language Minor
Gervau, Jolenta, Kilenat
Newham, Sara Jane, Delta

International Relations Major and Sociology Minor
Gedge, Paul William, Victoria

Linguistics Major
Dathlenen, Hana Etsuko, Vancouver
Gibbons, Allison Elizabeth, Langley
Kane, Catherine, Delta
Lee, Brenda Joyce, Richmond
Lee, Brenda Wei Sum, Vancouver
Marston, Megan Elizabeth, Vancouver
Rahnbv, Lorraine Renee, Vancouver
Rhee, Jane Ya-Jung, Surrey
White, Emma Jane, Little Fort

Linguistics and Spanish Majors
Gambrouche, Lothia Christina, Vancouver

Linguistics and Speech Science Majors
Moo, Merget Bung Ying, Vancouver

Linguistics Major and English Minor
Rout, Tara Melanie, Chemainus

Linguistics Major and French Minor
Hanvatty, Erin Karina, Vernon
Soranson, Amber Paula, Langley

Linguistics Major and Japanese Minor
Kim, Kyeong-Hoe, North Vancouver

Mathematics Honours
Goodman, Jesse Alexander, Vancouver

Mathematics Major
Yamabata, masa, Richmond

Mathematics Major and Economics Minor
Cheng, Ivy M., Vancouver

Mathematics Major and Japanese Minor
Tee, Hiu Kwan Hilda, Vancouver

Mathematics Major and Psychology Minor
Nardi, Orzono, Vancouver

Modern European Studies Major
Riecken, Katherine Anna, Duncan

Modern European Studies Major and Russian Language Minor
Ktshigalina, Anastasia, Vancouver
PHILOSOPHY HONOURS
Spex, Serge, United States

PHILOSOPHY HONOURS AND SCIENCE MINOR
Yap, Audrey, North Vancouver

PHILOSOPHY MAJOR
Burke, Colm James, Ontario
Coluso, Roberto, Burnaby
Cosburn, Michael C., Coquitlam
Dickson, Joseph Bryan, Alberta
Duke, Michael Dylan, Vancouver
Flink, Jason Robert, Kamloops
Gordon, Jayme, Ontario
Ives, Katriona Lariise, B.Sc., Vancouver
Slaney, Patrick David, Vancouver
Sundberg, Tara Rose, Vancouver

PHILOSOPHY AND PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS
Wiarcinski, Jared, Ontario

PHILOSOPHY MAJOR AND ENGLISH MINOR
King, Paul John Hayden, Ontario

PHILOSOPHY MAJOR AND PSYCHOLOGY MINOR
Adamson, Matthew Philip, Vancouver

POLITICAL SCIENCE HONOURS
de Merich, Diego, Richmond
Español Núñez, M. Annabella, North Vancouver
Istvanffy, Nicholas Andrew, Vancouver
Koromski, Christina Marie, Coquitlam
Preston, Trevor Wade, Alberta
Saunders, Lyndsay Anne, Ontario
Singh, Vinita Rani, Vancouver
Sipos, Rosalind Kathermine Anne, Prince George

POLITICAL SCIENCE HONOURS AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS MINOR
Hu, Mark Edward, Pitt Meadows

POLITICAL SCIENCE HONOURS AND SPANISH MINOR
Martin, Nyraanne M.S., Ontario

POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJOR
Anderson, Aaron Christopher, Vancouver
Anderson, Ian E., Vancouver
Asch, Noam Berkman, Vancouver
Banwell, Marie-Josée Cécile, Vancouver
Chhiba, Prasad, Kitimat
Chiu, Douglas Tak Kee, Vancouver
Cooper, Elizabeth Michelle, Delta
Cowan, Jennifer Anne, Vancouver
Dines, Donald Gregory, Vancouver
Douglas, Michael, Coquitlam
Eyre, Raja Rana, Fort St. John
Fraser, Alison Katherine, Vancouver
Fraser, Douglas William, North Vancouver
Gill, Beatrice Julia, Richmond
Go, Audrey Chua, Richmond
Grant, Howard Wade, Vancouver
Grewal, Jaspaul Singh, Coquitlam
Griffin, Claire, –
Harmsworth, Billie Jane Chu, Ladner
Ho, Corinne Sui Yin, B.Sc., Vancouver
Ho, Jonathan Chi Yin, Vancouver
Ho, Ka Ming Catherine, Vancouver
Hundal, Subir, Vancouver
Iu, David Dab Hwa, West Vancouver
Jayatilleke, Ranjan Gerard, Coquitlam
Klipalis, Michael Ryan, Vancouver
Kim, He Sung Daniel, Surrey
Ke, Kahin G., Richmond
Kneze, Kamel Jana, Vancouver
Kuo, Hou-Chih, Taiwan
Kurte, Yuki, North Vancouver
Liu, Chun-Yen C., Richmond
Lotz, Clare M.J., West Vancouver
MacKenzie-Aas, Larkin, Vancouver
Miles, Jonathan Paul, West Vancouver
Morley, Brendan Foster, North Vancouver
Morrison, Anne Lydel, Vancouver
Motokoshi, Karako, Victoria
Nijjer, Deep Singh, Vancouver
Pazin, Eric Daniel, West Vancouver
Rafi, Leila, Vancouver
Rice, Amy Joyce, North Vancouver
Richardson, Owenagh Pearseey, Vancouver
Sadasivam, Parisa, Vancouver
Sohal, Ramanjeet, Vancouver
Srivastava, Sabina, Vancouver
Sweetnam, Jeff, North Vancouver
Teixeira, Nelson Humberto, Vancouver
Umez, Christine, Kelowna
Vandermolen, Chad Robert, Port Alberni
Wade, Kevin Matthew, West Vancouver
Yoon, Riu-kyun Thomas Aquinas, Korea

POLITICAL SCIENCE AND PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS
Chan, Germana, Vancouver

POLITICAL SCIENCE AND SOCIOLGY MAJORS
Colobong, Janice Bartlow, Vancouver
Meslo, Beverley Ann, Vancouver

POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJOR AND BUSINESS MINOR
Awad, Hale G., Vancouver
Lee, Ingrid Grace, Vancouver

POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJOR AND ECONOMICS MINOR
Chan, Angie, Pitt Meadows
Chung, Joyce Hoi Yan, Richmond
Cruz, Louella, Richmond
Montano, Maria Attea, Maple Ridge
Talait, Rod Ali, United States
Thompson, Neil Patrick, Richmond

POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJOR AND ENGLISH MINOR
Lee, Selena, Coquitlam
Unsang, Dinah Montes, Vancouver

POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJOR AND GERMAN MINOR
Schuster, Mark, Abbotsford

POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJOR AND HISTORY MINOR
Kim, Kyu, Burnaby

POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJOR AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS MINOR
Chen, Bill (Yu), Vancouver
DeKovic, Marko L., Richmond
Lee, Carmen Gar Man, Vancouver
Mah, William, Vancouver
Matthews-Kenil, Robin Jennishe, –
Melbye, Anne Margarethe, Vancouver
Pynn, Sasha Jane, Vancouver
Rose, Margot Alina, North Vancouver
Saith, Graham Paul Twyford, Abbotsford
Tsang, Yvette Ol Gas, Vancouver
Winkle, Andrea Catherine, Vancouver

POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJOR AND MUSIC MINOR
Chang, Meia Nadine, Ontario

POLITICAL SCIENCE MAJOR AND RUSSIAN LANGUAGE MINOR
March, Natalie Vera, North Delta

POLITICAL SCIENCE WITH INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS MINOR
Milek, Andrea Christine, Ontario

SPEECH SCIENCE MAJOR
Chen, Chun-Yi Nancy, Richmond
Edamuru, Shani Leanne, Kamloops
Saiges, Dawn, Vancouver
Vigh, Deborah Judith, Vancouver

SPEECH SCIENCE MAJOR AND ENGLISH MINOR
Matsumura, Lindsay Samantha Midori, Richmond

SPEECH SCIENCE MAJOR AND HISTORY MINOR
Yeh, Laurie, Vancouver

SPEECH SCIENCE MAJOR AND PSYCHOLOGY MINOR
Garfinkel, Sydelle Judith, Richmond
Kim, Jeewhyun Helen, Vancouver
Lombardi, Laura Danielle, Maple Ridge
Mauricio, Alaksa Dawn, Richmond
McCartney, Joanna Catherine, Alberta
Waye, Cheryl Dawn, Vancouver
Yee, Wanda, Coquitlam
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The Processions

Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)

Chancellor's Procession and Chancellor's Party

Macebearer and Marshal
IAIN E.P. TAYLOR
B.Sc., Ph.D., Professor of Botany

Ceremonies and Events

Director of Ceremonies and University Relations
CHARLES E. SLONECKER
D.D.S., Ph.D., F.A.C.D., Professor of Anatomy

Manager
EILIS COURTNEY

Events Coordinator
HELEN GABOR

Office of the Registrar
Graduation Coordinator
SUSAN WONG

The Programme

O Canada

Presentation of the President's Service Award for Excellence to
CHARLES E. SLONECKER

Invocation

REVEREND ELAINE NAGY
St. Andrews Hall

Confering of Degrees in Course

THE CHANCELLOR

Address

LESLIE R. PETERSON
Chancellor Emeritus

Presentation of the Governor-General's Gold Medal (PhD)

Confering of an Honorary Degree by the Chancellor

THE PRESIDENT

Closing Remarks

The Degree Doctor of Science

RECEPTION FOLLOWING THE CEREMONY

Remarks

MARTHA C. PIPER
President

G. ADAM MOTT
Member,Graduating Class

Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before Graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.
THE DEGREE OF
DOCTOR OF
PHILOSOPHY

Dean Frieda Granot
Faculty of Graduate Studies
Felberg, Jacqueline Dale, B.Sc., Kelowna, Microbiology
Goosney, Denika Louise, B.Sc., Newfoundland, Microbiology
McLean, Bradley William, B.Sc., M.Sc., Vancouver, Microbiology
Murray, Arwetta Friederike, M.Sc., Germany, Microbiology
Visting, Olver Benjamin, B.Sc., Vancouver, Microbiology
Wong, Kit-Ying Kandy, B.Sc., Burnaby, Microbiology

THE DEGREE OF
MASTER OF
SCIENCE

Inga, Mihail, M.D., Romania, Microbiology and Immunology
Laidlaw, Robert David, B.Sc., Vernon, Microbiology and Immunology

THE DEGREE OF
BACHELOR OF
SCIENCE

Dean Maria Klawe
Faculty of Science

BIOCHEMISTRY AND CHEMISTRY
COMBINED HONOURS
Brastanes, Charlette Harry, Richmond
Chang, Chia-Lun Felix, Burnaby
Kan, Joyce Wing Gee, Richmond
Karjala, Geoffrey W.G., Nanaimo
Kurokawa, Glen Sampel, Coquitlam
Leong, Paul Anthony, Richmond
Leung, Terry Tin Wing, Richmond

BIOCHEMISTRY HONOURS
Andrews, Leslie Karen, Vancouver
Biga, Cristina May, Richmond
Chiu, Cecilia Pui-Chi, Vancouver
Chung, Chau Hain Robert, Richmond
DeCesare, James Michael, Richmond
Dwinnell, Matthew James, Vancouver
Grewal, Jeewan Kiran Kaur, Vancouver
Ho, Ming Chee, Richmond
Lau, Kui Yum Jonathan, Vancouver
Lee, Tracy Yin Yu, Richmond
Lin, Thomas Hau-Kheng Sheng, Richmond
Ling, Peter Koon Long, Vancouver
Liu, Allen Po Chin, Vancouver
Lo, Eileen Lain, Richmond
Marles, Jennifer Anne, Vancouver
Ng, Kathryn Wai-Kay, Vancouver
Tang, Gloria (Nguyen Lanh), Vancouver
Votto, Eduardo Ricardo, Vancouver
Yip, Calvin Kow-Kin, Vancouver

BIOCHEMISTRY HONOURS AND ARTS MINOR
Lo, Grace Yan Lok, Burnaby
Mak, Isabelle Wing Yan, Coquitlam

BIOCHEMISTRY HONOURS AND COMMERCE MINOR
Tai, Tek Yee Tan, Vancouver

BIOCHEMISTRY MAJOR
Barry, Ardon Roy, Mill Bay
Basi, Ajai Singh, Surrey
Batke, Juliet Nadine Nicole, Abbotsford
Chan, Anthony Yeung-Bon, Vancouver
Chan, Wai-Ling, Prince Rupert
Charl, Rajagopalan, Vancouver
Cheung, Lap Chi Charles, Vancouver
Cheung, Mirthy, Surrey
Cho, Eva, Burnaby
Davidson, Adam Cranwick, Vancouver
De Vere, Mary Abigail, Prince Rupert
Dhabhar, Achinder Kaur, Richmond
Dutchak, Ian Christopher, Ontario
Elliott, Jason Edward, Kamloops
Hoffard, Michael Drew, Richmond
Huck, Anita A., Vancouver
Klassen, Shaun, Coquitlam
Lee, Grace, Vancouver
Liu, Su-An Sylvie, Vancouver
Mcmillan, Karen, Ontario
Majed, Feza Albor, Vancouver
Mui, Kelly, Vancouver
Ngai, Kit Shan Ricky, Richmond
Petrus, Christopher, Vancouver
Rumianowski, Peter Martin, Port Moody
Sair, Samminder Singh, Grande Forks
Satiedi, Alverna Francesca, Vancouver
Tian, Hsing-Chen, Vancouver
Tran, Tony Ash Sun, Surrey
Tsai, David Ming-Hwa, Vancouver
Tsang, Tyron Matthew, Richmond
Tsao, Stevan, Vancouver
Wang, Christine Y.C., North Vancouver
Wong, Julie Patricia, Vancouver
Young, Andy Ping Ling, Vancouver
Yum, Grace, North Vancouver
Yue, Sue Ying Monica, Vancouver

BIOCHEMISTRY AND COMPUTER
SCIENCE MAJORS
Song, Min Young, Vancouver

BIOCHEMISTRY MAJOR AND ARTS MINOR
Flores, Michelle, Surrey
Leung, Jessica Ellen, Vancouver
Siu, Sophia, Vancouver

BIOCHEMISTRY MAJOR AND COMMERCE MINOR
Yu, Ho Shun, Burnaby

BIOCHEMISTRY MAJOR AND COMMERCE MINOR
Ho, Cindy Cheuk-Ying, Vancouver
Rinal, Ashley Emmanuel, North Vancouver
Tam, Leonard, Richmond

BIOCHEMISTRY MAJOR AND PSYCHOLOGY MINOR
Sebestyen, Andrei, Coquitlam

PHYSIOLOGY HONOURS
Chan, Vincent, Surrey
Huynh, Nguyen Cong, Kamloops
Ko, Hsin Long, Vancouver
Kung, Tania Yuen Lin, Richmond
Lee, Jacqueline Christine, Vancouver
Lee, Sherron Sia To, Burnaby
Leung, Victor Lok Tat, Vancouver
Lo, Charles Yuen-Hui, Vancouver
Mara, Vincent Anthony, Ontario
Minshall, Lindsay Jayne, Pitt Meadows
Sabo, Marla Tamara, Coquitlam
Soon, Gordon Stanley, Abbotsford
Stafford, Sara Gill, Vancouver

PHYSIOLOGY HONOURS AND COMMERCE MINOR
Chen, Sylvia Hsiao-Hsin, Richmond

PHARMACOLOGY & THERAPEUTICS
HONOURS
Baxter, Daniel, Ontario
Cheung, Chau Yan, Vancouver
Lee, Kathy Kawai, Vancouver
Lui, David Wei Wah, Vancouver
Parr, Zoe Edan, Alberta
Tsang, Yin Chaung, Vancouver

PHARMACOLOGY & THERAPEUTICS
MAJOR
Ching, Kai Yee, Vancouver
Dance, Derek Lawrence, Abbotsford
Jinna, Edgar Mauricio, Vancouver
Kho, Clarence, Vancouver
Leung, Victor Kung Ki, Vancouver
MacKenzie, Audrey Jannelle, Vernon
Poburko, Damon Todd, North Vancouver
Scott, Andrew Denton, Chilliwack
Yeung, Sio-Hong, Vancouver

PHARMACOLOGY & THERAPEUTICS
MAJOR AND ARTS MINOR
Ridley, Julie Zerina, Vancouver

PSYCHOLOGY MAJOR
Bottomer, Jan Naville, North Vancouver
Braunstein, Jonathan Brett, Vancouver
Bustin, Kara E.E., Richmond
Cheung, Christopher Ka, Vancouver
Choi, Jason Wei Kit, Richmond
Cueo, Jennifer Susanne, Vancouver
Desai, Simran Sukhbir, Burnaby
Dodge, Elizabeth Mary, Port Coquitlam
Eng, Cindy, Vancouver

Gandhi, Anite, Vancouver
Ghuran, Parmjaspreet Kaur, Vancouver
Ho, Hsin-Yi, Vancouver
Inkster, Angela, Maple Ridge
Jasbali, Faraaz, Port Coquitlam
Janssens, Renee M., Port Moody
Lai, Jatin, Burnaby
Lau, Iris Ka Yee, Vancouver
Mezar, Mirella Monika, North Vancouver
Nijjer, Navdeep Singh, Alberta
Park, Ky Young, Coquitlam
Prasarnakul, Tasha Lisa, Alberta
Serin, Rhonda Lynn, Vancouver
Verma, Rohit, Surrey
Wong, Stephen, Vancouver
Wilson, Jason Murray Blair, Maple Ridge

PSYCHOLOGY MAJOR AND ARTS ONE MINOR
Kwan, Kari Renae, Tumbler Ridge
MacAlfer, Jessica Zoe, North Vancouver
Mikelburg, Daniel Jonathan, Vancouver

PSYCHOLOGY MAJOR AND COMMERCE MINOR
Phiri, Serina, Vancouver
Wig, Gangesdeep S., Surrey

MICROBIOLOGY HONOURS
Garrie, Alana S., Richmond
Li, Alice H., Burnaby
McIntyre, James Betterton, West Vancouver
Mott, Glenn Adam, Ontario
Perkins, Kuldip Singh, Nanaimo
Szatko, Ureus, North Vancouver
Turner, Barbara Marion, Vancouver

MICROBIOLOGY HONOURS AND COMMERCE MINOR
Yuan, Julie S., Ontario

MICROBIOLOGY MAJOR
Barac, Dubravka, Ontario
Baur, Sonja Francis, Queens
Blake, Theo James Haddad, Vancouver
Brar, Surbhi P., Aldergrove
Bryant, David Mark, Vancouver
Chai, David Tsz-Ho, Vancouver
Cho, Hyun Dave, Coquitlam
Cleveland, Krista Chaim, Kamloops
Cow, Bradley Philip, Garibaldi Highlands
Dhanji, Sunit, Burnaby
Farah, Myriam, New Westminster
Fong, Alexander, Vancouver
Franz, Catherine Maria, Vancouver
Gill, Christopher Sei Whang, Vancouver
Gouch, Samantha Jayne, –
Heu, Cheryl S., Vancouver
Kelly-Smith, Carolyn, Squamish
Krysiwisch, Mariya Elena Beatrice, Vancouver
Leu, Alexson Tsz Ki, Vancouver
Lire, Jean Paul, Ontario
Lome, Jennifer Grace, Vancouver
Mhande, Jaspar Singh, Prince George
Nagi, Harinder Singh, Vancouver
Ngai, Kwok-Fung Alfred, Richmond
Oseel, Analise, Vancouver
Painter, Morgan Kathleen, Vancouver
Rivera, Loida Rebeca, Alberta
Rosel, Elena Jana, Ontario
Smith, Nancy Roselle, Vancouver
Tang, Esther Jih Jiah, Burnaby
Tarrant, Luka Andrew, North Vancouver
Toseva, Elitza, Vancouver
Toews, Kathryn Louise, Sarnia
Yu, Billy Peter C.C., Richmond

MICROBIOLOGY MAJOR AND ARTS MINOR
Babcock, Courtney, Trail
Maeshima, Nina Miharu, Burnaby
Takaoka, Stephanie Kimiko, Vancouver

MICROBIOLOGY MAJOR AND COMMERCE MINOR
Ng, Louisa Wai Yun, Vancouver

MICROBIOLOGY & IMMUNOLOGY HONOURS
Nielsen, Cydney Brooke, West Vancouver
Sazagar, Payam Puya, Vancouver
Yang, Brian Pei Tao, Delta

MICROBIOLOGY & IMMUNOLOGY
Au, Alphonsus Pui Hang, Vancouver
Chan, Ryan Yin Juan, Burnaby
Kloppas, Neil Amir, Vancouver
Mayson, Brian Eric, North Vancouver
Rogers, Daniel Arthur, Burnaby
Szczepielski, Blazej Iwo, Poland
Wee, Vinnie, Ontario

MICROBIOLOGY & IMMUNOLOGY MAJOR AND COMMERCE MINOR
Mendes, David Christian, Summerland

INTEGRATED SCIENCES MAJOR
Abd-Elmessih, Esther Anne, Saskatchewan
Bubba, Marc David, Millgrove
Craig, Kelly Lynn, Trail
Dharni, Sundan Kaur, Surrey
Ding, Jason Gaan San, Richmond
Gracey, Amaria Cadra, Vancouver
Griffin, Michelle Nora, Alberta
Hargreaves, Sarah Jessica, Vancouver
Hwang, Andrew Chai On, Vancouver
Isaakson, Trina Ellen, Salmon Arm
Lee, Joseph, Burnaby
Leung, Cicina Chi Hung, Vancouver
Longworth, Katherine Anne, West Vancouver
Low, Steve, Wai Guy, Burnaby
Lu, Yvette Cevan, Burnaby

INTEGRATED SCIENCES MAJOR AND ARTS ONE MINOR
McKinnon, Jessica Kathleen, Winlaw
Marin, Nancy Mary Therese, Alberta
Masar, Davide, Coquitlam
Mayo, Michael Ryan, Prince George
McGhis, John Paul, B.A., Vancouver
Myhre, Matthew, Vancouver
Negriman, Angela Tina, Langley
Oppenheim, Lisa Nicole, Kelowna
Ryan, Kenneth Francis, Vancouver
Sampson, Jeffrey Andrew Somerset, Vancouver
Semenuk, Ante, Surrey
Terlacher, David, Vancouver
Webber, Christine, Terrace
Wien, Joel Lee, Vancouver
Wong, Bryan Michael, Richmond
Yau, Hoi-Ling Holly, Delta
Yen, Lawrence Ching Yue, Vancouver
Zabie, Jason Alexander, Ontario

INTEGRATED SCIENCES MAJOR AND COMMERCE MINOR
Seong, Anne Chun-Han, Vancouver
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THE PROCESSIONS

Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)
Chancellor's Procession and Chancellor's Party

Procession of Graduating Students
Macebearer and Marshal

Senior Marshal
B.Sc., M.S., Associate Professor of Geography

NESTOR N. KORCHINSKY
B.P.E., M.A., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Human Kinetics

Marshall,
Director of Ceremonies and University Relations

Office of the Registrar
MAUREEN ELLIOTT
Administrative Supervisor, Records and Registration

SUE ELDREDGE
B.A., Registration Administrator, Records and Registration

Chief Usher
DONNA SHULTZ
B.A., M.A., Senior Instructor, Faculty of Applied Science

Procession of Faculty
Graduation Coordinator

Marshal
SUSAN WONG

G A R E M E W Y N N
B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Professor of Geography

THE PROGRAMME

O Canada

Invocation

CHARLES E. S L O N E C K E R
Vice-President Academic and Provost

Director, Ceremonies and University Relations

Address

LESLIE R. PETERSON
Chancellor Emeritus

Ceremonies and Events

Conferring of an Honorary Degree by the Chancellor

Director of Ceremonies and University Relations

THE DEGREE DOCTOR OF LAWS

THOMAS WILLIAM SCHNACKENBERG
Remarks

Presentation of the President's Service Award for Excellence to

BENJAMIN CLIFFORD

Presentation of The University of British Columbia Killam Teaching Prizes

Confering of Degrees in Course

THE CHANCELLOR

Remarks

THE PRESIDENT

Reception Following the Ceremony

Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.
THURSDAY, MAY 24TH
4:00 pm

THE DEGREE OF
DOCTOR OF
PHILOSOPHY

Dean Frieda Granot
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Alf-Egging, Peter, B.Sc., Vancouver, Geological Sciences
Bidinosti, Christopher Paul, B.Sc., M.Sc., Vancouver, Physics
Clair, Olivier, Vancouver, Chemistry
Cyr, Paul William, B.Sc., Queen, Chemistry
Duniger, Sarah R., B.Sc., Scotland, Physics
Flowers, Gwen Elizabeth, B.A., United States, Geophysics
Friedlander, Andrew William, B.Sc., M.Sc., Queen, Geophysics
Galpin, Jason D., B.Sc., M.Sc., Vancouver, Chemistry
Gorman, Andrew Robert, B.Sc., Saskatchewan, Geophysics
Jansen, Debby Chetlinne, B.Sc., M.Sc., Ontario, Oceanography
Jarvis, Kevin Donald Gibson, M.Sc., Vancouver, Geophysics
Johnson, Samuel Alan, B.Sc., Chemistry
Kavanaugh, Jeffrey Lawrence, B.S., United States, Geophysics
McFarland, Sheila, B.Sc., M.Sc., Saskatchewan, Physics
Netherton, Matthew Russell, B.Sc., Ontario, Chemistry
Pond, James, Vancouver, Physics
Price, Richard Alan, B.Sc., Edinburgh, Chemistry
Rondanay, Stephanie, B.Eng., M.A.Sc., Quebec, Geophysics
Sharp, William Brett, B.Sc., England, Chemistry
Tang, Yumin, B.Sc., M.Sc., Geophysics
Xu, Liang, B.Sc., China, Chemistry
Xu, Lin, B.Sc., Chemistry
Zedman, Yvou, B.Sc., M.Sc., Israel, Oceanography

THE DEGREE OF
BACHELOR
OF SCIENCE

Dean Maria Kleve
Faculty of Science

ASTRONOMY MAJOR AND ARTS MINOR
Jepson, Ciele Patience, Chilliwack

ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE MAJOR
Bovis, Paul Edward, Vancouver

ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE MAJOR AND ARTS MINOR
Russell, Stephen M., Delta

CHEMISTRY AND COMPUTER SCIENCE COMBINED HONOURS
Sza, Jason Shuk-Yan, Port Coquitlam

CHEMISTRY HONOURS
Abtar, Anisa Shara, Vancouver
Hon, Sherman Shau-Moon, Coquitlam
Lam, Edward, Burnaby
Lee, Jang Seob, Vancouver
Leung, Chi Woon, Surrey
Lups, Ioana, Burnaby
Mark, Kevin James, Richmond
Moslin, Ryan Thomas McLeod, Grand Forks
Parsons, Matthew Timothy, West Vancouver
Rajiff, Kevin P.G., Crescent Valley
Roblick, Crystel Ann Shalaby, Nanaimo
Sattarzadeh, Shervin, North Vancouver
Teo, Iris Yu Hung, Vancouver
Zilman, Natalie, Richmond

CHEMISTRY HONOURS AND MATHEMATICS MINOR
Hui, Joseph, Burnaby

CHEMISTRY MAJOR
Alveja, Jeffrey, North Vancouver
Barnett, Sarah Dane, Vernon
Bebee, Clayton James, Port Coquitlam
Blekio, Kate Maria, Vancouver
Chamberlain, Megan Elizabeth, Coquitlam
Chevalier, Conrad, Vancouver
Choi, Woose, Coquitlam
Chu, Bersica Ka Lee, Vancouver
Dixon, Claire Elizabeth, Kamloops
Feliciano, Dulce Claire, Coquitlam
Gobbi, Philip Mariano Del Pieve, Prince George
Hooton, Preston Everett, Kamloops
Jarvis, Jennifer Ann, Richmond
Lau, Ying Ching, Vancouver
Lee, Allan Ting Ka, Vancouver
Lee, Vianne Yuen Lam, Richmond
Li, Michelle Y-Chun, Vancouver
Lorimer, Janie, Ladysmith
Lu, Mandy Man Tung, Vancouver
Magleo, Arnell Fernandez, Vancouver
Pires, Cinthia, Osoyoos
Schmidt, Wendy Lynn, Vancouver
Schroeder, Brent Alan, Prince George
Ting, Lillian S.L., Vancouver
Trask, Matthew Burton, Maple Ridge
Trinh, Bao Hoang Alex, Burnaby
Tsai, Jie-Chienn, Vancouver
Ulnder, Jonathan Olaif, Armstrong
Wastby, Rosanne Marie, Abbotsford
Winoto, Dewi C., Indonesia
Yang, Diana (Cheng Jung), Vancouver
Yang, Hui-Min, Vancouver
Zhang, Nelson, Vancouver
Zhao, Ming Hui Winnie, Vancouver

CHEMISTRY AND MATHEMATICS MAJORS
Milbarg, Mark Henry Gavin, Vancouver

CHEMISTRY MAJOR AND ARTS MINOR
 Ashton, Jeanettes Lynne, Kamloops
 Chan, Kai Ho Andy, Vancouver
 Fongey, Sabrina Jolie, Vancouver
 Hall, Jacqueline Suzanne, Abbotsford
 Saure, Benjamin Riley, Richmond
 Vinduska, Barbara, Vancouver
 Vironi, Tanya, Vancouver
 Yin, Yen Yin-Chi, Burnaby

CHEMISTRY MAJOR AND BIOLOGY MINOR
 Laung, Anson Ming-Chi, Burnaby

CHEMISTRY MAJOR AND COMMERCIAL MINOR
 Ng, lut Yee Janet, Vancouver
 Tan, Raymond Chi-Nang, Vancouver

CHEMISTRY MAJOR AND ECONOMICS MINOR
Lam, Jeffrey Ryan, Vancouver

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES HONOURS
Arak, Eriko, Delta
Cardinal, Nathan Daniel, Hope
Emerson, Lynara Arlene, Sechelt
Roman, George S.J., Canmore
Scott-Moncrieff, Lindsay Christine, Sidney

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES AND COMMERCE MINOR
Fairweather, Kathryn Louise, Rossland

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES HONOURS AND POLITICAL SCIENCE MINOR
Tienhaara, Kyle Susanne, Victoria

GEOLICAL SCIENCES AND GEOPHYSICS COMBINED HONOURS
Nielsen, Tomas Pilsgaard, Vancouver
Wong, Patricia Ivett, Vancouver

GEOLICAL SCIENCES MAJOR
Austin, Nicholas James, West Vancouver
Dick, Jennifer Elizabeth, Vancouver
Findlater, Laura Lee, West Vancouver
Hubert, Jony, Richmond
Mackay, Melanie Lynn, B.Sc., Vancouver
Wong, Victor Gain, Vancouver

GEOLICAL SCIENCES MAJOR
Bartlett, Meghan Tomkin, Vancouver
Brown, Reyna Heather, Vancouver
Cuthbert, Christopher Walter Crawford, Vancouver
Dubrevic, Mary Marthyna, Kitimat
Ella, Thomas, Richmond
Forbes, Peter Robert, Vancouver
Hui, Lai-Shan, Coquitlam
Kusmack, Amanda Rae, Delta
McCrie, Laura Eileen, Tsawwassen
Miller, Gregory Keith, Vancouver
Noland, Jacqueline, Alberta
Popovich, David Gordon, Alberta
Preston, Yana, Kamloops
Sparks, Heather Anna, Alberta
Zurek, Agata Weronika, Vancouver

GEOLICAL SCIENCES MAJOR AND ARTS MINOR
Lichtyler, Stephen Alvin, Kamloops

GEOPHYSICS HONOURS
Hewson, Chadwick Jon, Delta
Mitchell, Adrian Samuel, West Vancouver

GEOPHYSICS MAJOR
Hauinson, Paul, Vancouver
Moret, Geoffrey John Muxted, Chilliwack

GEOPHYSICS MAJOR AND ARTS MINOR
Blainey, Andrew, Richmond
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PHYSICS MAJOR AND ARTS MINOR
Truefitt, Jonathan Christopher, Richmond

PHYSICS MAJOR AND COMPUTER SCIENCE MINOR
Gock, Darren Joseph, Vancouver

CHEMISTRY GENERAL PROGRAM
Chen, Pamela P.M., Delta
Yip, Pui Wa, Vancouver

CHEMISTRY AND LIFE SCIENCES GENERAL PROGRAMS
Chao, Terese Jo-Chun, Vancouver
Lee, Joo-Youn, Burnaby
Takahashi, Suzanne K., Richmond
Teranishi, Kumi Lee, Delta

CHEMISTRY AND MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES GENERAL PROGRAMS
Brouwer, Paula Mary, Mackenzie

CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS GENERAL PROGRAMS
Chan, Wan Yai-Yen, Vancouver

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES HONOURS AND COMMERCIAL MINOR
Downie, Aaron James, Kelowna

EARTH SCIENCE GENERAL PROGRAM
Davis, Andrew, –

EARTH SCIENCES AND LIFE SCIENCE GENERAL PROGRAM
Baxter, Breanne Monique, White Rock
Campbell, Charles Blakaburn, Vancouver
Clark, Shaun Christian, Alberta
Cunningham, Rachel Carol, Delta
Hsu, Charlotte Pho, Langley
Larson, Andrew Milo, Burns Lake

EARTH SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES GENERAL PROGRAM
Cho, Christine June, Burnaby

THE DIPLOMA IN
METEOROLOGY
Gorry, Christopher, B.Sc., Vancouver
Smith, Stephen Kent, B.Sc., B.Ed., Vernon
The Processions and The Programme of Ceremony

Friday, May 25th
8:30 am

The Processions

Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)

Chancellor's Procession and Chancellor's Party

Macebearer and Marshal
IAIN E.P. TAYLOR
B.Sc., Ph.D., Professor of Botany

Ceremonies and Events

Director of Ceremonies and University Relations
CHARLES E. SLONECKER
D.D.S., Ph.D., F.A.C.D., Professor of Anatomy

Manager
EILIS COURTNEY
Events Coordinator
HELEN GABOR

Office of the Registrar
Graduation Coordinator
SUSAN WONG

The Programme

O Canada

Invocation

REVEREND JAMES O'NEILL
Chaplain,
St. Mark's College

Address
WILLIAM L. SAUER
Chancellor

Conferring of Degrees in Course

Conferring of an Honorary Degree by the Chancellor

The Degree Doctor of Science

HAILE TESFAYE DEBAS
Remarks

Remarks

MARTHA C. PIPER
President

KERI GAMMON
Member, Graduating Class

Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before Graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Dean Maria Klawe
Faculty of Science

BIOLOGY (CELL & DEVELOPMENTAL) HONOURS
Bahador, Bahador, Vancouver

BIOLOGY (CELL & GENETICS) MAJOR
Anderton, Joanne Beverly Abundo, Vancouver
Baer, Erica Lynn, Trail
Burke, Lindsay, Salmon Arm
Buyns, Timon Paul Hermus, Nanaimo
Chang, Amy Li-Wen, Vancouver
Chang, Eva Wei Wen, Richmond
Chang, Tommy Chin-chien, Vancouver
Chin, Benatta Soo, Delta
Chou, Hair-Yi Alice, Richmond
Chow, Yanny Tsz, Coquitlam
Coughlin, Shaun Mark, South Surrey
Dahoney, Cameron James, Lions Bay
Dhillon, Harpreet Singh, Vancouver
Didero, Antony, North Delta
Docking, Thomas Roderick, Cranbrook
Fonseca, Jee-Marie, Vancouver
Fulgueras, Noel Francis, Port Coquitlam
Gammon, Kari Ann, Ontario
Garnis, Cathie, Vancouver
Gil, Martinette Kaur, Surrey
Hayer, Ramandeep, Surrey
Hiscox, Michael James, Ontario
Kennedy, Sarah Marion Christa, Richmond
Khong, Jason Yew-Wong, Coquitlam
Ko, Edward Yu Kong, Vancouver
Lai, Kevin Wei Chen, Coquitlam
Lam, Le, Surrey
Leung, Janice Chi Lok, Vancouver
Lim, Travis Warren, West Vancouver
Lopes, Jaid, Vancouver
Lui, Desiree Pedina, Vancouver
Ma, Rebecca Cheuk-Man, Vancouver
MacDonald, Sorcha Altman, Mission
MacKenzie, Erin Alyssa, Ontario
McCoy, Marcia Lynn, Westbank
Medina, Melinda, North Vancouver
Murewsky, David Tare, Gibsons
Ng, Kai-Fong, Vancouver
Radford, Ryan R., Peachland
Ranada, Mary Rosary Francesco, Richmond
Rhee, Richard Young Jin, Surrey
Robertson, Samantha Lynn, Surrey
Rossi, Gina, North Vancouver
Ruffell, Brian Howard, Surrey
Rutishauer, Katrin Christina, – Sandhu, Parveen, Surrey
Schell, Michael James, West Vancouver
Shadee, Ashleen A., Richmond
Shaw, Douglas, North Vancouver
Shih, Jennifer Hui-Chun, Richmond
So, Miily Sin Yen, Vancouver
Sobbee, Sachin Rejesh, Coquitlam
Scolto, Natalia, Richmond
Tse, Connie, Victoria
Tse, Kristina Wing, Richmond
Uteja, Eric, Kelowna
Walker, Erin Elizabeth, Prince George
Wang, Dorothy, Burnaby
Wong, Randy Leu Yu, Vancouver
Woolam, Garrett Baruch, Duncan
Yu, Wing Chi Vionnie, Vancouver

BIOLOGY (CELL & GENETICS) AND CHEMISTRY MAJORS
Miller, Linda Catherine, Alberta

BIOLOGY (CELL & GENETICS) MAJOR AND ARTS MINOR
Chan, Alan Chi Lun, Vancouver
Chui, Sheeta Man-Yuen, Burnaby
Landy, Anita Maria, North Vancouver
Lazzari, Nisha Elizabeth, Richmond
Lo, Wei Yee, Vancouver
Patel, Karyn, Surrey
Purcell, Erin Kelly, Nova Scotia
Ruesemann, Max Frederick, Vernon
Swan, Jacqueline Amanda, Ontario
Wong, Bibiana Ka Yan, Vancouver

BIOLOGY (CELL & GENETICS) MAJOR AND COMMERCE MINOR
Chan, Ada Yee-Ni, –
Hui, Craigilton Kai-Yang, Vancouver
Lo, Jennifer Chi Man, Vancouver
Lo, Jonathan, Vancouver
Lo, Matilda, Alberta
Wu, Janice Ningmann, Vancouver

BIOLOGY (CELL & GENETICS) MAJOR AND PSYCHOLOGY MINOR
Davies, Karen, Tofino

BIOLOGY (GENETICS) HONOURS
Auld, Nicholas, North Delta
Butler, Kimberly Lianne, Kelowna
Hodgins, Jason, Delta
Kirkham, Kyle Robert, Squamish
Lai, Betty Pui Yee, Burnaby
Ormond, Jake, Vancouver

BIOLOGY (GENETICS) HONOURS AND ARTS MINOR
Stewart, Taryn Marie, Parksville
Ting, Angelo Haing-H, Burnaby

BIOLOGY (GENERAL) BIOLOGY MAJOR
Abnousi, Freddy, North Vancouver
Adnani, Seyad Amir, West Vancouver
Amiri, Ramona Rina, Quesnel
Ansari, Sasan, West Vancouver
Bai, John Jatinnder Singh, Vancouver
Bakar, Jammy Brian, Coquitlam
Bhatia, Parveen Kaur, Abbotsford
Bishara, Sara, Coquitlam
Blackshaw, Lisa Micella, Vancouver
Bom, Rosalind Jane, Richmond
Brooker, David Farah, Vancouver
Chehab, Nouran Hamed, Surrey
Cheng, Kevin, Vancouver
Cheung, Chi Ching, B.Sc. 3rd Vancouver
Chiu, Cheryl Jayne, Vancouver
De Souza, Astrid Marie, Richmond
Dharni, Charanpreet Singh, Surrey
Dombrowski, Dennis F., Vancouver
Fisk, Scott Russell, Campbell River
Fong, Andrea Melissa, Vancouver
Grover, Angela Mee, Delta
Halbach, Maria Charlotte, North Vancouver
Hansen, Krista Herma, Nanaimo
Jim, Janey, Vancouver
Juchova, Martina, Surrey
Jorot, Lee Michael, West Vancouver
Jung, Tanishah, Burnaby
Kam, Raymond, West Vancouver
Kam, Kwan Kar, Richmond
Kim, Alice, Vancouver
Kim, James, Surrey
Kleinman, Todd, Vancouver
Kwok, Stephanie Wei-yn, Delta
Kwon, Bee-Jin, Vancouver
Leung, Ivy Woon Ming, Richmond
Leung, Josephine Sze Kai, Burnaby
Leywan, Deanne Lynn, Port Alberni
Lin, Billy Shin-Y, Vancouver
Lin, Chia-Hung, Richmond
Lin, Imi Yen-Ju, Delta
Lin, Sandy Yi-chun, Vancouver
Liu, Chi-Chen Alice, Vancouver
Lum, Amy Miu Gau, Vancouver
Lusenhop, Gregory, Vernon
Maen, Kenneth Ko K., Delta
Mak, Agnes Chi Hang, Richmond
Makdani, Sophia Leta, Vancouver
Martin, Joanna Susan, Vancouver
McAneaney, Lindsay Nath, United States
Maunier, Gislle, Victoria
Milner, Heid Olinda, New South Wales
Mooder, Luke Dylan, Vancouver
Mu, Brodie Lindsay, Vancouver
Neumann, Michelle Darke, Vancouver
Ng, Joseph Cargan, Vancouver
Nguyen, Harry T.H., Vancouver
Northrup, Jennifer Nicola, Surrey
Oh, Jason Zee Sau, Burnaby
Ogilvie, Deic Lawren, Port Alberni
Paton, Nancy Standing, Manito
Fighin, Jamie Ann, Vancouver
Fistak, Kenneth David, Trail
Prohoroff, Alexander Seaha, Vernon
Rai, Parvijit Singh, Surrey
Ripolo, Gisella Carmella, Vancouver
Sanuto, Kelsay Carlos, Prince George
Sawkins, Jessica Nicole, Vancouver
Sierachdi, Mitchell, Kelowna
So Chan, Geoffrey Kyle, Vancouver
Scott, Don Brandon, Vancouver
Teczynska, Madsga Amalie, North Vancouver
To, Kenneth C.W., Surrey
Topf, Stephanie B., B.Sc.(P.T.), Vancouver
Tupper, Melissa Maers, –
Turley, Stefanie Anne, Nanaimo
Wong, Carolyn Ka Lai, Vancouver
Wong, David George, Vancouver
Wu, Frank Chen-Tse, Richmond
Yang, Allen Thomas, Vancouver
Yau, Alan Tsiu Tin, Richmond
Yee, Deborah Fong-Ling, B.A.Sc., Vancouver
Young, Man-ye Carmen, Kamloops
Young, Leah Nicole, Queen Charlotte
Young, Lindsay C., Vancouver

BIOLOGY (GENERAL BIOLOGY) AND COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJORS
Lee, Karen Gar Yan, Vancouver

BIOLOGY (GENERAL BIOLOGY) AND NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES MAJORS
Duggal, Sheil, Richmond

BIOLOGY (GENERAL BIOLOGY) AND PHYSICS MAJORS
Normandin, Sarah Christin, Comox

BIOLOGY (GENERAL BIOLOGY) MAJOR AND ARTS MINOR
Archambault, Jason Patrick, Castlegar
Bains, Devina, Vancouver
Battles, Jason Louis, 106 Mile House
Bel, Frederica May, Vancouver
Bevrieden, Dawn Nicole, Vancouver
Garga, Deepakshika, Surrey
Ho, Edward Chun-Yu, Vancouver
Heish, Meng-Cheng (Kevin), Vancouver
Hsu, Ellen Yi-Qian, Vancouver
Kwok, Jeffrey Ying-Kuen, Port Coquitlam
Lin, Jenny (I-Tau), Vancouver
Lu, Helen, Vancouver
MacNeil, Cristina Marie, Vancouver
Murdock, Ellicia Fay, Vancouver
Olsen, Gregory Robert, Vancouver
Shahede, Jacqueline, Coquitlam
Sterling, Daniel Charles, Vancouver
Wong, Albert Ngai Leung, Richmond

BIOLOGY (GENERAL BIOLOGY) MAJOR AND ECONOMICS MINOR
Li, Francis Chi Yan, Vancouver

BIOLOGY (GENERAL BIOLOGY) MAJOR AND PSYCHOLOGY MINOR
Baer, Gaggadeep, Surrey
The Processions and The Programme of Ceremony

Friday, May 25th
11:00 am

The Processions

- Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)
- Procession of Graduating Students
  - Senior Marshal
  - NESTOR N. KORCHINSKY
    B.P.E., M.A., Ph.D.,
    Assistant Professor of Human Kinetics
  - Marshals,
    Office of the Registrar
    SUSAN PETERS
    B.Ed., Assistant Registrar,
    Admissions
  - MAUREEN ELLIOTT
    Administrative Supervisor,
    Records and Registration
  - Chief Usher
    DONNA SHULTZ
    B.A., M.A., Senior Instructor,
    Faculty of Applied Science
- Procession of Faculty
  - Marshals
    DENNIS CHITTY
    B.A., D.Phil., D.Sc.,
    Professor Emeritus of Zoology
  - MARTIN ADAMSON
    Ph.D., Professor of Zoology
- Chancellor's Procession and Chancellor's Party
  - Macebearer and Marshal
    IAIN E.P. TAYLOR
    B.Sc., Ph.D., Professor of Botany
- Ceremonies and Events
  - Director of Ceremonies and University Relations
    CHARLES E. SLOANECKER
    D.D.S., Ph.D., F.A.C.D.,
    Professor of Anatomy
  - Manager
    EILIS COURTNEY
  - Events Coordinator
    HELEN GABOR
- Office of the Registrar
  - Graduation Coordinator
    SUSAN WONG

The Programme

- O Canada
- Invocation
  - REVEREND JAMES O'NEILL
    Chaplain,
    St. Mark's College
- Address
  - WILLIAM L. SAUNDER
    Chancellor
  - Conferring of Degrees in Course
  - THE CHANCELLOR
  - Closing Remarks
    THE PRESIDENT
  - Conferring of an Honorary Degree by the Chancellor
  - The Degree Doctor of Science
    PAUL HUGH WILLIAMS
    Remarks
  - Remarks
    MARTHA C. PIPER
    President
    JUDY CHINGTE TSAY
    Member, Graduating Class
  - Presentation of The University of British Columbia Killam Teaching Prizes
    BARRY C. MBRIDE
    Vice-President Academic and Provost
  - Conferring of Degrees in Course
  - THE CHANCELLOR
  - Closing Remarks
    THE PRESIDENT
  - Conferring of an Honorary Degree by the Chancellor
  - The Degree Doctor of Science
    PAUL HUGH WILLIAMS
    Remarks
  - Remarks
    MARTHA C. PIPER
    President
    JUDY CHINGTE TSAY
    Member, Graduating Class

Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before Graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Dr. Ann Rose, Associate Dean
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Barrett-Lennard, Lance Gottfried, B.Sc., M.Sc., Nanaimo, Zoology
Britto, Dev Tagore, B.A., B.Sc., White Rock, Botany
Claytor, Ross Richardson, B.Sc., M.Sc., United States, Zoology
Connor, Stephen J., B.A., Vancouver, Zoology
Harrington, Michael John, B.Sc., Vancouver, Zoology
Huerto Sberaniez, Leonardo B., M.Sc., Mexico, Zoology

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Christerson, Beth A., B.A., B.Sc., United States, Zoology
Doye, Francis L., Talkawa, Zoology
Escribano, Jessica Mabel, B.Sc., Surrey, Zoology
O'Brien, David, B.Sc., Salmon Arm, Zoology
Schraber, Dorothy A., B.A., Vancouver, Zoology
Taylor, Joshua L., B.Sc., Prince George, Zoology

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Dean Maria Klaue
Faculty of Science

BIology AND CHEMistry CONBINED HONOURS AND ARTS MINOR
Poon, David Kei Yuen, Richmond

BIology HONOURS
Carr, Sarah Elizabeth, Ontario
Hague, Merran Jane, Delta
Pinnell, Nadine Anna, Alberta
Vickers, Karen Jeanette, Abbotsford
Young, Hilary Catharines, Ontario

BIology HONOURS AND ARTS MINOR
Schwarz, Reuben Hoyt, West Vancouver

BIology (Animal) MAJOR
Adams, Paul J., Vancouver
Ayalon, Fernilla Gaela, Vancouver
Bel, Jewit Kaur, North Vancouver
Berg, Geoffrey Edward, North Vancouver
Bouchard-Karr, Phoenix, White Rock
Cartier, Carmen May, Kelowna
Chu, Ni-Ni Irene, Burnaby
Cleary, Jennifer E., Vancouver
Cullen, Katharine Anne, Delta
Deeter, Travis Wayne, Delta
Dhaliwal, Amenjot, Surrey
Gill, Sukhdeep Singh, Deerwood
Glube, Stephanie Sara, Ontario
Gray, John David, Fort Langley
Holloway, Daniel, Abbotsford
Hopkins, Andrea Melissa, Surrey
Lauwers, Kevin Chad, Coquitlam
Leach, Tracy Rebecca, Vancouver
Levesque, Chella Monique, Terrace
Miltay, A. Tyler, North Vancouver
Ng, Gary Kar Ho, Vancouver
O'Neill, Angela Elizabeth, Courtenay
Ooc, Theressa Angela, North Vancouver
Olvard, Kyla Frances, Ontario
Phippin, Robert Stephen, Victoria
Ramanowski, Monica Caroline, Delta
Ryomoto, Brian Makoto, Richmond
Sakurai, Marie Barnadette, Vancouver
Sidney, James David, West Vancouver
Stevens, Graeme L., Vancouver
Svenshill, Jeffrey Denis, Abbotsford
Tsoi, Mei Mei, Coquitlam
Tui, Judy Ching-To, Richmond
Vandenheeghe, Audra, West Vancouver
White, Gregory Christopher, Richmond
Williams, Jennifer Susanne, Gibsons
Wong, Carmen Yue, China
Woo, Ross Chun-Ka, West Vancouver
Wulff, Warren Robert Douglas, Gibsons

BIology (Animal) MAJOR AND ARTS MINOR
Fah, Pui Ming Joanne, Vancouver
Haggberg, Rachel Jean, United States
Little, Christine Marie, Pontiac
Marcos, Lisa Anne, Ontario
Tajbakhsh, Hamid Reza, Burnaby
Wong, Dilla, Vancouver

BIology (Animal) MAJOR AND PSYCHOLOGY MINOR
Chung, Pamela Jane, Burnaby

BIology (Conservation) MAJOR
Brunoe, Alexandra Sara, Alberta
Chang, Wayne, Vancouver
Moriarty, Laura Erin, Alberta
Paul, Anmar Christine, Vancouver

BIology (Conservation) MAJOR AND ARTS MINOR
Lewis, Gary John, Vancouver
Wakeford, Amy Beth, Penland

BIology (Ecology) MAJOR
Ali, Falza, Vancouver
Amess, Saskia Helena, West Vancouver
Arends, Jacinta Anne, Vancouver
Hamilton, Martha Joan, Alberta
Harrison, Rachel Beatrice, Surrey
Hughes, Tyler Jorden, Sicamous
Koga, Erin Yukiko, Maple Ridge
Lebrton, Wendy Lee-Anne, Aldergrove
Lee, Mary Kathleen, Vancouver
Lo, Chi-Na Mary, Kitimat
McLeod, Kevin, Vancouver
McKenzie, Cheryl Anne, Courtenay
Passmore, Jennifer Anne, Roberts Creek
Snialynski, Matthew John, Alberta
Stoyn, Shannon, Alberta
Tang, Richard, Vernon
Thekur, Subhadeep Ranil, Surrey
Verlinde, Kathryn Ilse, Salmon Arm
Wong, Wendy, Prince George

BIology (Ecology) MAJOR AND ARTS MINOR
Cheng, Brian, Ontario
MacDonald, Jamie Elyse, Courtenay
Roulston, Erin Lyn., Sohol, Jarek, Dean, Vancouver

BIology (Marine Biology) MAJOR
Cook, Nicole Ashley, Victoria
Duval, Renee Anne, Ontario
Haddock, Candace Andrea, Vancouver
Hrymynshyn, James Lindsay, B.C., Ontario
Loranz, Karen Darleen, Vancouver
Schied, Jason Peter, Port Alberni

BIology (Plant Biology) MAJOR
Becker, Christina Anne, North Vancouver
Bennings, Linda, United States
Riemann, Lee Mac, Richmond
Ryall, Kim, B.A., Langley
Taylor, Emily Jean Rella, Vancouver
Wickett, Norman John, Nenena

BIology (Plant Biology) MAJOR AND ARTS MINOR
Brisco, Elizabeth Fiona, North Vancouver

Life Science AND cheMisty General Programs
Diehl, Darcey Lynn, Richmond
Thomas, Krista Lee, Fruitvale

Life Science AND Earth Science General Programs
Gordon, Heather Ann, Vancouver
McDonald, Stephanie E., Nelson

Life Science AND Earth Science General Programs AND ARTS MINOR
Truemann, Amanda Jaye, Kelowna

Life Science General Program
Aujigay, Sharon Kaur, Manitoob
Bains, Puneet, Delta
Banks, Shari Lee, Chilliwack
Cheng, Derek Shao-Kei, Kitimat
Chiu, Cheryl Shru-Chi, Vancouver
Estani, Seyed Nima, Richmond
Fung, Shuqun Hong, Vancouver
Gavrilovic, Branka, Richmond
Gai, Babish, Surrey
Johal, Teiminder Singh, Surrey
Kao, Justin Chen-Yen, Richmond
Lern, Alexander David, Langley
Landry, Ken Lynn, Richmond
Songhaghe, Hapil Singh, Pitt Meadows

Life Science AND Mathematical Sciences General Programs
Chen, David Ting-Wen, Vancouver
Fung, Derrick Ke-Fun, Vancouver
Pang, Karen Leslie, Victoria

Life Science General Program AND Arts Minor
Ke, Margaret Young, Vancouver
Lawrence, Simon Ross, North Vancouver

Nutritional Sciences Major
Caldor, Rachel Kirsty, West Vancouver
Chan, Walter, Burnaby
Chii, Karike Ka-Wai, Richmond
Fedie, Monica, Alberta
Gasser, Michael Roy, Vancouver
Grondinson, Carla Cary, Victoria
Harbotte, Caleigh Victoria, Sidney
Ho, Wing Yin, Vancouver
Hoon, Tracy, Richmond
Hwang, Wei Chien Jeffrey, Vancouver
Jivani, Kshitija Kuri, North Vancouver
King, Rebecca Jo, Salt Spring Island
Koon, Michelle, North Vancouver
Kuo, Danny Ko-Wu, Vancouver
Kwan, Cindy Wei Sun, Vancouver
Kwok, Natalie, -
Lam, Gordon Wei-Man, Port Moody
Ng, Jean Tean Yen, Richmond
Oberst, Stacey Debora, Richmond
Parkin, Thea Kathryn, Richmond
Scott, Jennifer May, Richmond
Sykes, Danielle Maria Stephanie, Winfield
Tan, Priscilla Soo-Lian, Burnaby
Voas, Laura Dawn, Vernon
Wong, Michelle Sze-Won, Richmond
Yuen, Michelle Minj, Surrey

Nutritional Sciences Major AND Arts Minor
Ke, Sze Ling, Vancouver
Li, Alice Yuen Sze, Burnaby
Lui, Cindy Man Kai, Richmond
Tai, Pei Kai, Richmond

Nutritional Sciences Major AND Commerce Minor
Kwon, Lidwine Yu-Euk, Burnaby
Lee, Karina, Vancouver
THE PROCESSIONS AND THE PROGRAMME OF CEREMONY

Friday, May 25th
1:30 pm

THE PROCESSIONS

Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)

Procession of Graduating Students

Senior Marshal
NESTOR N. KORCHINSKY
B.P.E., M.A., Ph.D.,
Assistant Professor of Human Kinetics

Marshals,
Office of the Registrar
ALVIA BRANCH
Director, Administrative Services

MAUREEN ELLIOTT
Administrative Supervisor, Records and Registration

Chief Usher
DONNA SHULTZ
B.A., M.A., Senior Instructor, Faculty of Applied Science

Procession of Faculty

Marshal
MARK MCLEAN
B.Sc.(Hon.), M.Sc., Science
One Mathematics

Chancellor's Procession and Chancellor's Party

Macebearer and Marshal
AFTON CAYFORD
M.A., Ph.D., Associate Professor Emeritus of Mathematics

Ceremonies and Events

Director of Ceremonies and University Relations
CHARLES E. SLONECKER
D.D.S., Ph.D., F.A.C.D., Professor of Anatomy

Manager
EILIS COURTNEY
Events Coordinator
HELEN GABOR

Office of the Registrar
Graduation Coordinator
SUSAN WONG

THE PROGRAMME

O Canada

Invocation

REVEREND JAMES O'NEILL
Chaplain,
St. Mark's College

Address

WILLIAM L. SAUER
Chancellor

Conferring of an Honorary Degree by the Chancellor

The Degree Doctor of Science

EVELYN CHRYSALLA PIELOU
Remarks

Remarks

MARTHA C. PIPER
President

JOSEPH HAO TAN WONG
Member, Graduating Class

Conferring of Degrees in Course

THE CHANCELLOR

Presentation of the Governor-General's Silver Medal (Science)

Closing Remarks

THE PRESIDENT

Reception Following the Ceremony

Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before Graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
Dr. Ann Rose, Associate Dean
Faculty of Graduate Studies

O’Halloran, Anne, B.A., M.A., Ireland, Mathematics

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
Ashdown, Ian Edward, B.A.Sc., West Vancouver, Computer Science
Chan, Daniel Kwok Kin, B.Sc., China, Mathematics
Chow, Yan Kin, B.Sc., - Mathematics
Dion, Valerie, B.Sc., Quebec, Mathematics
Er, Lee Shean, B.Sc., Malaysia, Statistics
Gu, Yanping, China, Computer Science
Hoggatt, Michael William Peter, B.Sc., Ontario, Computer Science
Jackson, Mark Wayne, B.Sc., Alberta, Mathematics
Lai, Man Po, B.Sc., B.Sc., M.Sc., Vancouver, Mathematics
Li, Naizhi, B.Eng., China, Computer Science
Li, Rui, B.Eng., China, Computer Science
Poupert, Pascal, B.Sc., Quebec, Computer Science
Reddy, Sreethna Sunkara, B.E., India, Computer Science
Rodriguez Maxilla, Jose Ramon, B.A.Sc., B.Math, M.Sc., Mexico, Mathematics
Sharma, Rite, B.Sc., B.E., M.Tech., India, Computer Science
Takash, Shingo Jason, B.Sc., Ontario, Computer Science
Wacher, Abigail, B.Sc., Venezuela, Mathematics
Warfield, Andrew Kent, B.Sc., Ontario, Computer Science
Wen, Sijin, B.Sc., M.A., China, Statistics
Yung, Arthur Helen Yang, B.Sc., Coquitlam, Computer Science

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Dean Maria Klawe
Faculty of Science

MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS

COMBINED HONOURS AND COMMERCIAL MAJOR
Gordon, Earl Robert Byng, Vancouver

COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJOR
Dexter, David Kenner, Vancouver
Gleisich, Karl Victor, Chilliwack

COMPUTER SCIENCE & PHYSICS COMBINED HONOURS
Yip, Kait Yue Peter, Pitt Meadows

COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

COMPUTER SCIENCE HONOURS
Bakke, Dawn Therese, Campbell River
Benos, Arnan, Surrey
Chung, Alan Pat Lin, Burnaby
Forsyth, Benjamin Alexander Charles, Gibsons
Ho, Ka Wuen Calvin, Vancouver
Hunter, Brian, Prince George
Lin, Chi Jui Raymond, Vancouver
Lo, David Hong-kai, Vancouver
Ridout, Ryan David, Richmond

COMPUTER SCIENCE HONOURS AND COMMERCIAL MAJOR
Hou, Ka Lai, Vancouver

COMPUTER SCIENCE HONOURS AND MATHEMATICS MINOR
Ying, Tai Tsui Annie, Vancouver

COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJOR
Adamsen, Karla Marie, -
Ahmad, Samer, Palestine
Aminzadeh, John Farhad, B.SC.(Pharm.), North Vancouver
Ash, Nicola K., Lions Bay
Barbosa, Ronald Wayne, Ontario
Beekee, B. Sc., Burnaby
Bond, Eric, North Vancouver
Brenneman, Arwen E.J., Vancouver
Brown, Scott, Surrey
Buchholz, Chris, Surrey
Buia, Julie, Vancouver
Chan, Andrew Davis, Vancouver
Chan, Annie Wah Wang, Richmond
Chang, Li Kai Ricky, Vancouver
Chiang, Yu-Hui Lorine, Richmond
Chou, Weng Him Nixon, Vancouver
Che, Cha, Taiwan
Chen, Chun Yuan Kenneth, Vancouver
Chen, Jessica Jia Huan, Vancouver
Cheng, Charles Tsung Han, Vancouver
Cheng, Chi Hung Horace, Vancouver
Cheng, Chung Ming Victor, Richmond
Cheng, Elizabeth Lai She, Burnaby
Chiang, Philip Man Wai, Burnaby
Chin, Chin Hung Raymond, Vancouver
Chow, Hayes Hai-Yang, Saskatchewan
Chow, Jermaine Stephanie, Vancouver
Chu, Nelson Chi Wei, Vancouver
Chung, Chin Wei, North Vancouver
Code, Brianne Megan, Vancouver
Delahaye, Tammy Gei, Langley
Doyle, Francis, Keewosaic
Epp, Trevor, Vancouver
Garfield, Clinton John, Hazelton
Feratay, Daniel Ralph, North Vancouver
Fong, Vincent King Yip, Burnaby
Go, Stanley Pat Chen, Vancouver
Grin, Bryan Charles, Langley
Gruneau, Peter David, B.Sc., Vancouver
Hayer, Amandip, Surrey
Ho, Pui Yi, China
Ho, Winnie Wing Sam, Richmond
Hosking, Gard Runar, Norway
Huang, Brendan Gregory Kim-Yek, Richmond
Huang, Linda, Burnaby
Huang, Morgen Xu Hui, B.Sc., Burnaby
Hume, Andrew Allister, Delta
Jansen, Kari, Fort St John
Jones, Leonard Christopher, Vancouver
Jung, Hyun, Vancouver
Kar, Ivan, Hong Kong
King, Gretchchen Chi Fen, Richmond
Kou, Jingdong, B.Eng., M.Eng., China
Lai, Gabriel Gar-Bon, Richmond
Lai, Wing-Kai, B.S., Vancouver
Leit, Matthew, Vancouver
Lim, Doris Ching, Richmond
Lam, Lori Diana, Vancouver
Lam, Paul Chi Chung, B.Sc., Burnaby
Lam, Sunny Sea-Chi, Vancouver
Lawless, Craig Peter Edward, North Vancouver
Lee, Jody Hui Cheung, Richmond
Lee, Vicky, Kilmarnock
Leung, Brian Ho Sun, Richmond
Leung, Vivian Wei Ying, Vancouver
Li, Hong, Baccalaureate
Li, Janet W.Y., Vancouver
Li, Kenneth Koon Teng, Vancouver
Liang, Francis, B.Sc., Port Coquitlam
Lin, Jimmy Tsung Wei, Vancouver
Liu, Gankin, B.Eng., Vancouver
Liu, King Lung Ronald, Burnaby
Liu, Xiao, B.Eng., Vancouver
Lo, Eric Ting Hin, Vancouver
Lo, Man Yee, Vancouver
Lo, Fraser Webster, Sidney
Loure, Daryl Andy, M.Sc., Vancouver
Lu, Ming Wing Wayne, Taiwan
Lu, Shuying, M.Sc., Vancouver
Lui, Kenneth Man Hon, Vancouver
Lui, Michael Man Kin, B.Eng., Richmond
Ma, Hon Ying, M.A., Australia
Mason, Lindsey Christian, West Vancouver
May, Robert A., Vancouver
Meek, David T., B.A., Richmond
Mosimann, David, Fort St. James
Mu, Grant McKeage, Ontario
Nevia, Mehrdad, B.Eng., Vancouver
Newton, Ryan John Andrew, Vancouver
Ng, For David, China
Ng, Roy, Vancouver
Ng, Sherman, Vancouver
Nguyen, Ngoc Linh, Vancouver
Ninico, Ivan, Vancouver
Pappoutsakis, Emmanuel Angelo, Vancouver
Pelletier, Leonard Real, Terrace
Phung, Khai Van, Vancouver
Pomeroy, Catherine Elizabeth Courts, Surrey
Rawston, Ryan Michael, Vancouver
Reilly, Ryan, Penticton
Reimer, Miguel Joel, Abbotsford
Rivera, Samantha Andreia, Richmond
Salgado, Ernest Gregor, Victoria
Sarac, Sabir Singh, Burnaby
Satiro, Louis, Surrey
Shah, Sohrab Prakash, B.Sc., Ontario
Shalik, Nobila, Richmond
Shan, Shih Ying, Surrey
Silver, Daniel Aaron, Salmon Arm
Slosmus, Monica Celia, B.Sc., Vancouver
Smolyk, Gregory William, Delta
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Song, Hao, B.Econ., Vancouver
Spangler, Jonathan Tobias, Vancouver
St. Hilaire, Ryan Kyle, Vancouver
Staehling, Andrew, North Vancouver
Su, Yu-chieh, Taiwan
Tallor, Pritesh Vinod, Surrey
Tarn, Edwin, Vancouver
Tang, Chin Pang Alan, Burnaby
Tang, Wei Mei, Coquitlam
Theresiewietl, Ratra, Vancouver
Tiu, Jonathan Tong Kiong, Delta
Wang, Hong-mei, B.E., Vancouver
Wang, Xinling, B.Sc., China
White, Michael Edward Friedrich, Edmonton
Whistlehead, Brett Jeffrey, Nanaimo
Wong, Christine Man Wei, Surrey
Wong, Ka Man Carmen, Burnaby
Wong, Kam Man Fional, Coquitlam
Woo, Edmund, Vancouver
Wu, Qinglong, B.S., M.A., Ph.D., Vancouver
Wu, Yu-Chi-Tong, Vancouver
Yahyavi Azad, Sima, Coquitlam
Yan, Jianyu, B.Eng., China
Yang, Ko Linn Colin, Richmond
Yau, Hon Kam, Richmond
Yau, Yan Chi Angle, Burnaby
Yee, Core Patricia, B.Sc., Vancouver
Yeung, Garry, China
Yew, Eric, Vancouver
Yu, Kevin Kai-Fun, North Vancouver
Yung, Hol Yan, China
Zhang, Jing, M.Sc., Vancouver
Zhang, Lu, Vancouver
Zhang, Tiejun, China
Zhang, Cynthia Xin, Vancouver
Zhang, Ron Guo Hong, Vancouver
Zhou, Bingning, B.Sc., M.Sc., China
COMPUTER SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS MAJORS
Chang, Ka Sing, West Vancouver
Li, Wing Yan, Richmond
Mak, Simon, Vancouver
Mehriri, Kourosh, North Vancouver
COMPUTER SCIENCE AND PHYSICS MAJORS
Staehling, Miles Frederick Hevoll, West Vancouver
COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJOR AND ARTS MINOR
Chang, Tracee Wan She, Vancouver
Chung, Anita Mei Yiu, Richmond
Hui, Wei Kit Charlie, Vancouver
Lau, Aston, Richmond
Li, Reonna Yu Yau, Vancouver
White, Brandon Jacob, Vancouver
Wu, Gary Ho Teun, Vancouver
COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJOR AND BIOLOGY MINOR
Vivekanandan, Vinaskari, Richmond
COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJOR AND COMMENCEMENT MINOR
Allen, Megan Elizabeth, Burnaby
Baklou, Alinze G., West Vancouver
Buckle, Matthew D.K., Vancouver
Cheung, Jason Wai-Yin, Vancouver
Ho, Alan Ying Lun, Burnaby
Kow, Pater Riel, Langley
Kwok, Martha Carolinna, Delta
Leung, Man Wai Joanne, Vancouver
Son, John Brian, Richmond
Su, Teresa Hsin YL, Vancouver
Wang, Lu, Vancouver
COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJOR AND MATHEMATICS MINOR
Chu, Sally, Vancouver
Shum, Tsz Cheung, Richmond
COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJOR AND PHYSICS MINOR
Campbell, Ivan Unger, Delta
COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJOR AND POLITICAL SCIENCE MINOR
Daleny, Caroline Mary, Ontario
MATHEMATICS HONOURS AND PHYSICS MINOR
Code, Warren Joseph, Duncan
MATHEMATICS MAJOR
Chen, Agnes Huey Chun, West Vancouver
Chu, William, Vancouver
Huang, Wei-long, Taiwan
Jamieson, Laura Susanne, North Vancouver
Kaleta, Clayton Brian, Winnipeg
Katsua, Marin, Burnaby
Tai, I-Chan Kristy, Vancouver
Whittaker, Jeff, Kelowna
Yeung, Daphne Li-Ee, West Vancouver
MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS MAJORS
Lee, Benson Ka Po, Vancouver
MATHEMATICS MAJOR AND ARTS MINOR
Ho, Kiny Ching Yan, Richmond
Kamal, Mashukur Rahman, Richmond
Mak, Francis Ka Yan, Richmond
Munro, Maria, Surrey
Siddon, Elizabeth Anne, Vancouver
Tong, Sai Ho William, Vancouver
MATHEMATICS MAJOR AND BIOLOGY MINOR
Matsuzama, Mando, White Rock
MATHEMATICS MAJOR AND COMMERCE MINOR
Gooh, Mun Seong Michael, Richmond
Lee, Anson, Vancouver
Yu, Corinna Ka Yan, Richmond
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES GENERAL PROGRAM
Loo, Christine Yuen Yung, Vancouver
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES AND LIFE SCIENCES GENERAL PROGRAM
Cheema, Navbir Keur, Kildare
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES AND LIFE SCIENCES GENERAL PROGRAMS AND ARTS MINOR
Dos Santos, Shelley, Richmond
MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES AND PHYSICS GENERAL PROGRAMS
Lee, Benson Ka Po, Vancouver
Pavlovich, Patar, Vancouver

STATISTICS MAJOR
Cheung, Burnice Wai Yue, Port Moody
Chung, Kelly Anne, Vancouver
Lo, Ka Ki Doris, Vancouver
Wong, Wai Ting Ada, Richmond
STATISTICS AND COMMERCIAL MAJORS PROGRAM
Chen, Kristy Xin Yi, Vancouver
Khare, Sanbir, Burnaby
Yip, Jennifer Jincheng, Vancouver

THE DIPLOMA IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
Andrews, Susan Elizabeth, M.A., Vancouver
Campbell, Graeme John, B.Mus., Ontario
Javehery, Homa, B.Sc., Quebec
Kehler, Jennifer Lee, B.Sc., Langley
Leung, Ki Yee, B.Sc., M.Sc., Ph.D., Vancouver
Parmore, Rachel Sarah, B.A., Vancouver
Peng, Jia-Hua, Ph.D., Burnaby
Strube, Su Ning Wilhelmina, B.Sc., Ontario
Wittel, Wayne, B.Sc., Vancouver
Wong, Linda Ann, LL.B., Vancouver
THE PROCESIONS AND THE PROGRAMME OF CEREMONY

Friday, May 25th
4:00 pm

THE PROCESIONS

Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)
Chancellor's Procession and Chancellor's Party
Acting Registrar
GAYLEA WONG
B.A., Associate Registrar,
Records and Registration
Senior Marshal
NESTOR N. KORCHINSKY
B.P.E., M.A., Ph.D.,
Assistant Professor of
Human Kinetics
Macebearer and Marshal
ROBERT REID
B.A., M.A., LL.B., Associate
Professor of Law
Marshal
ROBIN ELLIOTT
B.Sc., LL.B., LL.M.,
Professor of Law

THE PROGRAMME

O Canada
Invocation
REVEREND JAMES O'NEILL
Chaplain,
St. Mark's College
Address
WILLIAM L. SAUDEL
Chancellor

Presentation of The University
of British Columbia Killam
Teaching Prizes
BARRY C. MCBRIDE
Vice-President Academic and
Provost

Conferring of Degrees
in Course
THE CHANCELLOR

Confering of an Honorary
Degree by the Chancellor
THE PRESIDENT

The Degree Doctor of Laws
TRICIA CATHERINE SMITH
Remarks

Remarks
MARTHA C. PIPER
President
MEGHAN WHITTAKER-VAN
DUSEN
Member, Graduating Class

Graduation lists as shown in this
program were prepared two weeks
before Graduation and may therefore
not be completely correct; the names
of some graduates may be missing.
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF LAWS

Dr. Ann Rose, Associate Dean
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Lee, Joanne Elizabeth, B.A., LL.B., Australia
Liao, I-Hui, B.L., Taiwan
Van Der Meide, Wayna, B.A., Ontario

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF LAWS

Dean Joost Blom
Faculty of Law

Ackerman, Chris, B.A., Vancouver
Alden, Carasella, B.B.A., M.B.A., Coquitlam
Archibald, Jessica Lynn, B.A., Vancouver
Amason, Carl Stefan, B.A.Sc., M.A.Sc., Qualicum Beach
Austman, Angela Dawn, B.A., Vancouver
Baillie, Allison Anna, B.A., Vancouver
Bauder, Nathan Richard, Quesnel
Bejovic, Marko Alissa, B.A., Vancouver
Benson, Eugene Ormonde, B.B.A., B.C.E., Ontario
Bergman, Richard John, B.Com., Richmond
Bentolila, Michael P., B.A., Saskatchewan
Booker, Michelle Jeanette, B.A., Fort Moody
Bowser, Paul Edward, B.Sc., Vancouver Island
Brennan, Robin Jean, B.A., Victoria
Brooks, Karley Marline, B.A., Ontario
Buffam, Robert Stewart, B.A., Vancouver
Cane, Heather M., Pittsfield
Cartier, Michael Donald, B.S., M.B.A., Port Coquitlam
Chan, Allan Yee-Ping, B.A., Burnaby
Chaudhary, Marvin Ajay, B.A., Vancouver
Chen, Mimi, Port Coquitlam
Chen, Shi-Kuan James, B.A., Coquitlam
Chi, Yabin, M.A., M.A., Surrey
Cho, John Han, B.A., Surrey
Christiansen, Carolyn R., B.A., Vancouver
Ciselt, Margaret Yvonne, B.S.W., Fort Moody
Clements, Lindsay Ann, B.A., Prince George
Cook, Denis Louis, B.A., Vancouver
Cooper-Stephenson, Coran Reid, B.Com., Saskatchewan
Courchais, Paul Geoffrey, B.A., Qualicum Beach
Cox, Bred, B.A., Victoria
Craw, David Burton Ramsay, B.Com., Manitoba
Dahlgren, David Paul, B.A., Surrey
Darney, Christopher T., B.A., Ontario
De Cintas, Assunta, B.A., Vancouver
De Pauw, Deanna Ave, B.A., Vancouver
Demaulemaester, John, B.A., M.A., New Westminster

Demaulemaester, Anne, B.A., New Westminster
Devorow, Deirdre Eileen, B.S., Saskatchewan
DeMarais, Nicole L., B.A., Ontario
Dhaliwal, Sundeeep Kaur, B.A., Surrey
Diab, Robert, B.A., M.A., Ontario
Dimitriadis, Paul, B.A., Scarborough
Donsajh, Pavel Preet, B.A., Vancouver
Donsajh, Suggan Karmel, B.A., Vancouver
Duvall, William Arthur, B.A., Vancouver
Farmer, Lionel James, B.A., Saanich
Farrar, Jason Michael, B.A., Ontario
Finlayson, Kevin James, B.A., Ontario
Fisch, Matthew, B.A., Vancouver
Figg, Martin, B.A., Vancouver
Gammen, Kelly, Nova Scotia
Gill, Lisa, B.A., Ontario
Gulen, Serkan Joseph, B.A., B.Ed., Vancouver
Gordon, Debra Ann, B.A., Langley
Grieberg, Gara, Vancouver
Gustafson, Katrina Louise, B.A., Vancouver
Handford, Nicole Diana, B.Sc.(NRC), Vancouver
Harper, Sean Clifford, B.Sc.(Pharm.), Vancouver
Harvey, Todd Charles, B.A., Vancouver
Hers, Sean, B.A., Sidney
Hewo, Elizabeth, B.A., North Vancouver
Hill, Lindy Jean, B.S., North Vancouver
Howard, Curtis Owen, B.A., Ontario
Hurwitz, Darrin, B.A., M.A., Richmond
Jamison, Brooke Marie, B.A., M.A., Alberta
Kelman, D.B., B.S., M.A., Vancouver
Kanji, Aly, B.Com., Alberta
Karanovic, Dainis Michael, B.Sc., Ontario
Karlsson, Christian M.A., B.A., Vancouver
Kolodziej, Natasha Alexandra, B.A., Vancouver
Kolb, David, B.A., Vancouver
Kontic, Alexandra, B.Sc., Ontario
Kowarsky, Gil Rimon, B.A., Vancouver
Kumar Von Antal, Marco Alessio, B.A., Vancouver
Kurminski, Jason M.J., B.A., Regina
Lamb, Andrew, B.Sc., Alberta
Lau, Malissa, B.Com., Vancouver
Law, Grace Susan, B.Sc., M.Sc., Vancouver
Lawless, Michael James, B.Sc., M.A., Victoria
Lawless, Peter Richard, B.A., Mill Bay
Lawrence, Terence Hollows, B.A., Port Alberni
Lee, Byron Byung-Oh, B.A., M.B.A., Korea
Lee, David Kalani, B.A., Vancouver
Lee, Jonathan James, B.A., Alberta
LeSourd, Sigurd Olaf, B.A., M.Div., Vancouver
Leicht, Janice Lydia Joanna, Alberta
Lépine, François Dominique, B.S.S., New Brunswick
Lewie-Gamel, Martha J., B.A., Vancouver
Li, Clara, B.A., Vancouver
Liu, Philip Yu Fei, B.Com., Vancouver
Lotz, Jonathan Christopher, B.Com., West Vancouver
MacAdam, Jeanne Leigh, B.A., M.A., Alberta
MacGregor-Greer, Jennifer, B.A., Victoria
Martine, Donald James, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Nova Scotia
Macias, Andris Derek, B.Sc., M.Sc., Ontario
Markham, Shauna Lynn, B.Com., Nova Scotia
Marshall, Roderick Charles, B.A., Nova Scotia
Martin, Christopher Doyle, B.A., Vancouver
Matsumura, Sandra Karin, B.Com., Richmond
McCue, Siobhan Cara, B.A., M.A., North Vancouver
McGhee, Heather Barbara, B.A., Ontario
McLeod, Crystal L., B.A., Saskatchewan
McPherson, Jean Louise, B.A., North Vancouver
Miu, Kai Chao, B.Com., M.B.A., Vancouver
Monrichard, Donald Paul, M.A., Vancouver
Moriarty, Kerrie, B.A., Alberta
Nicholson, George Daniel, B.A., Vancouver
Nikoulafe, Alina Vitorovna, Vancouver
Obal, Michael, B.Com., Alberta
O'Shaughnessy, Maggie Mary, B.S.N., Vancouver
Pen, James Jun, B.Sc., Ph.D., Vancouver
Panther, Nicholas, B.A., Ontario
Paquin Jr., Leo Joseph, B.A., Alberta
Pate, Shelly Michelle, B.A., Ontario
Petryuk, Ryan, B.A., Kelowna
Poznikoff, Michael John, –
Purcell, Brian Richard, B.A., Vancouver
Rauch, Sarah Jane, B.A., Bowen Island
Rayes, Kathleen Maria Victoria, B.A., Alberta
Richardson, Jessica J., B.A., M.A., Vancouver
Rickard, Dylan, B.Com., –
Robinson, Lawrence, B.A., Clinton
Robe, Michael Fredrick, B.A., Devondry
Rowley, Jennifer Megan, B.A., Ontario
Russell, Nicole Dionne, B.A., Surrey
Seavey, Bryan William, B.A., Coquitlam
Schmieg, Martin Eric, B.A., Vancouver
Schoettner, Marlen, B.A.M.A., Terrace
Sellars, Sev Ann, B.A., Williams Lake
Shahmoti, Ahmad H., B.A., M.Sc., Ontario
Shee, Adam Matthew, B.A., Vancouver
Shillington, Vicki Elaine, B.A., New Westminster

Simms, Brian Andrew, B.A., Vancouver
Skakun, Lisa Dawn, B.A., Vancouver
Skiba, Michael Edward, B.A., Ontario
Slaght, Brigitte Alexia, B.A., Ontario
Spears, Andrea Jennifer Cora, B.A., New Westminster
Stam, Jennifer Lee, B.A., Vancouver
Steinberg, Michael John, B.A., North Vancouver
Stewart, Fenner Lusan, B.A., Prince Edward Island
Swift, Kerry Lynn, West Vancouver
Taylor, Jeremy Laurence, B.A., Mission
Thachuk, Jefferson T., Vancouver
Thompson, Sebastien Svee, B.A., Victoria
Topfles, Danielle Cyrille, B.Sc., Victoria
Tuck, Ann Jacqueline, B.A., Vancouver
Tsui, Saeed Sushila, B.Admin., Vancouver
Wade, Shawn Maurice, B.A., Burnaby
Walker, Angela Anne, B.A., Nova Scotia
Walker, Lori Ann, B.A., Vancouver
Whittaker Van Duzen, Megan, B.A., Ontario
Wong, Andrew, B.Math, M.A., Ontario
Wu, Rosette Pui-Yu, B.Mus., Vancouver
Yates, Jill Susan, B.Sc., Alberta
Yeung, Paul Lap-Yin, B.A., Vancouver
Yong, Pernice, B.A., Vancouver
Young, Derek Fungyen, B.A., Vancouver
Young, Marta Renee, B.A., Vancouver
Ziebart, Lori Maria, B.A., Fort St. John
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THE PROCESSIONS AND THE PROGRAMME OF CEREMONY

Monday, May 28th
8:30 am

THE PROCESSIONS

Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)

Chancellor's Procession and Chancellor's Party
Acting Registrar
AUDREY LINDSAY
Associate Registrar and Director, Student Systems

Macebearer and Marshal
AFTON CAYFORD
M.A., Ph.D., Associate Professor Emeritus of Mathematics

Ceremonies and Events
Director of Ceremonies and University Relations
CHARLES E. SLONECKER
D.D.S., Ph.D., F.A.C.D., Professor of Anatomy

Manager
EILIS COURTNEY

Events Coordinator
HELEN GABOR

Office of the Registrar
Graduation Coordinator
SUSAN WONG

THE PROGRAMME

O Canada

Invocation
REVEREND
WILLIAM V. WIEGERT
Chaplain, Lutheran Campus Centre

Address
W. ROBERT WYMAN
Chancellor Emeritus

Remarks
MARTHA C. PIPER
President
ERFAN KAZEMI
President, Alma Mater Society

Presentation of The University of British Columbia Killam Teaching Prizes
BARRY C. McBRIDE
Vice-President Academic and Provost

Conferring of Degrees in Course
THE CHANCELLOR

Closing Remarks
THE PRESIDENT

Reception Following the Ceremony

Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before Graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Dean Frieda Granot
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Cooper, Kendra, B.A.Sc., M.A.Sc., Alberta, Electrical Engineering
Essau, Floren, M.A.Sc., Romania, Metals and Materials Engineering
Gallant, Michael, B.A.Sc., Quebec, Electrical Engineering
Gyange, Eldo Lates, M.Eng., M.A.Sc., Vancouver, Chemical Engineering
Jar, David Robert, B.Eng., M.Eng., Ontario, Electrical Engineering
Zheng, Zhimin, M.S., China, Metals and Materials Engineering

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF APPLIED SCIENCE

Bezorgzadeh, Zeiba, B.A.Sc., Vancouver, Electrical Engineering
Chen, Vincent Ching-Leung, B.A.Sc., China, Electrical Engineering
Chim, Victor, B.A.Sc., Burnaby, Electrical Engineering
Chow, Cindy, B.A.Sc., Ontario, Metals and Materials Engineering
Dhanjal, Satvir K., B.Sc., United Kingdom, Chemical Engineering
Detase, Heather Katherine, B.Sc., M.A.Sc., Vancouver, Chemical Engineering
Farnsworth, Ashley Clare Arkaitz, B.A.Sc., North Vancouver, Bio-resource Engineering
Fu, Junlong, B.Eng., M.Eng., China, Metals and Materials Engineering
Gao, Lixian, B.Sc., China, Chemical Engineering
Gavril, Marcela, B.Sc., Romania, Chemical Engineering
Gin, Shelley, B.A.Sc., Coquitlam, Bio-resource Engineering
Hai, Fengxiao, B.Eng., M.Eng., Vancouver, Metals and Materials Engineering
Kovacic, Snezana B., B.A.Sc., Yugoslavia, Chemical Engineering
Lachelt, Steven John, B.A.Sc., Invermere, Metals and Materials Engineering
Lin, Philip K.M., B.A.Sc., Richmond, Electrical Engineering
Lukic, Maja, B.Sc., Croatia, Electrical Engineering
Luo, Yong, B.E., China, Electrical Engineering
Manoochehr, Sasan, --, Electrical Engineering
Meghdoost, Maryam, B.Sc., Iran, Electrical Engineering
Murad Agha, Abdul Karim, B.E.Sc., Vancouver, Electrical Engineering
Najafi, Rezaee, Maryam, B.Sc., Vancouver, Electrical Engineering
Nguyen, Minh, M.Eng., China, Metals and Materials Engineering

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ENGINEERING

May, William G., B.A.Sc., West Vancouver, Fire Protection Engineering
Mazzzone, Emilia, B.A.Sc., Vancouver, Fire Protection Engineering
Saporaro, Vincenzo George, B.A.Sc., Coquitlam, Fire Protection Engineering
Toneguzzo, John Peter, B.A.Sc., Port Coquitlam, Fire Protection Engineering

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Li, Chun-Hua, B.Sc., M.Sc., Taiwan, Bio-resource Engineering

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF APPLIED SCIENCE

Dean Michael Isaacson
Faculty of Applied Science

BIO-RESOURCE ENGINEERING

Astbury, Pamela Jane, North Vancouver
Cheng, Connie Pui Yee, Vancouver
Chiu, Henry, China
Kurekoff, Tania, Vancouver
Lewis, Sarah Joanne, Lantzville
Lee, Yi-Ching, Julie, Surrey
Mok, Gary Ka Ho, North Vancouver
Pun, Hannel Siu Hun, Burnaby
Tam, Pui Chi, China
Yang, Judy Chien-Jung, Richmond
Yeh, Yih-Pao, Vancouver

BIO-RESOURCE ENGINEERING AND COMMERCE MINOR

Frittsason, Marla, Ontario

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Abdalla, Hanl, B.Sc., Nanaimo
Chang, Chor Peng, Richmond
Cheng, Felix K.F., Burnaby
Cheng, Shirley Shu-Wai, Vancouver
Chi, Amy Lu Ping, Vancouver
Dentzer, Sarah Rebecca, Alberta
Das, Angel, Delta
Drozda, Janis Ellen, Port Coquitlam
Fong, Kevin Wei Kin, Surrey
Lu, Edward Hau Ho, Vancouver
MacKenzie, Donald Warren, New Westminster
Mangat, Maninder Singh, Abbotsford
Menini, Poush, Burnaby
Mirochnik, Olga, Burnaby
Mukilawan, Edward Budhi, Burnaby
Ng, Eugene Ken, Delta
Park, Kenneth Hong-June, Burnaby
Pelton, Aaron Michael, Richmond
Shum, Ka Yee Carrie, Coquitlam
Sidhu, Mannpreet S., Abbotsford
Sihota, Ajaykumar Singh, Vancouver
Stofflemme, Nathaniel C., Sidney
Teasor, Ricardo Camerillo, B.Sc., New Westminster
Torn, Stanley Chong Wai, Vancouver
Trask, Trudi Charmaine, Abbotsford
Triang, Prok Chau, Aldergrove
Wong, Yee Wei, Richmond
Yee, Michelle Gar-Wai, Vancouver

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING AND COMMERCE MINOR

Chan, Ken Yee, Burnaby
Roberts, Trevor Ryan, Vancouver

COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Ahm, Jong-Min, Korea
Au-Yeung, Amy Mei Sze, Richmond
Burke, Bradley James, Ontario
Bye, Andrew Craig, Richmond
Carpenter, Robert Alan, Vancouver
Chan, Ching Yee, Vancouver
Chan, Justin Kai Chung, Vancouver
Chan, Kenneth Chung Leung, Richmond
Chan, Patrick Tsz Pak, Burnaby
Chan, Sunny Sun Kin, B.Sc., Richmond
Chan, Wai-Huen Simon, Port Moody
Cheng, Chung-Ta, Coquitlam
Chan, Brian Chieh, Vancouver
Cheng, Rebecca Shiu Yoon, Vancouver
Cheung, Josephine Wai Ying, Vancouver
Cheung, Paulina Pui Ying, Richmond
Chiang, Etta, Richmond
Chiang, Pei-Yu Cecilia, Vancouver
Chiu, Andrew Wai Kit, Richmond
Chiu, Kenneth Sai Kai, Vancouver
Choi, Christy Kit Ying, Richmond
Choo, Eng Ching, B.A.Sc., Vancouver
Chung, Benjamim, Vancouver
Chung, Emily Po-Kay, Burnaby
Clark, Geoffrey Charles, Delta
Cox, Trevor Ian, Vancouver
Darwish, Wesam Mostafa, Vancouver
Dharash, Nadeem Rizwani, Kenya
Fong, Victor Kin Le, Richmond
Gipson, David Kenneth, Vancouver
Hartanto, Eddy Suryawan, Indonesia
Herbert, Christopher Warwick, North Vancouver
Hieu, Shanh Kien, Burnaby
Iek, Man Kit, Richmond
Kim, Andrew Sangmi, Burnaby
Kuzmiyn, Jaroslav, Delta
Lam, Richard, Alberta
Lam, Stanley HoMan, Burnaby
Lam, Yat Cheong, Coquitlam
Lau, Po Lun, Richmond
Law, Ho Wing Andy, Richmond
Lee, Michael Scott, Delta
Lee, Victor Lop-Kong, Vancouver
Leong, I-Gene, Saskatchewan
Leong, Jason Si Yong, Vancouver
Leung, Janet Tik-Yee, Vancouver
Leung, Wing Yee Christina, Coquitlam
Lin, Jason Gee Mun, Vancouver
Lin, Henry Wei Bun, Vancouver
Lin, Po-Yin, Richmond
Lin, Sheng-Hao Alan, Vancouver
Lin, Yu-Sheng Brandon, Richmond
Lin, Du Juan, (Darren), China
Ma, Martin Shun-Hin, Vancouver
McAdam, Matthew William, Vancouver
Moffatt, Karyn Anne, Port Coquitlam
Ng, Anthony Chi Kong, Vancouver
Ng, James Ker Siong, Richmond
Ou, Nelson Tse Hue, Vancouver
Si, Vincent Chi-Wai, Richmond
Sparandara, Christopher Philip, Mission
Steinberg, David Mark, North Vancouver
Sung, Edward Pui Kit, Vancouver
Tan, Iok Man Jeffery, Richmond
Tang, David Yan Ching, Surrey
Tang, Johnson Chung Sun, Vancouver
Tang, Joseph King Yee, Richmond
Underwood, Tyler Douglas, Kalamalka
van der Hoek, Kristian, Vancouver
Watras, Samantha Jane, West Vancouver
Wong, Hing Yee Angela, Vancouver
Wong, Kelly Chyming, Vancouver
Wong, Vivian Ngar Yu, Richmond
Wu, Jonathan Ming Sen, Vancouver
Yang, Yong Howard, Vancouver
Yeung, Bonnie YK, Vancouver
Yip, Vincent Kwan Chung, Richmond
Young, James, Vancouver
Yu, Anthony, Vancouver
Zarrabi, Saeheq, North Vancouver

COMPUTER ENGINEERING AND COMMERCE MINOR

Chan, Kai Chi, Richmond
Dang, Truong Chan, Vancouver
Lai, Wisoon Wai Sang, Vancouver
Lam, Wing Chun Vincent, Richmond
Lee, Raymond Yan Lern, Vancouver
Liu, Jeffrey Yu Kwun, Vancouver
Puthusser, Lukas Rolf, Squamish
So, Aaron Chun Wah, Vancouver
Tam, Chun Yan Dick, China
Tsang, Ho San Ray, Vancouver
Wong, Helen Ho Yan, Richmond

**ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING**

Au, Jerry Keen-Hong, Ontario
Chen, Howard Chun Hon, China
Chen, Kai-Chieh Kenny, Burnaby
Cheung, Preston Lap Kuen, Richmond
Ellis, Aaron Dougales, Delta
Hodici, Devar, Vancouver
Hodici, Rizalb, Burnaby
Huang, Nai-Chiang, Vancouver
Huang, Howard Jian Tao, Vancouver
Hussey, Ross Dunmore, South Africa
Kern, Steven Russell, Langley
Kuo, Li-Wai Leo, Burnaby
Lai, Matthew Wai Tin, Richmond
Lee, Carmen Sin Man, Richmond
Lee, Hon-Wen Harry, Richmond
Lee, Jonathan C.C., Vancouver
Lee, Simon Ho Lam, China
Liao, Chien-Ming, Burnaby
Lin, Peter Yang-Yen, Vancouver
Low, Tin Lei Lawrence, –
Lu, Myeol, Burnaby
Lui, Tat Yik, –
Park, Jae Yong, Vancouver
Poon, Ryan Yen Loong, Vancouver
Ricketts, Ryan Hartley, North Vancouver
Rustic, Sasa, Vancouver
Sikula, Mary, Vancouver
Simmonds, Glad Oliver, Vancouver
Skora, Neal Cameron, Manitoba
Stevenson, Richard G., Ontario
Srivilla, Shawn Michael, Ontario
Tanaka, Shun, Vancouver
Tumpach, Christopher Stanley, Richmond
Venaga, Andrej, Vancouver
Wang, Jim, Vancouver
Wong, George Wai, Vancouver
Wong, Jennifer Kelly, Delta
Yahya, Shiroor Yousif, Burnaby

**ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING AND COMMERCE MINOR**

O’Neill, Shawn Kelly, B.Sc., Prince George

**METALS AND MATERIALS ENGINEERING**

Allan, Douglas James, White Rock
Carnes, Dean, Vancouver
Chor, Sybel Man-Chin, Vancouver
Ding, Kevin Frederick, Richmond
Elliott, Guy Lechlan, North Vancouver
Higuchi, Masahiko, North Vancouver
Ho, Darryl Tat Fan, Vancouver
Huang, Julie Hsing-Hui, Vancouver
Jupp, David Jeremy, Langley
Lam, Dennis Chi Kaung, Richmond
Lefèvre, Michel Joseph, Abbotsford
Lim, Chuey Yong, Malaysia
Lota, James Lyndon Sithus Joseph, Burnaby
Lung, Felix, Vancouver
McDonald, Neil John, Ontario
Narfin, Phack, Abbotsford
Ng, Jenny Ching-Yee, Vancouver
Pahalad, Pranesh, Vancouver
Parao, Jan Michael, Burnaby
Rejwani, Rahim Amin, New Westminster
Ramsay, Scott Desmond, Richmond
Russell, Alexander Peter, Ontario
Wong, Gloria Man Ting, Abbotsford
Yee, Avery Shane, White Rock
Yin, Pon-Tat, Richmond
Zbin, Jeremy Adrian, Grand Forks

**ENGINEERING PHYSICS**

Aujla, Harveen Vesly, Guelph
Austin, Melanie Elizabeth, Victoria
Barclay, Paul Edward, –
Bieber, Duane Aaron, Kelowna
Chen, Timothy Yin Ming, Vancouver
Chui, Tony Cam Thanh, Vancouver
Donaldson, Roger David, Vancouver
Du, David, Vancouver
Hall, Neil Andrew, Fort St. John
Hiebert, Mark Allen, Port Moody
Hor, King Yang, Coquitlam
Hui, Conway, Vancouver
Keating, Kristina Michelle, Vancouver
Kevin, Shawn Lynn, Vancouver
Khargura, Ranjit Singh, Vancouver
Kondra, Kevin Michael, White Rock
Lam, Kim, Vancouver
Ma, Hongshen, Saskatchewan
McCaig, Ronald Graeme, Port Alberni
McDonald, Kevin Joseph, Burnaby
Mcintyre, Glen Andrew, Vancouver
Mollicone, Daniel, Ontario
Ng, Kelvin Kwok Chau, Vancouver
Park, Brian Se Jin, Burnaby
Semenoff, Howard Wayne, Grand Forks
Weng, Raymond Kuang-Yu, Vancouver
Wong, Joseph Tack Philip, Richmond
Yin, Marian Sooyoung, North Vancouver

**ENGINEERING PHYSICS AND COMMERCE MINOR**

Song, Xiang Matthew, Burnaby
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THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Dean Frieda Granot
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Boyd, Andrew James, B.Sc., M.A.Sc., New Brunswick, Civil Engineering
de Leur, Paul Cornelis, B.Sc., M.A.Sc., Vancouver, Civil Engineering
Gu, Li, B.Eng., M.Eng., M.A.Sc., China, Civil Engineering
Kazakidis, Vassiliki, M.Sc., Ontario, Mining and Mineral Process Engineering
Prodanovic, Vladan, B.Sc., M.A.Sc., Vancouver, Mechanical Engineering

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF APPLIED SCIENCE

Asbab, Fust, B.Sc., Chemical Engineering
Balotta, Judith V., B.A.Sc., Port Coquitlam, Mining and Mineral Process Engineering
Balsumeeur, Tracy M., B.A.Sc., Quebec, Geological Engineering
Bidulka, Shaun David, B.A.Sc., Vancouver, Civil Engineering
Bogdan, Truscak, B.A.Sc., Vancouver, Mechanical Engineering
Chao, Anthony Min-Ta, B.A.Sc., Ontario, Mechanical Engineering
Chovan, Karen Marie, B.A.Sc., Port Alberni, Mining and Mineral Process Engineering
Dimitrijevic, Marina, B.A.Sc., Yugoslavia, Civil Engineering
Dockworth, Shana Mark, B.A.Sc., United States, Civil Engineering
Gonzalez, Emilio, Licencia, Mexico, Civil Engineering
Hayley, Rastmi Anand, B.Sc.(Eng), New Brunswick, Civil Engineering
Jovkva Saefal, Aliyeh, B.A.Sc., Tehran, Civil Engineering
Koh, Jeffie Hong, B.A.Sc., Burnaby, Civil Engineering
Kwan, Thomas Wen Wa, B.A.Sc., Port Moody, Civil Engineering
Leary, Ralph William, B.Sc., Ontario, Civil Engineering
Lim, Clement Shaw Hoay, B.A.Sc., Coquitlam, Mechanical Engineering
Mastachuk, Richard, M.Sc., Slovakia, Civil Engineering
Nar, Anil Kumar Bhaskaran, B.Tech., M.Tech., Vancouver, Mechanical Engineering
Park, Min Young, B.Eng., M.Eng., South Korea, Civil Engineering
Pathirage, Kapila Senarath, M.Sc., Ph.D., Sri Lanka, Civil Engineering
Pereira, Carlos Francisco, B.Eng., Saskatoon, Mining and Mineral Process Engineering
Shoana, Takahiro, B.Eng., Japan, Civil Engineering
Siadet, Seyed Mehd Ali, B.Eng., Burnaby, Mechanical Engineering

Snow, Andrew David, B.Sc., Vancouver, Mechanical Engineering
Uy, Ruth Liu, B.A.Sc., Ontario, Mining and Mineral Process Engineering
Zerembo, Lilian Jane, B.Sc.(Eng), Ontario, Civil Engineering
Zhang, Xun, B.Eng., M.Eng., Vancouver, Mechanical Engineering

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ENGINEERING

Behagiao, Aquas, B.Eng., Vancouver, Civil Engineering
Bahlavani, Ali Reza, M.Arch., West Vancouver, Civil Engineering
Bonilla, Maria Del Pilar, B.Eng., M.B.A., Vancouver, Civil Engineering
Carson, John Gregory, B.A.Sc., Singapore, Civil Engineering
Chen, Wei-Ko, B.Eng., Richmond, Civil Engineering
Chue, Al Ai, B.A.Sc., Vancouver, Civil Engineering
Corinna, Rose Owen, B.Sc., Vancouver, Civil Engineering
Dominguez, Rodolfo, R., B.Sc., Mexico, Mechanical Engineering
Du, Yanhong, B.Eng., China, Civil Engineering
Eisau, Jason Harold, B.A.Sc., Vancouver, Civil Engineering
Gorcynski, Jerry, Magister, Vancouver, Geological Engineering
Hafezi, Vatanpour, Anosh, B.Sc., Civil Engineering
Halsfall, Ken Trevor, B.Sc., Castlegar, Civil Engineering
Hui, Linbin, B.Eng., B.Com., China, Civil Engineering
Irondo, Carlos Ignacio, B.Eng., North Vancouver, Civil Engineering
Jereda-Capelli, Liliana, B.Chem.Eng., Mexico, Civil Engineering
Kazmi, Syed Ali Askar, B.Eng., Pakistan, Civil Engineering
Kerr, Ian R., B.Eng., M.B.A., New Zealand, Civil Engineering
Krasnykh, Dmitro, Diploma, Richmond, Civil Engineering
Lin, Gang Shang, B.Eng., Surrey, Civil Engineering
Martinuc, John Andrew, B.A.Sc., Vancouver, Civil Engineering
Ng, Charles Ka Lung, B.A.Sc., Richmond, Civil Engineering
Nuutila, Korvii, B.Eng., Finland, Civil Engineering
Pasko-Vega, Sigfrido, B.Eng., Mexico, Civil Engineering
Raj, Ben, B.Tech., Richmond, Civil Engineering
Ranu, Jaswant Singh, B.A.Sc., Vancouver, Civil Engineering
Rintant, Matthew, B.A.Sc., Ontario, Civil Engineering
Torres Martinez, Heli, B.A.Sc., Mexico, Civil Engineering
Wilt, Christian, B.Eng., Vancouver, Civil Engineering

Wong, Jimmy Ken Keung, B.A.Sc., Vancouver, Civil Engineering
Yee, Lai-Mui, B.A.Sc., Richmond, Civil Engineering
Yuen, Ryan Ju-Chun, B.A.Sc., Richmond, Civil Engineering
Zhang, Xiaoming, B.Eng., China, Civil Engineering

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF APPLIED SCIENCE/MASTER OF APPLIED SCIENCE

Dean Michael Iaggone
Faculty of Applied Science

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Arabi, Mona, Vancouver
Au, Daniel Weng-Tat, Burnaby
Bagnall, William Jonathan, England
Bernardo, Phillip Patrick, Ontario
Chan, Aaron Wan Lung, Vancouver
Chan, Kenny Chun Wai, Richmond
Chan, Kevin Sau Han, Vancouver
Chan, Richard Kuan Chung, Taiwan
Chung, Tak Keung Robert, Burnaby
Ching, Wei Xin, Burnaby
Chiu, Ling Fung, China
Chow, Mabel L.W., Vancouver
Chow, Ricky Wing Yin, Vancouver
Chu, Tim Tung, Vancouver
Corazzato, Anthony V., Kamloops
Corassato, Ryan, Kamloops
Crawshaw, Chad, Surrey
Doyle, Grayson, Kamloops
Evans, Trevor, Smithers
Ezaki, Jimmy Hiroshi, Prince George
Fleming, Mark R., Ontario
Fok, Henry Tsz Chun, Coquitlam
Foy, Gordon Peter, Langley
Fung, Hong Wai, Vancouver
Galbraith, Craig, Vancouver
Ha, Ricky, Richmond
Hahn, Aaron, Victoria
Hong, Lai Whon, Vancouver
Hui, Rebecca, Vancouver

Humphries, Matthew John Ronald, B.Sc., Vancouver
Huy, Ho Trung, Vancouver
Kam, Matthew Ka-Keung, Richmond
Kam, Sarah Ka Yin, Burnaby
Karnick, Andrew John, Coquitlam
Kato, Leane Kathleen, Surrey
Kwong, Hui Lok Anthony, Vancouver
Kwong, Patrick Wing Yip, Richmond
Lai, Joyce Cho Shun, Richmond
Lam, Amy Lai Tim, Vancouver
Lam, Cindy Sin Nai, China
Leu, Angel Jesus, Vancouver
Leu, Kai Pong Gary, Vancouver
Law, Chi-Wing Bryan, Richmond
Lee, Alfred Tin Chung, Burnaby
Lee, Brian Ho Yin, Vancouver
Lee, Joong Seok, Vancouver
Lee, Tony Sai Kei, Vancouver
Leung, Angel Wing Kit, Vancouver
Leung, Kevin Yum Cheong, Richmond
Leung, Leo Ching Chung, Richmond
Leung, Maggie Kwan Iai, Vancouver
Li, Ho Pong, Vancouver
Liakdze, Peter Kyle, Delta
Lin, Tiffany Tsz-yin, Vancouver
Loewen, Nathan Paul, West Vancouver
Ma, Hai Yu Brenda, West Vancouver
Mak, Haung Man Herman, Vancouver
Mao, Vivien I-Hsin, Vancouver
McGregor, Stuart Ian, Aldergrove
Mueller, Karl, Vancouver
Ng, Kevin Cheong Kit, Vancouver
Norquet, Christine, B.A., Vancouver
Nguyen, Michael Edward, Port Alberni
Ould, Orn, Campbell River
Parker, Brad, Burnaby
Poon, Anthony Kin Pong, Richmond
Pun, Hiu Ming, Coquitlam
Rifat, Radha, Burnaby
Rufnacht, Christoph Martin, Aldergrove
Schafter, Ziya Ingrid, Vancouver
Scott, Nicole Dawn, White Rock
She, Denise (Dan) Mei, Richmond
Shean, Gloria Kwo-Ruey, Vancouver
Tan, Fannan Ting Kock, Richmond
Tang, Teresa Yuk Ting, Richmond
Tangard, Brad Everett, Surrey
Taylor, Colin James, Kelowna
Teh, Wai Seng, Malaysia
Teng, Wilson Wai Shing, Vancouver
Tsang, Ka Kin, China
Tsang, Fui Suen, Vancouver
Tson, Pui Wing, Vancouver
Wallace, David Scott, Trail
Wang, William Wan-Chi, Burnaby
Windhars, Robert Matthew, Nelson
 Wong, Kam Hong, Vancouver
Wong, Lawrence C.Y., Vancouver
Wong, Patrick Ka Fai, Richmond
Wong, Peter Chi Wei, Vancouver
Yah, Edmund King Fai, Richmond
Yip, William Wai Lam, Vancouver
Yoneda, William James, Richmond

**CIVIL ENGINEERING AND COMMERCE MINOR**

Chan, Mun Ming, China
Dennis Robert William, Vancouver
Fong, Francis Chi Yung, China

**GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING**

Brown, Gregory Michael, Kitimat
Cullen, Virginia Anne, Vancouver
Dolan, Kyle Robert, Port Alberni
Martin, Tracy Christine, Vancouver
Nakajima, Keiri Hiroshi, Abbotsford
Smith, Ali Ayu, Vancouver

**MECHANICAL ENGINEERING**

Alam, Jeff, Vancouver
Amar Haghhi, Kerna, Vancouver
Atou, Marc Hanna, Burnaby
Auleth, Annaleishaw S., Vancouver
Baker, Kody Jansen, Surrey
Bendickson, James Bryce, Campbell River
Bernardo, Sergio Daniel, Prince George
Bendini, Travis Simon, Prince Rupert
Bryde, Ryan, Westbank
Bundall, Jamil, Richmond
Campbell, Colin Robert, Comox
Campbell, Tyler William, Agassiz
Chambers, Samuel Douglas, -
Chan, Jeffrey Tse Key, Ontario
Cheung, Ka Kei, Burnaby
Chong, Ping, Christopher Peter, Richmond
Chu, Tat Pui, Vancouver
Cui, Zhun, China

**MINING AND MINERAL PROCESS ENGINEERING**

Garner, Gage Drew, Kelowna
Garty, Michael Douglas, Abbotsford
Ghile vaccinations, Matei, Burnaby
Gibb, Sandra Irene, Coquitlam
Groom, Erik Arnold, Ladner

**MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND COMMERCE MINOR**

Allison, Natalie Marie, Vancouver
Seah, Kay Wei, Vancouver
Wong, Stefanie Man, Vancouver

**MINING AND MINERAL PROCESS ENGINEERING**

Auld, Christopher Patrick, Vancouver
Brewis, Joshua John, Vancouver
Crawford, Shane Tedmatics Leon, Vancouver
DeBois, Cole James, -
Gosell, Amritpal Singh, Surrey
Griffiths, Troy Alan, Logan Lake
Hall, Jesse David, Cranbrook
Hitchner, Brent Max, Surrey
Karn, Gordon, Richmond
Lamson, Greene David, Chilliwack
Lee, Albert Man Ming, Vancouver
Leong, Kang Victor, Vancouver
Lilly, Cameron Watt, Maple Ridge
Luck, Robert Jeffrey, White Rock
Mosman, Benjamin Wayne, Vancouver
Tyne, Michael Patrick, Creston
Ullman, Johan Stefan Event, Surrey
Zwean, Jake William, Port Hardy
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The Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
Dean Frieda Granot
Faculty of Graduate Studies
Bedami, Madhav Govind, B.Tech., M.S., M.D.(cand.), Vancouver, Community and Regional Planning
Doblerstein, Brunt, B.Sc., M.A., Community and Regional Planning
Pace, Laurence Dominique Ranel, B.A., M.S.W., M.A.(Plann.), North Vancouver, Community and Regional Planning

The Degree of Master of Architecture
Dean Michael Isaacson
Faculty of Applied Science
Elvidge, Graham Oliver, B.A., Vancouver
Eng, Sandra Gail, B.A., Victoria
Foo, Amber Yin Yau, B.A., Richmond
Fraubenberger, Thomas, B.Com., Vancouver
Grant, Robert Richard, B.Sc., Vancouver
Gravitation, Jeffrey Michael, B.Sc., Alberta
Gunneheuvel, Vanaj, B.A.Sc., Vancouver
Hill, Glenn Thomas, B.S., Ireland
Hubert, Kristine Marie, B.E.Sc., Ontario
Ig, Yvonne Yas Sum, B.A., B.F.A., Vancouver
Jones, Dylan F., B.Econ., Vancouver
Kornikov, Marina, B.A., Vancouver
Laun, Galtan, B.A., Quebec
Lee, James-Jason Sue-Sim, Quebec
Leman, Sabrina Alexandra, B.A., Vancouver
Lucas, Florentina, B.Sc., Romania
McLaren, Kurt Michael, B.A., B.Env.D., Manitoba
Perras, Collette, Vancouver
Peterson, Samantha Jeanne, B.A., Vancouver
Rosen, Glenn Allen, B.A., Coquitlam
Rourke, Michael Paul, B.Ed., B.Sc., Vancouver
Rutten, Sean Anthony, B.A., Vancouver
S.C., Berry Shing Wai, B.F.A., Vancouver
Taylor, Michael James, B.A., Vancouver
Whetter, Robert Alan, B.Com., Vancouver
Wolff, Raynald David, B.Mus., Vancouver

The Degree of Master of Arts (Planning)
Dr. Anthony Dorsey, Director
School of Community & Regional Planning
Benton, Richard James, B.A., Vancouver
Chen, Shu-Kwan James, B.A., Coquitlam
Frelle, Claire, B.A., Vancouver
McKenna, Kevin Colin, B.A., Ontario
Montgomerie, Barbara, B.A., Vancouver
Perumal, Jain, B.A., Queen Charlotte
Roes, Sally Lette, B.A., Vancouver
Woodriff, Jessica Hale, B.A., Vancouver

The Degree of Master of Science (Planning)
Hou, Eve, B.A., Vancouver
Julian, Margaret, B.Sc., Ontario
Morgan, Katherine, B.A., United States

The Degree of Master of Science in Nursing
Dr. Sonia Acock, Acting Director School of Nursing
Allegretto, Maryann, B.S.N., North Vancouver
Brazier, Marie Annette, B.S.N., North Vancouver
Brown, Robert Lionel, B.S.N., Posthumous degree
Charles, Melanie Alma Spring, B.S.N., Vancouver
Dy-Gheuch, Josalyn Anne, Vancouver
Eland, Marcella Beth, B.S.N., Leduc
Fitzsimmons, Barbara, B.S.N., Burnaby
Forsing, Melanie Tracy, B.S.N., Burnaby
Gow, Frances, B.S.N., Vancouver
Gustavson, Kristyna Janina, B.S.N., Vancouver
Kennedy, Margaret Mary, B.S.N., Nanaimo
Lavoie, Rachel Mary, B.S.N., North Vancouver
Mehra, Mary Star, B.S.N., Kamloops
Marcos, Leight-Ang Ashley, B.S.N., Ontario
Miles, Karl, B.S.N., Delta
Nixon, Sandra Lynn, B.S.N., Coquitlam
Ryall, Karen M., B.S.N., Vancouver
Torr, Sheila Ann, B.S.N., North Vancouver
Venables, Lisa Jane, B.N., B.Sc., Manitoba
Woodbridge, Joanne Melissa, B.S.N., North Vancouver

The Degree of Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Adams, Christine Tara, B.Sc., Vancouver
Addario, Jamie Lyn, Vancouver
Asadi, Fereshteh, Vancouver
Bell, Alice Louise, North Vancouver
Belliveau, Margaret Mary, Ontario
Brown, Jacalyn Elise, B.Sc., Vancouver
Cals, Andrew Mackay, Vancouver
Canessa, Charbel, Burnaby
Cardell, Stephanie Claire, Vancouver
Chamberland, Shari Lynn, Coquitlam
Chan, Elaine, Vancouver
Chan, Erin, Port Coquitlam
Chen, Marine S.M., Vancouver
Cheng, Jie, Vancouver
Che, Yvan Man Lee, Vancouver
Chin, Shirley Lorettia, B.Sc., Vancouver
Cho, Tammy Oi Chu, Vancouver
Cundiff, Kathleen Agnes, B.Sc., Ontario
de Best, Lannon John, Vancouver
de Groot, Teresa Jane, Vancouver
de la Puente, Fiona Jean Panagkar, Ontario
De Leon, Christine Joyce, Vancouver
Deskope, Mary Judy, Richmond
Douthwaite, Rachel, Vancouver
Duff, Jennifer Anna, South Surrey
Dupuis, Robyn G., Ontario
Dyck, Jessica Danielle, Vancouver
Elephants, Raymond Julius Obasa, Vancouver
Ellison, Helen Shirley, Vancouver
Encarnacion, Donna De Vera, Vancouver
Ewing, Jana, Vancouver
Freitas, Paula Cristina, New Westminster
Frew, Janell Lillian, Vancouver
Gaines, Simonie Lucia, M.D., Burnaby
Gill, Gurdeep, Vancouver
Gu, Maria, Vancouver
Hayward, Dana Alyson, White Rock
Haywood, Arlyn Gay, Vancouver
Hodge, Sydney Alexandra, Delta
Holmes, Trisha, Surrey
Hughes, Jillian Patricia, Powell River
Hunter, James Arthur, Vancouver
Jassal, Jaspreet, Vancouver
Jones, Maureen Anne, Surrey
Keachele, Nacia Dorine, Roberts Creek
Keen, Heather M.E., Richmond
King, Glenda Jean, Langley
Kong, Monica Cecilia, Vancouver
Kuselka, Angela Helen Rowasah, Manitoba
Kwok, Andrea An-Ling, Burnaby
Ladvall, Libeth Assuncao, Surrey
Lakowski, Margot Ruth, B.Sc., Vancouver

Lee, Elaine Yu Ling, Vancouver
Lee, Hyun-Ji, Vancouver
Lee, Margaret Yuk Chun, Vancouver
Lee, Tine Shiu Chan, B.Com., Vancouver
Lo, Charlene Shen May, Vancouver
Marino, Yandel P., Vancouver
McCall, Jane, Ladner
McLearn, Patricia Maureen, Vancouver
McLeod, Bethany, Richmond
Manon, Pressedina, Burnaby
Macleod, Abigail Alde, Surrey
Moore, Heather Michelle, B.Sc., Vancouver
Murray, Janet Elizabeth, B.A., Surrey
Nguyen, Julie Kaur, Richmond
Nelson, Michelle Grace, South Delta
Nguyen, Phuong Anh Thi, Richmond
Pawson, Merilyn, Delta
Pham, Nhi Lec Thi, Vancouver
Phee, Yvonne, Vancouver
Podhradzie, Tamara, Gibsons
Porteous, Hazel Anne, New Westminster
Pryde, Angela Lisa Rosie, Surrey
Purewal, Stacy Sajit, Richmond
Rathra, Ravindra Kaur, Vancouver
Raz, Karen Aas, Chilliwack
Ragzh, Teresa Lynn, Vancouver
Saito, Kazuo, B.A., Japan
Schalk, Carolin Nadine, Delta
Shannon, Jennifer Anne, Vancouver
Slieve, Melanie Joy, South Africa
Smith, Jennifer Gayle, Maple Ridge
Strom, Karina Vanessa, Burnaby
Tai, Dian Y., Surrey
Tammaro, Mary Louise, Quebec
Taylor, Cheryl Liane-Jean, Vancouver
Verischchoek, Katrina, Coquitlam
Warmen, Marguerite Joy, United States
Watson, Kathleen Michelle, Vancouver
Wells, Kathryn Brooke, Richmond
Wilton, Melanie Dawn, Comox
Wong, Rebecca W., Vancouver
Yes, Lily Chu, Victoria
You, Ellen Anne, Vancouver
Yue, Anna Kathleen, Nanaimo
The Processions and The Programme of Ceremony

Monday, May 28th
4:00 pm

The Processions

- Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)
- Procession of Graduating Students
- Senior Marshal
  NESTOR N. KORCHINSKY
  B.P.E., M.A., Ph.D.,
  Assistant Professor of
  Human Kinetics
- Marshals,
  Office of the Registrar
  MAUREEN ELLIOTT
  Administrative Supervisor,
  Records and Registration
- JEAN ELKO
  Administrative Assistant,
  Records and Registration
- Chief usher
  DONNA SHULTZ
  B.A., M.A., Senior Instructor,
  Faculty of Applied Science
- Procession of Faculty

The Programme

- Chancellor's Procession and
  Chancellor's Party
- Macebearer and Marshal
  JAMES SHELFORD
  M.Sc., Ph.D., Professor of
  Animal Science
- Ceremonies and Events
  Director of Ceremonies and
  University Relations
  CHARLES E. SLONECKER
  D.D.S., Ph.D., F.A.C.D.,
  Professor of Anatomy
- Manager
  EILIS COURTNEY
  Events Coordinator
  HELEN GABOR
- Office of the Registrar
  Graduation Coordinator
  SUSAN WONG
- O Canada
- Invocation
  THE REVEREND
  DR. J.H. HANS KOUWENBERG
  Interim Dean, St. Andrew's Hall
- Address
  W. ROBERT WYMAN
  Chancellor Emeritus
- Remarks
  MARTHA C. PIPER
  President
  ERIN SAWYER
  Member, Graduating Class
- Presentation of The University
  of British Columbia Killam
  Teaching Prizes
  BARRY C. MCBRIDE
  Vice-President Academic and
  Provost
- Confering of Degrees
  in Course
  THE CHANCELLOR
- Closing Remarks
  THE PRESIDENT
- Reception Following the
  Ceremony

Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before Graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Dean Frieda Granot
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Alidadeh-Pashaei, Nooshin, M.Sc., Iran
Food Science

Anvari, Joseph Louis, B.Sc., M.Sc., Vernon
Resource Management and Environmental Studies

Bent, Elizabeth, B.Sc., Ontario
Soil Science

George, M. Anne, B.A., M.L.S., West
Vancouver, Interdisciplinary Studies

Gray-Mitsumura, Madoko, B.Sc., M.Sc.,
Japan, Plant Science

Koch, Thomas, B.A., M.A., United States
Interdisciplinary Studies

Maina, Joyce Gichuhi, B.Sc., M.Sc.,
Vancouver, Animal Science

Sanoando, B.Sc., M.Sc., — Plant
Science

Takashiki, Takuya, B.Sc.(Agr.), M.A.,
Japan, Resource Management and Environmental Studies

Tourre-Lara, Ricardo, Licenciado M.Sc.,
Vancouver, Resource Management and Environmental Studies

Tyedmers, Peter Horst, LL.B.B.Sc.,
Squamish, Resource Management and Environmental Studies

Williams, Patricia Lynn, B.Sc., Nova
Scotia, Interdisciplinary Studies

Lee, Ian Ket Kiong, B.Sc., Vancouver
Food Science

MclLhat, Daniel, North Vancouver, Soil
Science

Olsenberger, Craig, B.Sc., Port Alberni,
Occupational and Environmental Hygiene

Pedvalakts, Jeffrey Jamee, B.Sc.(OT),
Vancouver, Occupational and Environmental Hygiene

Pett, Shirley Catherine, B.Sc., North
Vancouver, Human Nutrition

Peray, Eva, Austria, Resource
Management and Environmental Studies

Pool, Patty Wei Bing, B.Sc., Vancouver,
Food Science

Schick, Joanne Louise, B.Sc., Penticton,
Plant Science

Sharifnejad, Maryam, B.Sc., North
Vancouver, Occupational and Environmental Hygiene

Stephan, Loraine, B.Sc.(Dietet.),
Vanderhoof, Human Nutrition

Strand, Deniel Gene, B.Sc., Alberta
Occupational and Environmental Hygiene

Tienlo, Joleen Allison, B.A., M.R.S.,
Alberta, Resource Management and Environmental Studies

Wong, Peter Yen Yong, B.Sc.(Agr.),
Vancouver, Food Science

Yee, Craig K., B.Sc., Vancouver,
Occupational and Environmental Hygiene

Zhao, Zhixiang, M.Sc., Vancouver,
Occupational and Environmental Hygiene

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

Gauthier, Bryce Jerome, B.A., North Delta
Measlemi, Derick, Victoria
Simovici, Nancy, B.Sc., Ontario
Thompson, David B., B.Sc., West
Vancouver

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Bianco, Angela Elizabeth, B.Sc.,
Seyward, Occupational and Environmental Hygiene

Chang, Eugene Shing-Yan, B.Sc.(Agri.),
Vancouver, Food Science

Chung, Martin (Wing Yin), Vancouver,
Food Science

Corti, Paolo, Chile, Animal Science

Davy, Gail Andrew, B.Sc., Vancouver,
Occupational and Environmental Hygiene

Dharmi, Rupinder Dimple, B.M.L.Sc.,
Surrey, Occupational and Environmental Hygiene

Du, Wengen, B.Sc., M.Sc., China,
Food Science

Gourkow, Nadine, B.Ed., B.S.W.,
Vancouver, Animal Science

Hasegawa, Atsuko, B.S., Japan, Resource
Management and Environmental Studies

Landymore, Corrie Lorraine, B.Sc.,
Richmond, Food Science

Lee, Ian Ket Kiong, B.Sc., Vancouver,
Food Science

MclLhat, Daniel, North Vancouver, Soil
Science

Olsenberger, Craig, B.Sc., Port Alberni,
Occupational and Environmental Hygiene

Pedvalakts, Jeffrey Jamee, B.Sc.(OT),
Vancouver, Occupational and Environmental Hygiene

Pett, Shirley Catherine, B.Sc., North
Vancouver, Human Nutrition

Peray, Eva, Austria, Resource
Management and Environmental Studies

Pool, Patty Wei Bing, B.Sc., Vancouver,
Food Science

Schick, Joanne Louise, B.Sc., Penticton,
Plant Science

Sharifnejad, Maryam, B.Sc., North
Vancouver, Occupational and Environmental Hygiene

Stephan, Loraine, B.Sc.(Dietet.),
Vanderhoof, Human Nutrition

Strand, Deniel Gene, B.Sc., Alberta
Occupational and Environmental Hygiene

Tienlo, Joleen Allison, B.A., M.R.S.,
Alberta, Resource Management and Environmental Studies

Wong, Peter Yen Yong, B.Sc.(Agr.),
Vancouver, Food Science

Yee, Craig K., B.Sc., Vancouver,
Occupational and Environmental Hygiene

Zhao, Zhixiang, M.Sc., Vancouver,
Occupational and Environmental Hygiene

Druckwal, Manjinder, Surrey
Jiwa, Farouk, Vancouver
Lee, Adrian Kihoe, Pitt Meadows
Teul, Raymond King Tai, Richmond

AGRO-ECOLOGY MAJOR

Lai, Ian, Richmond

Raven, Christopher James, United States

ANIMAL SCIENCE MAJOR

Axwood, Megan Edith, Mayne Island
Barlasmik, Alexander Guillaume, Courtenay

Cohen, James Leslie, Maple Ridge
Cunningham, Megan Dianne, Richmond

Davies, Trevor James, Surrey
Dubois, Christian George, Vancouver

Fisher, Margaret Ann, Nanaimo,
Ober, Obi Abubaker, Ontario
Kowenberg, Joanna Amy, Abbotsford
Lanct, Melanie Jacqueline, Langley

Nair, Karatooshi, —

Nield, David Thomas, Okanagan Falls
Poon, Howard, Vancouver

Speck, Kimberly Dawn, New Scotia

Wagner, Dean Anthony, North Vancouver

Wensink, Nicole Lynne, North Delta

Wolfe, Kristin Suzanne, Vancouver

Zimmerman, Amanda Shiklo, Gibsons

FOOD SCIENCE MAJOR

Au, Benson Chun Yin, Vancouver
Chen, King Fei, Vancouver
Chow, Bonnie, Vancouver

Ferni, Raya, Vancouver

Grewal, Simrat Kaur, Surrey

Guo, Lixia, Burnaby

Hong, Loan Ngoc, Vancouver

Hung, Grace Yu-Chu, Vancouver

Hui, Jason Kwai, Vancouver

Lai, Ke Sun, Bettona, Richmond

Lee, Kitty Kite Ying, Vancouver

Lau, Weil King, Vancouver

Leung, Stephanie Pii, Vancouver

Lim, Yen Peng, Malaysia

Morency, Michelle, B.Sc., Vancouver

Sejwaj, Himana, Vancouver

Shoung, Shih-Hui Sarah, Coquitlam

Sun, Fang-Chi, Richmond

Takemae, Michael John, Richmond

Welsh, Lynette Jean, Sechelt

Yeo, Eunice Co, Vancouver

Yuliano, Lydia, Burnaby

INTERNATIONAL RESOURCE SYSTEMS MAJOR

Burgo, Meredith Aimée, Lions Bay

Giemommozzi, Tarii Ann, —

Jamieson, Julia Marie, Vancouver

Wang, Allison Kathleen Jennifer, Surrey

Yatsu, Leslie Roma, Campbell River

PLANT SCIENCE MAJOR

Baptista, Sofia Covinita, Vancouver

Choi, Wayne, Vancouver

Fenton, Tobly Lynn, Alberta

Rousou, Andreas, North Vancouver

Yip, Raymond, Vancouver

SOIL SCIENCE MAJOR

Chafeh, Reet, Surrey

Mandzuko, Samuel Donald, Langley

Michaenz, Allan R., Port Alice

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN DIETETICS

Budlong, Ginil Last, Langley

Chiu, Tina Hsueh-Ting, Vancouver

Cloutier, Gilles R., B.Engr., M.Engr., Quebec

De Vaeger, April Lee, B.A., Queensel

Desgroselliers, Julie Alison Fergusson, Ontario

Duxbury, Nancy Maria, Vancouver

Fornogen, Nikoula, North Vancouver

Gal, Nicole Davide, Kelowna

Giesbrecht, Karen Beth-Ann, Vancouver

Gill, Kelly, Burnaby

Hannah, Linde Diane Helen, North Vancouver

Huang, Lei, B.Sc., Vancouver

Kalmas, Agnes Perna, Vancouver

Kwan, Ho Li Lai Prisine, China

Laing, Kristine Tayeke Ohor, B.A.,
Richmond

Lane, Cindy Diane, Burnaby

Lee, Wing Sum, Vancouver

Lemile, Leanne Marie, B.P.E., Vancouver

Major, Jay-Ana Beth, Prince George

Mounce, Kirsten Eline, Nanaimo

Pang, Winnie Wai Yee, Vancouver

Peters, Asia, Quesnel Island

Putina, Laura Anne Rose, Vancouver

Savich, Diana Bili, B.A., —

Skibera, Margaret Ruth, Vancouver

Wilson, Andrea Dale, Delta

Wu, Haio-Mei Mary, Vancouver

Yuen, Sue-man Charmaine, Burnaby

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GLOBAL RESOURCE SYSTEMS

Al-Azar, Salamirah A., Vancouver

Balcone, Victoria, Manitoba

Barton, Sheila Kathleen, Vancouver

He, Lesley, Vancouver

Timbach, Thomas Philip, Summerland

Sawyer, Erin Nicole, Coquitlam
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THE PROCESIONS AND THE PROGRAMME OF CEREMONY

Tuesday, May 29th
8:30 am

THE PROCESIONS

Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)

Procession of Graduating Students

Senior Marshal
Nestor H. Korchinsky B.P.E., M.A., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Human Kinetics

Marshals,
Office of the Registrar
Alvia Branch
Director, Administrative Services

Maureen Elliott
Administrative Supervisor, Records and Registration

Chief usher
Donna Shultz
B.A., M.A., Senior Instructor, Faculty of Applied Science

Procession of Faculty

Marshal
Douglas Waterfield
M.Sc., Fil.de., Associate Professor of Oral Biology

Chancellor's Procession and Chancellor's Party

Macebearer and Marshal
William Webster M.D., FRCPC, Professor of Anatomy

Ceremonies and Events

Director of Ceremonies and University Relations
Charles E. Slonecker D.D.S., Ph.D., F.A.C.D., Professor of Anatomy

Manager
Elis Courtney

Events Coordinator
Helena Gabor

Office of the Registrar

Graduation Coordinator
Susan Wong

THE PROGRAMME

O Canada

Invocation

Charles E. Slonecker
Director, Ceremonies and University Relations

Address

William L. Sauder
Chancellor

Remarks

Martha C. Piper
President

Alison Ikari
Member, Graduating Class

Presentation of The University of British Columbia Killam Teaching Prizes

BARRY C. MCBRIDE
Vice-President Academic and Provost

Presentation of the President's Service Award for Excellence to

VICKI BERETANOS KOLOURIS

Conferring of Degrees in Course

THE CHANCELLOR

Closing Remarks

THE PRESIDENT

Reception Following the Ceremony

Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Dean Frieda Granot
Faculty of Graduate Studies
Kim, John, B.Sc., M.Sc., Vancouver
Semin, Sabina, B.Sc., M.Sc., Bonn and Herzogin, Pharmaceutical Sciences

THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHARMACY

Cheng, Lily, B.Sc.(Pharm.), Vancouver
Gorman, Sean Keith, B.Sc.Pham, New Brunswick
John, Leela, B.Sc., B.Sc.Pham, Alberta
Lau, Timmy Ting Yee, B.Sc.(Pharm.), Vancouver
Patel, Paeul, B.Sc.(Pharm.), Manitoba
Raymond, Colette Barbara, B.Sc.(Pharm.), Alberta

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Brovender, Sam Joshua, B.H.K., B.Sc.(PT), Vancouver
Humeni Kinetics
Galipeau, Denise Marie, B.Sc., Alberta, Pharmaceutical Sciences
Karkan, Mandana Mohammadzai, D.D.S., Vancouver, Dental Science
Moore, Todd Robert, B.Sc., Vancouver, Dental Science

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE/DIPLOMA IN PERIODONTICS

Dean Edwin Yun
Faculty of Dentistry
Narani, Nazaria, D.D.S., M.Sc., Vancouver

THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF DENTAL MEDICINE

Abourouf, Michael Jamal, B.S., Kelowna
Behmard, Ali, B.S., Vancouver
Bhatia, Sandip Singh, B.Ed., B.S., Vancouver
Bhatta, Harddeep, B.S., Vancouver
Blundell, Kelly Alden, B.Sc., Vancouver
Brandt, Robert Jay, B.Sc., Kamloops
Chan, Calvin Chun Kit, B.Sc.(Pharm.), Richmond
Chang, Sam, B.Sc., Delta
Chau, Ti Anh Ngoc, B.Sc., Vancouver
Chen, Eve W., B.Sc., Ontario
Chen, Ji Wei, Ph.D., China
Chui, Melissa Mei San, B.Sc., Vancouver

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF DENTAL SCIENCE

Prof. Bonnie Craig, Director
Dental Hygiene Degree
Completion Program
Hamsal, Susan, Victoria
Huseini, Lisa Marie, Burnaby

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHARMACY

Dean Frank Abbott
Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences
Adomako, Charlotte, Victoria
Alexander, Lina, Kelowna
Baird, Sanjeev Kaur, Burnaby
Billard, Stacey, B.Sc., Nepean Scotia
Braith, Neil Edward, Kitimat
Chamberlain, Dana, Ontario
Chen, Elaine Yue, Richmond
Chen, Hong Wei, Richmond
Chen, Jessie Tai Zel, Richmond
Chen, Thomas Siu Kwong, Richmond
Chen, Priecilla, Vancouver
Chelak, Kristen, Alberta
Cheung, Wai Sun, Richmond
Cho, Ronny, Vancouver
Chow, Katherine Sapphire, Alberta
Chow, Ritta, Vancouver
Co, Wendy C., Richmond
Conci, Michael Jarome, Rossland
Curren, Rebekah, B.Sc., Victoria
Dhimra, Jaswinder, Vancouver
Dzomba, Bojana, Yugoslavia
Elseoff, Bill, B.Sc., Nelson
Fabian, Litzbeth Bambi, Surrey
Fisher, Mandy, Nelson
Fung, Ka Wing (Anna), Vancouver
Fung, Tiffany, Ontario
Gill, Gunjan K., Terrace
Gill, Parveen, Sparwood
Gordon, Jason, Prince George
Gray, Mary Elizabeth, Chilliwack
Hansford, Julie Lynn, Kamloops
Hays, Robert Neil, Prince Rupert
Heleland, Christopher Bruce, Port Alberni
Ho, Bradley Peter, Delta
Ho, Eric, Abbotsford
Hu, Lingxian, Surrey
Huang, Chen, Burnaby
Husslein, Trina, Vancouver
Huyhong, Fong, Vietnam
Isha, Novin, Surrey
Izmi, Alison, Kelowna
Ip, Kenny Albert Gregory, Burnaby
Iqbal, Farida, Burnaby
Jeon, Esther KW, Vancouver
Keil, Jason, British Columbia
Kelley, Kelli Susanne, Port St. John
Kan, Sen Mei, Vancouver
Kawasaki, Keith Paul, Castlegar
Koonce, Amanda Singh Drex, Port Alberni
Ku, Janice Yue Tsing, Vancouver
Kung, Carrie Szu-Yu, Vancouver
Kwan, Danny Kin Ho, B.Sc., Vancouver
Kyriak, Victoria, Greece
Lazarra, Katie, B.Sc., Ontario
Lam, Michael Kai-Kin, Richmond
Lau, Siu Chung, Coquitlam
Le, Rien Sau, Vancouver
Lee, Laurence, Richmond
Li, Andrea Mei Yui, Vancouver
Liao, Tzu-Ting Andrea, Burnaby
Liu, Fan Yi Kang, Vancouver
Liu, Pamela Yu-Wah, Victoria
Liu, Qun Di, Vancouver
Loh, Gabriel, Vancouver
Loh, Savio Marie, Burnaby
Lok, Eric, B.C.N., Burnaby
MacIntosh, Aaron Ian, South Surrey
Malby, Mandawo, Kelowna
Mabli, Haidi, Surrey
Mandagarian, Rashin, Iran
Masahiro, Shiobu, North Vancouver
McLellan, Andrew, Trail
Miyashita, Masahiro, Ontario
Mui, Kevin Kun-Fun, Vancouver
Ng, Agatha Wei Kai, Vancouver
Ng, Anita Yin-Kwan, Vancouver
Ng, Yi Kei, China
Nguyen, Le Hoang, New Westminster
Nguyen, Ngoc Chhi, Abbotsford
O'Connell, Elizabeth Jane, B.Sc., Cobble Hill
Pang, Louise Yue, Kowloon
Par, Kuan, Korea
Park, Richard, B.Sc., Surrey
Pattar, Rumi, Prince George
Rahal, Rabinder, Trial
Ricoard, Sheli, Vancouver
Rigby, Sherlyn, Manitoba
Rogers, Mark, Nanaimo
Rudrum, Melissa, Vernon
Rush, Christina, B.Sc., Setiapang Island
Sadafi, Peyman, Vancouver
Salim-Haghighi, Sara, Port Moody
Sanders, Laurel Anne, Gibsons
Sawyer, Michael, B.Sc., Prince George
Stany, Leslie, Burnaby
Simpson, Lisa Michelle, Burnaby
Skopac, Jaslyn, Nelson
Smith, Jane Arlena, Salmon Arm
Storv, Elizabeth, Prince George
Su, Chao Na, Vancouver
Sun, Tyler Ho Tze, B.Sc., Richmond
Taber, Ho, Vancouver
Tang, Al, Vancouver
Tien, Vivian, Vancouver
Tien, Wendy Shuk Man, Richmond
Testum, Catherine Joy, Alberta
Verma, Serena, Vancouver
Volk, Roesina, Chilliwack
Vo, Tuong, Victoria
Wan, Conway, Richmond
Wareham, Kristen, Vernon
Wol, Anique Brana, Langley
Wong, Alun Ke Leong, Vancouver
Wong, Raymond Kai Yuin, Vancouver
Wong, Wing Hon Ada, Richmond
Woo, Patricia Dawn, Vancouver
Yeung, Annie On Yea, Langley
Yeung, Grace Wing Sze, Vancouver
Yeung, Pauline Pui Yin, Vancouver
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THE PROCESSIONS AND THE PROGRAMME OF CEREMONY

Tuesday, May 29th
11:00 am

THE PROCESSIONS

Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)

Chancellor's Procession and Chancellor's Party

Acting Registrar
GAYLEA WONG

B.A., Associate Registrar, Records and Registration

Macebearer and Marshal
WILLIAM WEBBER

M.D., FRCP, Professor of Anatomy

Ceremonies and Events

Director of Ceremonies and University Relations
CHARLES E. SLONECKER
D.D.S., Ph.D., F.A.C.D., Professor of Anatomy

Manager
EILIS COURTNEY

Events Coordinator
HELEN GABOR

Office of the Registrar
Graduation Coordinator
SUSAN WONG

THE PROGRAMME

O Canada

Invocation

PETER DOVE
Chaplain, Pentecostal Assemblies of Canada

Address
WILLIAM L. SAUER
Chancellor

Conferring of an Honorary Degree by the Chancellor

DAVID FRANCIS HARDWICK
Remarks

Closing Remarks
THE PRESIDENT

Reception Following the Ceremony

Presentation of The University of British Columbia Killam Teaching Prizes
BARRY C. MCBRIDE
Vice-President Academic and Provost

Presentation of the President's Service Award for Excellence to
ROSEANNE MCINDOE

Conferring of Degrees in Course
THE CHANCELLOR

Remarks

MARSHA C. PIPER
President

ERFAN KAZEMI
President, Alma Mater Society

Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before Graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Dean Freda Granot
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Beckman, Catherine L., M.Sc., B.S.R., Vancouver, Health Care and Epidemiology
Bajdik, Christopher Douglas, B.Math., M.Math., Vancouver, Health Care and Epidemiology
Barroeta, Maria Cristina, M.D., M. H.Sc., Vancouver, Health Care and Epidemiology
Bonow, Jennifer, B.A., United States, Neuroscience
Cheng, Kwei-wa, B.Sc., M.Phil., Vancouver, Reproductive and Developmental Sciences
Clow, Suzanne Michelle, B.Sc., North Vancouver, Genetics
Geteiso, Spiro, B.Sc., M.Sc., Quebec, Reproductive and Developmental Sciences
Granville, David James, B.Sc., Coquitlam, Pathology and Laboratory Medicine
He, Yi, B.Med., M.Sc., Vancouver, Pharmacology and Therapeutics
Herring, Sarah Louise, B.Sc., –, Pathology and Laboratory Medicine
Lam, Man Iu, B.Sc., Vancouver, Biochemistry
Mathews, Eleanor, Vancouver, Neurology
McQueen, Karina Lee, B.Sc., Ontario, Genetics
McQuibban, George Angus, B.Sc., M.Sc., Ontario, Biochemistry
Mendrek, Adrianna, B.A., M.A., Poland, Neurosciences
Morris, Janice Leigh, B.Sc., M.Sc., Ontario, Reproductive and Developmental Sciences
Parker, Jocely Alexander, B.Sc., Kamloops, Medical Genetics
Ringot, Gordon Leslie, B.Sc., Ontario, Physiology
Schubert, Kathryn Mary, B.Sc., Langley, Experimental Medicine
Shaw, Clifford Ritchie, B.Sc., Vancouver, Pharmacology and Therapeutics
Tai, Chen-Jei, M.D., Taiwan, Reproductive and Developmental Sciences
Vijayaratnam, Vijayakumary, B.Sc., M.Sc., Richmond, Genetics
Weger, Theophilia Revenstall Elizabeth, B.Sc., M.Sc., –, Experimental Medicine
Walker, Mariam Marie Louise, B.Sc., M.Sc., Vancouver, Pharmacology and Therapeutics
Warre, Mark Daniel, B.Sc., Vancouver, Experimental Medicine
Wong, Mei-Yin Anita, B.A., M.A., Vancouver, Audiology and Speech Sciences
Xu, Yingdong, M.D., M.Sc., Vancouver, Experimental Medicine
Yang, Sandro Luis, B.Sc., M.Sc., Vancouver, Pharmacology and Therapeutics
Young, Clint Ernest, B.Sc., Vancouver, Neuroscience
Zavoraty, Gerald Stanley, B.Ed., M.A., Quebec, Experimental Medicine
Zuccon, Amy Hol-Mel, B.Sc., Burnaby, Pharmacology and Therapeutics
Mcleod, Meaghan Leslie, B.Sc., Vancouver, Audiology and Speech Sciences
Monnet, Angela, B.A., B.Sc.(OT), Alberta, Rehabilitation Sciences
Nishi, Tomi Laurence, B.A., Vancouver, Audiology and Speech Sciences
Pahl, Allison Bette, B.Sc., Alberta, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Prout, Laura Kim, B.Sc., Nanaimo, Audiology and Speech Sciences
Sangha, Karen, B.Sc., North Vancouver, Genetic Counselling
Saraf, Gulda, B.Sc., Vancouver, Pharmacology and Therapeutics
Sellers, Virginia Anne, B.A., B.H.E., Vancouver, Audiology and Speech Sciences
Siliotti, Dawn Ann, B.Sc., Vancouver, Genetic Counselling
Sirajian, Jason Peter, B.A., Kamloops, Audiology and Speech Sciences
Skates, Keeley Pauline Ruth, B.A., Vancouver, Audiology and Speech Sciences
Smith, Meghan E., B.A., Vancouver, Audiology and Speech Sciences
Sun, Ran, B.Sc., Vancouver, Audiology and Speech Sciences
Timmis, Michael Glenn, B.Sc., Ontario, Metals and Materials Engineering
van Haren, Pauline, B.A., Vancouver, Audiology and Speech Sciences
Weatherhead, Alison Lynn, B.A., Coquitlam, Audiology and Speech Sciences
Wilkins, Jeanette Helen, B.Sc., Ontario, Genetic Counselling
Wong, Winnie YS., B.A., Vancouver, Audiology and Speech Sciences
Wu, Vivian Feng Fei, B.Sc., Richmond, Experimental Medicine
Young, Vanessa Hazel, B.A., Vancouver, Audiology and Speech Sciences
Lui, Nancy Gail, B.Ed., B.Sc., Vancouver
Chen, Min-Chuan, B.Sc., Vancouver
Chong, David Lap Tung, B.Sc., Vancouver
Chong, Michael Patrick, B.Sc., Vancouver
Clark, Janice Lee Chan, B.Sc., West Vancouver
Colistro, Robert, B.Sc., Vancouver
Davison, Michael John, Vancouver
Donnelly, Niarnh Kim, B.Sc., Vancouver
Edmond, Robert Peter, B.Sc., M.R.M., Vancouver
Fatah, Sonia A., B.Sc., Vancouver
Finlayson, Gordon Norman, B.Sc., Vancouver
Fung, Clement Kow Kin, B.Sc., B.Sc.(PT), Vancouver
Gill, Jagbir Singh, B.Sc.(Pharm.), Vancouver
Greek, Shane, B.Sc.(Eng.), P.H.D., Vancouver
Grewal, Seema Sukhpreet, B.A., Vancouver
Hu, David John, B.Sc., Victoria
Hanson, Jeremy A.D., B.Sc., Vancouver
Hewitt, James Allen, B.A., Vancouver
Hendry, Jerrod, B.Sc., M.Sc., Vancouver
Hewitt, Randolph Thomas, B.Sc., Victoria
Hoang, Linda Mong Nguyen, B.Sc., M.Sc., Vancouver
Hoechsmann, Alexander Friedrich, B.A., B.Sc., Vancouver
Holmes, Daniel Thomas, B.Sc., Burnaby
Houlgrave, Albert William, B.Sc., Comox
Hu, John Hau Wei, B.Sc., Richmond
Huttunen, Karl Tyko Henrik, B.Sc., Vancouver
Jarmann, Andreia, B.Sc., Burnaby
Johal, Balinder Singh, B.Sc., North Delta
Johnson, Robin Lisa, B.Sc., Williams Lake
Johnston, Abigail Caroline, B.Sc., Vancouver
Kash, Jennifer Ann, Campbell River
Kau, Hamp, B.Sc., Vancouver
Kelly, Helene Elizabeth, B.Sc., North Vancouver
Kerry, Sarah Anna, B.Sc., Vancouver
King, Christopher Robert, B.Sc., Victoria
Kolodziejczyk, Michael Dean, B.Sc., M.Sc., Vancouver
Konkin, David Evey, B.Sc., Trail
Koshy, Susan, B.Sc., Richmond
Kung, James Homart, B.Sc.(PT), Port Moody
Kwan, Herman Christopher, B.Sc.(Pharm.), Vancouver
Latham, Warren, C.W., B.Sc., Victoria
Lau, Bertrand Paul-Tung, B.Sc., Burnaby
Leong, Anna Suk King, B.Sc., Vancouver
Leong, Peter Pak-Kian, B.Sc., Richmond
Leung, Constant Hin-Bock, B.Sc., Vancouver

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCE

Abou-Gareeb, Imran, B.Med., Richmond
Kasim, Andrew Wallace, M.D., Vancouver
Matsuba, Carey Akira, B.Sc., M.D., Vancouver
Saterenwaly, Floyd, B.Med., Vancouver

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Ashdown, Julie Dawn, B.A., Penticton, Audiology and Speech Sciences
Coffin, Susan Elizabeth, B.Sc., Ontario, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Dawood, Emily Sarah, B.Ed., Ontario, Genetic Counselling
Far, Mannie Man Yee, B.Sc., West Vancouver, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Ferguson, Christine May, B.Sc., Kamloops, Forestry
Furnival, Jill Suzanne, B.Sc., Vancouver, Genetic Counselling
Futa, Shara Leanne, B.A., Vancouver, Audiology and Speech Sciences
Gelinas, Bonnie Grace, B.A., M.A., Vancouver, Audiology and Speech Sciences
Gray, Chrissa Krystina, B.H.K., Richmond, Neurosciences
Hirayama, Monica, B.A., Port Alberni, Audiology and Speech Sciences
Howarth, Verity, Maple Ridge, Audiology and Speech Sciences
Inskirter, Lisa Mary, B.Sc.(PT), Vancouver, Rehabilitation Sciences
Jaworski, Harinder, B.Ed., B.Sc., Prince George, Genetic Counselling
Kanakaria, Selma, B.A., Vancouver, Audiology and Speech Sciences
Kennedy, Michelle, B.A., Prince George, Audiology and Speech Sciences
Kirostami, Nirmaya, B.Sc., Delta, Audiology and Speech Sciences
Kim, Chin-ah Maria, B.Sc., Vancouver, Rehabilitation Sciences
Lau, Gloria Hui Yen, B.Sc., Richmond, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Lavina, Stephanea, B.Sc.(PT), Prince George, Rehabilitation Sciences
Saito, Takayuki, B.Sc., Royal Hospital, Audiology and Speech Sciences
Tate, Margaret, B.A., Victoria, Audiology and Speech Sciences
Van, Jit, B.A., Vancouver, Audiology and Speech Sciences
Watanabe, Shigeru, B.A., Vancouver, Audiology and Speech Sciences
Yamada, Kunihiko, B.A., Vancouver, Audiology and Speech Sciences
Young, Yasutoshi, B.A., Vancouver, Audiology and Speech Sciences

THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF MEDICINE

Dean John Cairns
Faculty of Medicine

Alsem, Nadia, B.Sc., Cranbrook
Beach, Scott Frederick, B.Sc., Vancouver
Beaudet, Luc, B.Sc., Ph.D., Vancouver
Beauchamp, Monica Carol, B.Sc.(Pharm.), Prince George
Berrang, Tanya Suzanne, Vancouver
Bristow, David Gordon, B.Sc., Vancouver
Calvert, Erik, B.Sc., Vancouver
Chan, Cynthia Yan Yan, B.Sc., Vancouver
Chan, Denise, B.Sc., Vancouver
Chan, Eleanor Yuk-Ying, B.Sc., Burnaby
Chan, Nancy Gail, B.Ed., B.Sc., Vancouver
Chen, Min-Chuan, B.Sc., Vancouver
Chong, David Lap Tung, B.Sc., Vancouver
Chong, Michael Patrick, B.Sc., Vancouver
Clark, Janice Lee Chan, B.Sc., West Vancouver
Colistro, Robert, B.Sc., Vancouver
Davison, Michael John, Vancouver
Donnelly, Niarnh Kim, B.Sc., Vancouver
Edmond, Robert Peter, B.Sc., M.R.M., Vancouver
Fatah, Sonia A., B.Sc., Vancouver
Finlayson, Gordon Norman, B.Sc., Vancouver
Fung, Clement Kow Kin, B.Sc., B.Sc.(PT), Vancouver
Gill, Jagbir Singh, B.Sc.(Pharm.), Vancouver
Greek, Shane, B.Sc.(Eng.), P.H.D., Vancouver
Grewal, Seema Sukhpreet, B.A., Vancouver
Hu, David John, B.Sc., Victoria
Hanson, Jeremy A.D., B.Sc., Vancouver
Hewitt, James Allen, B.A., Vancouver
Hendry, Jerrod, B.Sc., M.Sc., Vancouver
Hewitt, Randolph Thomas, B.Sc., Victoria
Hoang, Linda Mong Nguyen, B.Sc., M.Sc., Vancouver
Hoechsmann, Alexander Friedrich, B.A., B.Sc., Vancouver
Holmes, Daniel Thomas, B.Sc., Burnaby
Houlgrave, Albert William, B.Sc., Comox
Hu, John Hau Wei, B.Sc., Richmond
Huttunen, Karl Tyko Henrik, B.Sc., Vancouver
Jarmann, Andreia, B.Sc., Burnaby
Johal, Balinder Singh, B.Sc., North Delta
Johnson, Robin Lisa, B.Sc., Williams Lake
Johnston, Abigail Caroline, B.Sc., Vancouver
Kash, Jennifer Ann, Campbell River
Kau, Hamp, B.Sc., Vancouver
Kelly, Helene Elizabeth, B.Sc., North Vancouver
Kerry, Sarah Anna, B.Sc., Vancouver
King, Christopher Robert, B.Sc., Victoria
Kolodziejczyk, Michael Dean, B.Sc., M.Sc., Vancouver
Konkin, David Evey, B.Sc., Trail
Koshy, Susan, B.Sc., Richmond
Kung, James Homart, B.Sc.(PT), Port Moody
Kwan, Herman Christopher, B.Sc.(Pharm.), Vancouver
Latham, Warren, C.W., B.Sc., Victoria
Lau, Bertrand Paul-Tung, B.Sc., Burnaby
Leong, Anna Suk King, B.Sc., Vancouver
Leong, Peter Pak-Kian, B.Sc., Richmond
Leung, Constant Hin-Bock, B.Sc., Vancouver
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF MEDICAL LABORATORY SCIENCE

Dr. Carol Park, Coordinator

B.M.L.Sc. Program

Gagnon, Tiffany Leigh, Vancouver
Jones, Allison Lane, Langley
Kulthoba, Melinda Dawn, South Delta
Slaney, Faye Elaine, Vancouver
Wirth, Robin Allen, B.Sc., Winfield
Zolotyuk, Julie Diane, Aldergrove

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

Dr. Anne Carswell, Director

School of Rehabilitation Sciences

Akselson, Karen Anne, Castlegar
Bea, Lisa Marie, Kamloops
Blackman, Gretchen Jean, B.Sc., Vancouver
Campbell, Melanie Denise, Burnaby
Cockarill, Lori Kae, B.Sc., Richmond
Dickson, Jennifer Grace, Langley
Eastwood, Megan, B.H.K., Vancouver
Emery, Michelle, B.Sc., Victoria
Eng, Sandra Rose, B.A., Burnaby
Faria, Vanessa Michelle, B.Sc., Vancouver
Fathers, Shally Christine, Victoria
Fong, Raewyn Trisha, Vancouver
Gawlak, Alisson Margaret, B.Sc., White Rock
Hanson, Kristine Leigh, B.Sc., Nanaimo
Hewala, Stephanie, North Vancouver
Hirsch, Nadine Margaret, B.A., Surrey
Horsman, Janice Rochelle, B.A., Richmond
Kells, Ramona, Burnaby
Kessam, Latifa, Richmond
Lee, Daphne Shuang Chae, Vancouver
Lydon, Louise Marie, B.Sc., Victoria
MacDonald, Andrea May, B.A., Vancouver
MacQuarrie, Krista Joan, Vancouver
Mahter, Katie Elaine, Abbotsford
McCormick, Tanya Leith, Kelowna
Metzger, Mark Avery, B.A., Vancouver
Meir, Allisa, Burnaby
Nilsen, Megan Claire, Vancouver
Ratcliffe, Stephanie Jean, Vancouver
Roberts, Lauren Nicole, B.A., Maple Ridge
Rose, Tamara Mae, B.Sc., North Vancouver
Shih, Clara Huen Yuen, B.Sc., Vancouver
Talney, Ellen Lynn, Vancouver
Wilson, Andrea Lee, B.Sc.(Agri.), Vancouver

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICAL THERAPY

Adab, Nargas, West Vancouver
Barclay, Stephen Patrick, B.Sc., Vancouver
Bellamy, Mandy, B.Sc., Vancouver
Black, Marilyn Joan, B.Sc., Vancouver
Bode, Elizabeth Lisa, B.Sc., Fort St. John
Boulton, D'Arcy Charles, B.Sc.(Agri.), Gabriola Island
Calvert, Linda Anne, B.Sc., Richmond
Cannon, Edward Wesley, B.R.E., M.H.K., North Vancouver
Chan, Stephen, Vancouver
Chau, Nicole Grace, Vancouver
Cliff, Kevin Richard, B.H.K., North Vancouver
Coupe, Allison, Vernon
Darnell, Barbara Nicole, Victoria
DuQueness, Renée Marie, B.Sc., M.Sc., White Rock
Duvall, Kerry Dawn, B.Sc., Surrey
Finch, Lara Michelle, B.Sc., Vancouver
Franco, Christopher S., B.H.K., Richmond
Frase, Janice Gail, B.Sc., Kamloops
Fuswell, Catharine Jennifer, Vancouver
Hawa, Alice, B.Sc., Vancouver
Jong, Jane Fung, Vancouver
Kanda, Sunil, Kelowna
Kerr, Heather Marie, Ontario
Kerridge-Judd, Louise Marie, Vancouver
Kirby, Marcel Louis, B.A., Vancouver
Kozek, Josie Kathryn, Vancouver
LaGuillou, Jay Robert, Kelowna
Lo, Cynthia Wan-Yew, Burnaby
Molnar-Martens, Christa Maria, B.Sc., Cranbrook
Nielsen, Robin Dana, Queen Charlotte
Olesen, Karl Andrea, B.Sc.(Klin.), Coquitlam
On, Edward Chun-Chi, Vancouver
Petrinikoff, Tannise Jane, Vancouver
Rizzo, Stefania Mars, B.Sc., Coquitlam
Runfalski, Nicole Suzanne, Aldergrove
Sampson, Naomi Angelina, Vancouver
Shum, Helen, B.Sc., Vancouver
Thompson, Reuben Bryen, B.Sc., Victoria
Trip, Anne Christine Giselle, B.Sc., Fort Coquitlam
Urquahart, Laura L., B.A., Vancouver
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Tuesday, May 29th
1:30 pm

THE PROCESIONS

Chancellor's Procession and Chancellor's Party
Macebearer and Marshal
REGINALD D. WILD
B.Sc., M.Ed., Professor of Curriculum Studies

Ceremonies and Events
Director of Ceremonies and University Relations
CHARLES E. SLONECKER
D.D.S., Ph.D., F.A.C.D., Professor of Anatomy
Manager
EILIS COURTNEY
Events Coordinator
HELEN GABOR

Chancellor's Procession and Chancellor's Party
Macebearer and Marshal
REGINALD D. WILD
B.Sc., M.Ed., Professor of Curriculum Studies

Ceremonies and Events
Director of Ceremonies and University Relations
CHARLES E. SLONECKER
D.D.S., Ph.D., F.A.C.D., Professor of Anatomy
Manager
EILIS COURTNEY
Events Coordinator
HELEN GABOR

The Processions

Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)

Procession of Graduating Students
Senior Marshal
NESTOR N. KORCHINSKY
B.P.E., M.A., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Human Kinetics

Marshals,
Office of the Registrar
ALVIA BRANCH
Director, Administrative Services

JEREMY GORDON
B.Maths., Senior Systems Analyst, Student Systems

Chief Usher
DONNA SHULTZ
B.A., M.A., Senior Instructor, Faculty of Applied Science

Process of Faculty

THE PROGRAMME

O Canada

Invocation

PETER DOVE
Chaplain,
Pentecostal Assemblies of Canada

Address
WILLIAM L. SAUDER
Chancellor

Conferring of an Honorary Degree by the Chancellor
JOHN (JACK) PATRICK BLANEY
Remarks

Presentation of The University of British Columbia Kilman Teaching Prizes
BARRY C. MCBRIDE
Vice-President Academic and Provost

Presentation of the President's Service Award for Excellence to
RUTH KRON SIGAL

Conferring of Degrees in Course
THE CHANCELLOR

Closing Remarks
THE PRESIDENT

Remarks

RECEPTION FOLLOWING THE CEREMONY

Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before Graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.
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THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Dean Frieda Granot
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Barrow, Dawn, Switzerland, Counselling Psychology

Beers, Margaret Ann, B.A., M.A., United States, Language and Literacy Education

Bickerton, Gillian Valerie, B.Ed., M.A., White Rock, Human Learning, Development and Instruction


Edwards, Gail Elizabeth, B.A., M.L.S., Vancouver, Social and Educational Studies


Grosjean, Germain, B.Sc., M.A., Quebec, Educational Studies

Hu, Junmin, B.A., M.A., M.Ed., China, Education Curriculum and Instructional Studies


Ing, N. Rosslyn, B.S.W., M.Ed., Educational Studies

Lai, Edith Ling Yan, M.Ed., Vancouver, Education Curriculum and Instructional Studies

Laroche, Lyubov V., B.Sc., M.Sc., Ph.D., Vancouver, Curriculum Studies

Lévêque, Stéphane, B.A., M.A., Quebec, Educational Studies

Maci, Witiwa Jane, M.A., Delta, Education Curriculum and Instructional Studies

Post, Angela Svolisca, B.A., M.A., Burnaby, Counselling Psychology

Perrey, Diana Barbara, B.A., Kamloops, Social and Educational Studies

Stanley, Leonard Dean, B.A., M.Ed., Port Alberni, Counselling Psychology


Thompson, Joan Kathleen, B.Mus., B.Ed., M.Ed., Christina Lake, Curriculum Studies


Vaillancourt, Tracy, B.A., M.A., Ontario, Human Learning, Development and Instruction

Wang, Athena Lei-Yen, B.A., M.S.W., Ontario, Educational Studies

White, Aaron Lee, B.A., M.Ed., New Brunswick

Wong, Lilian Chiu Jan, B.Sc., M.A., Coquitlam, Counselling Psychology

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

Alibhai, Amirali Bahadural, B.Sc., B.A., Burnaby, Art Education

Arvastakoo, Maria Alexia, B.A., Quebec, School Psychology

Bastett, Susan Alison, B.A., Vancouver, Counselling Psychology

Boyle, Erin Elizabeth O'Byrne, B.Ed., Saskatchewan, Language and Literacy Education

Brand, Christina L., B.Ed., Ladysmith, Social Studies Education

Brune, Taliya, B.A., Vancouver, Counselling Psychology

Cestapic, Pernela, B.S.W., West Vancouver, Counselling Psychology

Clarke, Tracy Danielle, B.G.S., Kamloops, Education Curriculum and Instructional Studies

Conroy, Judy Eleanor, B.Ed., Surrey, Special Education

Dent, Sandra K., B.F.A., North Vancouver, Art Education

Fan, Alirezi Amin, M.Sc., China, Human Learning, Development and Instruction

Gelin, Michaelone Nicole, B.A., Vancouver, Measurement, Evaluation and Research Methodology

Geneve, Dawn Marie, B.A., Barriere, Counselling Psychology

Grenier, Craig Richard, Alberta, Counselling Psychology

Hudspeth, Maria, B.A., Cobble Hill, Sociology Of Education

Ismail, Lorraine J., B.A., Vancouver, Counselling Psychology

Kavangah, Kelly Anne, B.A., B.Ed., M.Ed., Newfoundland, Counselling Psychology

Kleemann, Urike, B.A., Counselling Psychology

Konert, Michele Rand, B.A., Vancouver, Language and Literacy Education

Kuch, Hea, B.A., Vancouver, Special Education

Lemon, Kelly Anne, B.A., Ontario, School Psychology

Leroy, Barbara Ann, B.A., Delta, Counselling Psychology

Lesau, Nonie K., B.A., Ontario, Special Education

May, Carol Anne, B.A., B.Ed., Pender Island, Adult Education

Mohn, Iona, B.A., Quebec, Counselling Psychology

Nakamura, Norikazu, B.A., Japan, Special Education

Orme, Elizabeth Jane, B.A., New Westminster, Educational Studies

Peeve, Ilinne S., B.A., Brazil, Curriculum Studies

Rath, Jessie L., B.Com., Port Alberni, Counselling Psychology

Rogers, Lawson Mitchell, B.Ed., B.Sc., Vancouver, Education Curriculum and Instructional Studies

Romkes, Katherine L., B.M.H.E., North Vancouver, Adult Education

Sadik, Maseera, West Vancouver, Counselling Psychology

Samuel, Daria, B.Ed., Language and Literacy Education

Taylor, Brent, New Westminster, Counselling Psychology

Thom, Patricia Louise, B.Sc.Agr.(B.Sc.Ed.(Diet.)), Burnaby, Adult Education

Wachowski, Sonya Henrietta, B.A., Golden, Counselling Psychology

Wagner, Shirley Irene, B.Ed., Vancouver, Education Curriculum and Instructional Studies

Waller, Hannah Joan, B.A., United States, Educational Studies

Waring, Jennifer Alexandra, B.Ed., B.Sc., Vancouver, Counselling Psychology

Warren, Deborah Vivian, B.Sc., Vancouver, Higher Education

Weinstein, Stella, Salt Spring Island, Education Curriculum and Instructional Studies

Wruk, Susan Margaret, B.A., Vancouver, Counselling Psychology

Yu, Angela, B.Sc., Vancouver, Human Learning, Development and Instruction

THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF EDUCATION

Ahmadil, Fatemeh, B.A., Iran, Special Education

Angus, Mary Christine, B.Ed., Kamloops, Education Curriculum and Instructional Studies

Antonia, Gladys Joy, B.Ed., Kamloops, Education Curriculum and Instructional Studies

Araujo, Darren James, B.Ed., Vancouver, Counselling Psychology

Blume, L. Desiree, B.Ed., North Vancouver, Counselling Psychology

Bond, Michelle, B.A., United States, Special Education

Briggs, Sharlene, B.A., Vancouver, Counselling Psychology

Brocko, Karen Marie, B.Mus., B.Ed., Vancouver, Language and Literacy Education

Bryant, Janet, B.A., LLB, North Vancouver, Counselling Psychology

Byouth, Connie, B.Ed., Surrey, Special Education

Carey, Nancy, B.Ed., Richmond, Education Curriculum and Instructional Studies

Celiński, Selekja E., Educational Administration

Cochrane, Judith Karen, B.Ed., North Vancouver, Educational Administration

Collins, Russell John George, B.A., Vancouver, English Education

Cordiner, Karen Stephanie Raymond, B.Ed., Burnaby, Teacher Librarianship

Cumming, Gordon Joseph, B.P.E., B.Ed., Kamloops, Education Curriculum and Instructional Studies

Daring, Debbie, B.Sc., New Westminster, Science Education

Deats, Cheryl, B.Ed., Kamloops, Education Curriculum and Instructional Studies

Deiss, Kirsten, B.A., South Surrey, Education Curriculum and Instructional Studies

Dini, Wendy, B.Ed., Vancouver, Counselling Psychology

Eaves, Joanna Elizabeth, B.A., Vancouver, Adult Education

Edwards, Paul, B.A., Richmond, Education Curriculum and Instructional Studies

Firmian, Brenda, B.Sc., B.S.W., Vancouver, Education Curriculum and Instructional Studies

Fish, Corrie Edna, B.A., New Westminster, Adult Education

Fowler, Nina, B.A., Maple Ridge, Education Curriculum and Instructional Studies

Francis, Robert D., B.A., Kamloops, Education Curriculum and Instructional Studies

Hanna, Virginia, B.A., Parksville, Counselling Psychology

Hees, Stephen, B.A., Vancouver, Adult Education

Hash, Karen Ann, B.A., B.Ed., Vancouver, Special Education

Hutchinson, Coralee Redenhall, B.A., Victoria, School Psychology

Intilhar, Linda Virginia, Burnaby, Educational Administration

James, N'aiKwé't, B.Ed., Lytton, Adult Education

Johnson, Catherine J., B.G.S., Vancouver, Education Curriculum and Instructional Studies

Johnson, Kenroy Bernard, B.A., West Indies, Science Education

Kaint, Nadine Denise, B.A., Victoria, Adult Education

Karem, Sereta, B.A., West Vancouver, Counselling Psychology

Kurilere, Yuka, B.A., M.A., Vancouver, English Education

Laird, Stephen Wesley, B.A., B.Ed., Langley, Educational Administration

Lee, Digi, B.Ed., Vancouver, Early Childhood Education

Leggett, Heather, B.A., B.Ed., Vancouver, Counselling Psychology

Levey-Bates, Andrie Elizabeth Anna, B.A., North Vancouver, Educational Studies

Lewis, Thomas Christian, B.A., B.Ed., Surrey, Counselling Psychology

Lin, Ying-Chen, B.Sc., Taiwan, English Education

Liu, Ji, B.A., Vancouver, English Education

Lupien, Christine, Quebec, Special Education

MacKinnon, Wood, Shona Ann, B.Ed., Scotland, Counselling Psychology

Manuel, David Chatan, B.Sc., Langley, Counselling Psychology

Matthews, Cheryl Y., B.Ed., North Vancouver, Education Curriculum and Instructional Studies

Maynard, Diane, B.A., B.Ed., North Vancouver, Adult Education

McArthur, Lynn, B.Ed., Manitoba, Music Education

McCabe, James Cameron, B.A., Vancouver, Education Curriculum and Instructional Studies

McLaughlin, Paula J., B.Mus., Thundercache, Music Education

Murphy, Janine Maureen, B.H.E., M.B.A., Delta, Adult Education

Murton, Bruce N., B.A., Vancouver, Education Curriculum and Instructional Studies
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Clements, Steve William, B.Mus.,
Williams Lake
Shelley, Robert Frederick, B.Sc., Burnaby
Williams, Steven Michael, Nakusp

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF EDUCATION (SECONDARY PROGRAM)

Barham, Andrew Bernard, –
Bazilewicz, Andrew John, B.A., Delta
Cameron, Glenn Douglas, Trail
Chand, Maureen Ashwani, B.F.A., –
Fitzgerald, Sheila Eileen Gail, B.A.,
McEwan, Vancouver
Foreman, Curtis Leon, B.A., Powell River
Fryling, Lance, Chilliwack
Hutchinson, Andrew John, North
Vancouver
Morrison, Ian Gregory, B.Mus., Delta
Parrish, Kit Steven, –
Phillips, Donald E., Burnaby
Semaris, Petros, B.H.K., Richmond
Sawatsky, Rachel Marie Derksen, B.F.A.,
Vancouver
Seary, Naryn Jean, B.A., Port McNeill
Tomijenovic, Julia A., –
Whiting, John Richard, Burnaby
Wong, June-Way, Vancouver

THE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATION

Allison, Claire Arlene, B.A., B.Ed.,
Vancouver
Bartha, Patricia Marie, B.A., B.Ed.,
Richmond
Beum, Mary Lynn, B.A., Vancouver
Boyle, Kathleen, B.Ed., Richmond
Brown, Laura Susan, B.A., B.Ed.,
Vancouver
Campbell, Irma, B.Ed., Surrey
Campbell, Sandra Michele, B.A., B.Ed.,
Mus., Surrey
Cawood, Andrew John, B.A., South Africa
Chahal, Kuldeep Kaur, B.A., Kamloops
Chiao, Judy, B.A., B.Ed., Vancouver
Cho, Alyson Lee Ann, B.Ed., Richmond
Clarke, Janice Harriet, B.A., Burnaby
Cousins, Giselle, B.Ed., Surrey
Crickmay, Theresa, B.Ed., Vancouver
Cross, Noram Devina, B.Ed., Vancouver
Cros, Jennifer Anna, B.A., B.Ed., North
Vancouver
Davy, Jeanne, B.A., B.Ed., Vancouver
Docherty, Coreen Gail, B.A., Alberta
Downs, Gayle Anne, B.A., Abbotsford
Ferrari, Diane, B.Ed., Burnaby
Field, Josephine Miranda, B.Ed., Delta
Gelston, Julie Elaine, B.A., B.Ed.,
Vancouver
Gibault, Irene Lorraine, B.Ed., Port
Moody

Glencoe, Nancy Elizabeth, B.Sc., Dawson
Creek
Goto, Chisae, B.A., Richmond
Grace, Rosemarie, B.Ed., Kamloops
Graff, Martha Anne, B.A., B.Ed., White
Rock
Habib, Maria K., B.A., Vancouver
Hanley, Jaynes, B.A., –
Harper, Martha Jane, B.Ed., Golden
Hendry, Jack, B.Ed., Chilliwack
Ho, Andy H.Y., B.A., Vancouver
Houston, Denna Lesley, B.A., B.Ed.,
Burnaby
Hutchison, Barbara Colleen, B.A., B.Ed.,
Vancouver
Kawakami, Masako, B.A., Japan
Kay, Cheryl, B.A., Powell River
Karamanovic, David Allan, B.Sc., B.Ed.,
Kamloops
Kular, Kawallit K., B.A., B.Ed., M.A.,
Richmond
Kwon, Pauline, B.A., B.Ed., New
Westminster
Leung, Jeannie, B.A., Vancouver
Limmer, Christine Inge, B.Ed., Alberta
Lin, Sau Mul, B.Phil., Vancouver
Lo, Anne Yuke-Ling, B.Ed., Richmond
Lu, Monica Denise, B.A., Vancouver
Lundqvist, Anna Therese, B.Ed., B.Sc.,
North Vancouver
Maloney, Anne M., B.A., Surrey
Marshall, Morag Jean, B.Ed., North
Vancouver
Matson, John G., B.Sc., Langley
McInerth, Samantha Erin, B.A., Vancouver
McPherson, Jeffrey Kerr Leslie, B.A., M.A.,
North Vancouver
Menzie, Lorina Jean, B.Ed., Vancouver
Morgan, Cyndie Leslie, B.A., B.Ed., North
Vancouver
Mosher, Barbara Geline, B.Ed., B.H.K.,
Vancouver
Mowved, Lisa Frida, B.Sc., M.B.A., North
Vancouver
Mung, Bernadette, B.H.K., B.Ed., Burnaby
Murray, Kerry Ann, B.Sc., Ontario
Nation, Penelope, B.A., Vancouver
Ng, Tertg Tsoon Hung, B.Sc., B.Ed.,
Vancouver
Nunn, Lisa Fairlie, B.A., B.Ed., Vancouver
Oceans, Ligia
O’Neill, Lauren Margaret, B.Ed., Duncan
Pacheco, Lisa Bateke, B.A., B.Ed.,
Vancouver
Pollack, Valerie Anne, B.Ed., Duncan
Print, Jill Kaye, B.Ed., White Rock
Quinn, Tracey Lee, B.Ed., Vancouver
Radetzki, Douglas Graham, B.Ed., B.Sc.,
B.C., Ladner
Read, Karin Elizabeth, B.A., B.Ed., Delta
Ried, Caroline Joyce, B.A., B.Ed.,
Vancouver
Santos, Shanaan Susan, B.A., Port
Coquitlam
Scrivell, Elaine, B.Ed., Surrey
Smith, Paul Michael, B.Sc., B.Ed.,
Vancouver
So, Jennifer, B.Sc., B.Ed., Vancouver
Stantick, Jennifer
Swanseafield, Kathleen, B.A., B.Ed.,
Surrey
Sutherland, Deborah, B.Ed., Vancouver
Takeda, Moreen, B.P.E., Richmond

Triggs, Fane William, B.Ed., Vernon
Vander Meulen, Erin Lyn, B.A., B.Ed.,
Richmond
Waverley, Courteny Meredith, B.A.,
Surrey
Waddington, Glenn Richard, B.G.S., Maple
Ridge
Wians, Coren Lynnette, B.A., Delta
Wong, Jenny, B.Ed., Vancouver
Wong, Teresa Tae-Lan, B.A., Vancouver
Wozny, Catherine Denise, B.Ed.,
Richmond
Yonei, Yumiko, Japan
Yoshidake, Karen, B.A., B.Ed., Richmond
THE PROCESSIONS AND THE PROGRAMME OF CEREMONY

Tuesday, May 29th
4:00 pm

THE PROCESIONS

Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)

Procession of Graduating Students

Senior Marshal
NESTOR N. KORCHINSKY
B.P.E., M.A., Ph.D.,
Assistant Professor of Human Kinetics

Marshals,
Office of the Registrar
MAUREEN ELLIOTT
Administrative Supervisor, Records and Registration

FLORENCE CHAN
Graduation Assistant, Records and Registration

Chief Usher
DONNA SHULTZ
B.A., M.A., Senior Instructor, Faculty of Applied Science

Procession of Faculty

Marshal
ANTAL KOZAK
B.Sc., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Forestry

Chancellor's Procession and Chancellor's Party

Acting Registrar
GAYLEA WONG
B.A., Associate Registrar, Records and Registration

Macebearer and Marshal
IAIN E.P. TAYLOR
B.Sc., Ph.D., Professor of Botany

Ceremonies and Events

Director of Ceremonies and University Relations
CHARLES E. SLONECKER
D.D.S., Ph.D., F.A.C.D., Professor of Anatomy

Manager
EILIS COURTNEY

Events Coordinator
HELEN GABOR

Office of the Registrar

Graduation Coordinator
SUSAN WONG

THE PROGRAMME

O Canada

Invocation

PETER DOVE
Chaplain, Pentecostal Assemblies of Canada

Address

WILLIAM L. SAUDER
Chancellor

Remarks

MARTHA C. PIPER
President

TOM CRAIK
Member, Graduating Class

Presentation of The University of British Columbia Killam Teaching Prizes

BARRY C. MCBRIDE
Vice-President Academic and Provost

Conferring of Degrees in Course

THE CHANCELLOR

Closing Remarks

THE PRESIDENT

Reception Following the Ceremony

Graduation lists as shown in this program were prepared two weeks before Graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Dr. Ann Rose, Associate Dean
Faculty of Graduate Studies

Hodges, Nicole Jane, B.Sc., M.Sc., England, Human Kinetics
Hope, Sharon Margaret, B.A., M.Sc., Victoria, Forestry
Jiang, Xiao, B.Eng., M.Eng., China, Forestry
Istvovich, Milosh, B.Sc., M.Sc., Vancouver, Forestry
Oan, Hong, B.Sc., M.Sc., Ph.D., Vancouver, Forestry
Smets, Pi, B.Eng., Vancouver, Forestry
Sutherland, Glenn Douglas, B.Sc., M.Sc., Vancouver, Forestry
Wang, Youfang, B.Eng., M.Sc., Vancouver, Forestry
Wangpakpatanawong, Prasit, B.Sc., M.Sc., Thailand, Forestry
White, Joseph Barry, B.Sc., M.Sc., New Brunswick, Forestry
Wicksler, Rita D., B.S.F., M.Sc., Kamloops, Forestry
Yawata, Domingus, M.Sc., SARJAN, Vancouver, Forestry
Zhang, Xiao, B.Sc., M.Sc., China, Forestry

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN FORESTRY

Dean Jack Saddler
Faculty of Forestry

FOREST OPERATIONS MAJOR
Boyd, Anthony Peter, North Vancouver Deslauriers, Lee R.F., Port Alice
Gregory, Stephen Craig, Port Alberni
Iannidinardo, Domenico, Cobble Hill
Jenks, Ryan, Houston
Nelson, Derek, New Westminster
Sutherland, Evan Andrew, Alberta
Yates, Jason Rey, Newfoundland

FOREST RESOURCES MANAGEMENT MAJOR
Angman, Garnet Lyde, Smithers
Atkinson, Andrew Joan, Victoria
Babun, Andrew, Nanaimo
Ball, Trevor Richard, Princeton
Berdasco, Jeff Roger, Eckford
Braddock, Jon David Romeo, Delta
Bruce, Tyler J., Ontario
Brunton, Susan Lyn, Maple Ridge
Burns, Shalley Rose, B.Sc., North Vancouver
Byrne, Kenneth Earl, Vancouver
Campbell, Gail Lorraine, Nelson
Card, Stuart Andrew, Vernon
Chapman, Matthew David, –
Copleand, Amy, Richmond
Crelin, Fiona Sandra, Queenscliff
Dahlie, Elsa A., Smithers
Emo, William Kennedy, North Vancouver
Esterle, Thomas Paul, Surrey
Francis, Michael David, Kamloops
Gunn, Jessica Michelle, Clearwater
Hill, Rian James, Kamloops
Hodgson, Jennifer Dianna, Merritt
Hopkinson, Jenna Dawn, Kelowna
Hoy, Benjamin David, Fort St. James
Hyndkorka, Lelayniz Michelle, B.A., Port McNeill
Husband, Randell G., Vancouver
Iod, Jeremy P., Ontario
Kak, Erik Timoth, Fort St. John
Liddell, Simon L., –
Loule, Kindry Cheryl, Victoria
Macdonald, Brendan, Vanderhoof
Medriga, Marilyn Denise, Delta
McCloy, Cheryl, Delta
McDonald, Russell Cory, –
McLeod, Geoffroy D., B.Sc., Saskatchewan
Mills, Tamlin, Vancouver
Musclow, Steven Leach, Terrace
Niquistot, Kurt, Williams Lake
Oxley, Marvan Allan Verne, –
Porborg, Thomas, Surrey
Punche, Kelly Jeanette, Kamloops
Schulz, Ruesben James, Langley
Sigalet, Kris David, Port McNeill
Slater, Douglas Matthew, Nanaimo
Springer, Joel Frederick, Vancouver
Storry, Karen Jane, Duncan
Treat, Allison Gale, Enderby
Walden, William John, Port Hardy
Wilker, Kristina Elizabeth, Langley
Willems, Jamie Leanne, Williams Lake
Willis, Jessica, Princeton

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN WOOD PRODUCTS PROCESSING

Asarnault, Jeffrey Allen, B.Sc., Nova Scotia
Buckley, Mark Owen, B.A., Vancouver
Casasempere, Alan Patrick, Richmond
Chin, Joshua Tean-Yung, Vancouver
Eberle, Rowan, Vancouver
Fidas, Danetsharran Meiah, –
Finch, Nicholas Graham, B.Sc., Vancouver
Fung, Kenneth K., Vancouver
Giers, Nick J., Cobble Hill
Jung, Brian, Surrey
Lim, Jenny Lai Ting, Richmond
Lin, I-Cheng, Vancouver
Player, Jaclyn Tracey, Burnaby
Rice, Jennifer Margaret Helen, Langley
Stickney, Daniel Lewis, Edmonton
Thoeva, Steven Eric, White Rock
Woo, Jane, Richmond

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE NATURAL RESOURCES CONSERVATION

Barbo, Karl Jared, Vancouver
Brown, Larianna, Langley
Chandler, Melissa Elaine, Burnaby
Davis, Neil A., Surrey
Dight, Roberta Helen, Vancouver
Forbes, Lindsey, Vancouver
Fox, Sarah C., Gasibaldi Highlands
Gleistreith, Ryan Glen, Heffley Creek
Gullick, Theresa, Ontario
Landacol, Robin Mark, Vancouver
Laubman, Robyn Christine, Burnaby
Luttin, Shennion Maria, West Vancouver

THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF HUMAN KINETICS

Dean Robert Tierney
Faculty of Education

Aikana, Doren Jen, Garden Bay
Armour, Andrew Alan, Victoria
Becheri, Alannah Michelle, Campbell River
Baker, Birgitta Lynne, Salt Spring Island
Baker, Kathryn Emily, Langley
Beauregard, Nicole Allison, Abbotsford
Beckwith, Simon S., Vancouver
Belonio, Jason, Williams Lake
Bennett, Julie Danielle, Penticton
Birtwistle, Cameron Ian, Vancouver
Bolles, William Brian, Surrey
Bond, Travis David, Vancouver
Brandimarti, Jeremy John, Burnaby

MacLachlan, Shannon Lee, Vancouver
Maksimcic, Erna, Vancouver
Nivers, Michael Vaughan, Delta
Nowalk, Trevor Anthony, Ontario
Okada, Yubo, Japan
Price, Sarah Patricia, Victoria
Prichard, Nichole Denisse, Topoly
Read, Susan Catherine, Vancouver
Reidmayer, David Mason, Pitt Meadows
Rhodes, Graham E., Vancouver
Ray, David Meegan, Nanaimo
Sandford, Peter, Ontario
Shapiro, Kate Rachel, Vancouver
Warman, Sara Amanda, Powell River
Yes, Melanie Susanne, Vancouver
THE DEGREE OF
BACHELOR OF
PHYSICAL
EDUCATION

Groovenwein, Leo Anthony, Richmond

THE DIPLOMA IN
FOREST
ENGINEERING

Dean Jack Saddier
Faculty of Forestry

Arnett, Timothy Clare, B.S.F., Golden
Chipman, Gordon Ellis, B.S.F., Williams Lake
Henderson, Stephen Gary, B.S.C., Kamloops
Kumagai, Justin Shinichi, Terrace
Langedyk, Kenneth Brent, M.Eng., Kelowna
MacPherson, David Stewart, B.S.F., 150 Mile House
Meske, Douglas Scott, Gold River
Palmar, Ronald Glenn, B.S.F., Nakusp
Pearson, Gregory George, B.S.F., Fort St. James
Webb, Steven Robert, B.S.F., Smithers
Wood, Diana Margaret, Terrace
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THE PROCESSIONS AND THE PROGRAMME OF CEREMONY

Wednesday, May 30th
8:30 am

THE PROCESSIONS

Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)

Procession of Graduating Students

Senior Marshal
NESTOR N. KORCHINSKY
B.P.E., M.A., Ph.D.,
Assistant Professor of
Human Kinetics

Marshals,
Office of the Registrar
ALVIA BRANCH
Director, Administrative
Services

MAUREEN ELLIOTT
Administrative Supervisor,
Records and Registration

Chief Usher
DONNA SHULTZ
B.A., M.A., Senior Instructor,
Faculty of Applied Science

Procession of Faculty

Marshal
KIN LO
B.Com., M.S., Ph.D.,
Assistant Professor of
Commerce and Business
Administration

Chancellor's Procession and
Chancellor's Party

Acting Registrar
AUDREY LINDSAY
B.Sc., Associate Registrar and
Director, Student Systems

Macebearer and Marshal
AFTON CAYFORD
M.A., Ph.D.,
Associate Professor Emeritus
of Mathematics

Ceremonies and Events

Director of Ceremonies and
University Relations
CHARLES E. SLONECKER
D.D.S., Ph.D., F.A.C.D.,
Professor of Anatomy

Manager
EILIS COURTNEY
Events Coordinator
HELEN GABOR

Office of the Registrar
Graduation Coordinator
SUSAN WONG

THE PROGRAMME

O Canada

Invocation

CHARLES E. SLONECKER
Director, Ceremonies and
University Relations

Address
ROBERT H. LEE
Chancellor Emeritus

Remarks

MASTHER C. PIPER
President

AKASH SINGH RATTAN
Member, Graduating Class

Presentation of The University
of British Columbia Killam
Teaching Prizes

BARRY C. McBRIDE
Vice-President Academic and
Provost

Conferring of Degrees
in Course

THE CHANCELLOR

Closing Remarks

THE PRESIDENT

Reception Following the
Ceremony

Graduation lists as shown in this
program were prepared two weeks
before Graduation and may therefore
not be completely correct; the names
of some graduates may be missing.
Wu, Kai-Wen Wendy, Richmond
Xiang, Li, Vancouver
Yan, Chen-You Arthur, Vancouver
Yip, Joan Lai Ling, Vancouver
Yip, Karen Ka-Wing, Vancouver
Yu, Henry, Vancouver
Yung, Patrick P.Y., Vancouver
Zhang, Yongjiia, Vancouver
Zive, Adam Jonathan, Vancouver

GENERAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OPTION
Baird, Sean R., B.Com., Victoria
Chen, Venus Mei Yan, Burnaby
Chen, Samuel Yin Tonic, Vancouver
Cheng, Lai Yuen, Vancouver
Chiang, Michelle, Burnaby
Friesen, Susanna Portlnd, Vancouver
Hong, Yi-Chun Gine, Vancouver
Jong, John Bor-Fong, Delta
King, Sharon Ong, Vancouver
Kokolos, Violetta Anna, North Vancouver
Komenski, Lundy, Burnaby
Loy, Owen, West Vancouver
Ng, Garrick Svenson, Surrey
Peterson, Kris, Prince Rupert
Teai, Natasha Ming-San, Alberta
Vanessa, Matthew Harry, West Vancouver
Wai, Bonnie Ada, Coquitlam
Wilson, Chelsea Dawn, North Vancouver
Wilson, Stephen Christian, Vancouver
Wong, Lynn Chee, Richmond
Yeung, Kai Chuen, Vancouver

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS OPTION
Annable, Janet Lynn, Surrey
Chiu, Pin-Huei, Vancouver
Chow, Audrey Ah-Wee, Vancouver
Gu, Ti, Vancouver
Hakimi, Khoreshid, Richmond
Hoffman, Justin Michael Pierre, Vancouver
Tsang, Sharen Chung-Yee, Richmond
Warner, Michael David, Vancouver

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS OPTION
Amouli, Javad, West Vancouver
Au, Gordon Wing Yee, Sookeula
Barkanin, Hanan, Vancouver
Bangyans, Tanis Te Eng Fo, Richmond
Chao, Yu-Chun Yvonne, Richmond
Chau, Selene Mai Hang, Vancouver
Cheng, Ka Man Carmen, Richmond
Cheng, Kevin, Vancouver
Chow, Jennifer, Richmond
Chow, Lillian Yat Hain, Richmond
Chu, Chelanie Kae Heng, Vancouver
Chung, Henry Wing Hang, Vancouver
Chung, Jenny Tak Yi, Richmond
Chung, Virginia Wing-Ching, Vancouver
Dang, Chi-Jia (Sam), Vancouver
Dychino, Calvin Daniel, Richmond
Feld, Sara, West Vancouver
Galt, Felic, Alberta
Glover, Steven Neale Nyeste, West Vancouver
Gulati, Harleena, Surrey

DIPLOMA IN ACCOUNTING
Boyce, Jason Matthew
Bubl, Robert Graham
Garlick, Adam Edward
Kazemi, Yasserman
Liu, Hui
Lee, Dick Tsun Tak
MacKay, Michelle Ann
Osborn, Cassandra K.
Phelan, Natasha
Redic, Aleksandar
Rennie, Matthew D.
Tan, Allen
Yee, Gary
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The Processions

Procession of Graduating Students (Ph.D.)

Chancellor’s Procession and Chancellor’s Party

Macebearer and Marshal

AFTON CAYFORD
M.A., Ph.D.,
Associate Professor Emeritus of Mathematics

Ceremonies and Events

Director of Ceremonies and University Relations

CHARLES E. SLONECKER
D.D.S., Ph.D., F.A.C.D.,
Professor of Anatomy

Manager

EILIS COURTNEY
Events Coordinator

HELEN GABOR

Office of the Registrar

Graduation Coordinator

SUSAN WONG

The Programme

O Canada

Invocation

CHARLES E. SLONECKER
Director, Ceremonies and University Relations

Address

ROBERT H. LEE
Chancellor Emeritus

Remarks

MARTHA C. PIPER
President

AKASH SINGH RATTAN
Member, Graduating Class

Presentation of the President’s Service Award for Excellence to

SHARON E. M. WALKER

Conferring of Degrees in Course

THE CHANCELLOR

Closing Remarks

THE PRESIDENT

Reception Following the Ceremony

The processions and the programme of ceremony were prepared two weeks before graduation and may therefore not be completely correct; the names of some graduates may be missing.
Janzen, Lisa Christina, Smithers
Jiang, David, Vancouver
Lau, Aileen Hay Lum, Richmond
Lee, Steven, Vancouver
Leung, Louise How Sun, Port Coquitlam
Li, Mindy Man Ye, Vancouver
Meghji, Mohamed Amrall, Richmond
Nechyporuk, Nina Verna, Manitoba
Ng, Vivien W., Vancouver
Oakecki, Shawn, Surrey
Poon, Jennifer York-Yin, Richmond
Rootman, Benjamin John, Saskatchewan
Sin, Lena Ho Wun, Coquitlam
Sing, Charmaine Dan-Feng, Burnaby
Ung, Cindy, Burnaby
Wong, Bernice, Vancouver
Wu, Hsin-Li Cindy, North Vancouver
Yip, Stella Lai-Kan, Vancouver

MARKETING OPTION
Ashley, Stephen C., Japan
Aw, Winnie Sue Yan, Vancouver
Bartlett, Christine Anne, Alberta
Bector, Sadhana, Ontario
Chambers, Alana L., Comox
Chan, Carolyn Wing See, Vancouver
Chan, Edwina Ho Yee, China
Chan, Elisa Ka Yan, Richmond
Chan, Julia Huo Woon, Richmond
Chan, Kary Ka Li, Vancouver
Chang, Lily Kuo-Li, Vancouver
Cheung, Candice Chan, Richmond
Cheung, Ken Ming Kit, West Vancouver
Chik, Janice Chui Sze, China
Chong, Caroline May-Fai, Coquitlam
Choy, Gary Yat Kit, Vancouver
Chu, Clinton Wai Kei, Vancouver
Chu, Eugene Hue-Tung, Vancouver
Chung, Bibilamma Chi Wai, Vancouver
Giorgi, Corina Oana, Vancouver
Ellis, Jeremy Bryan, South Surrey
Epstein, Joel Eil, Vancouver
Fan, Beatrice Wai-Ting, Surrey
Finch, Claire Alexandra, Vernon
Fung, Doreen Wai-Ling, Richmond
Fung, Justine Nicole, Burnaby
Greenwood, Rochelle Stephanie Carolyn, Delta
Grimsdick, Geoffrey Robert Lawrence, Surrey
Han, I-Nung Daphne, Taiwan
Harrison, Sarah Elizabeth, West Vancouver
Hartono, Tin, Burnaby
Higgins, Joshua Daniel, Nanaimo
Ho, Andrea, Coquitlam
Ho, Larry Che Yiu, Vancouver
Hoang, Kan Quyen, Vancouver
Hoaen, Bradley, Delta
Holmen, Otto Reeder, Vancouver
Hsieh, Cheng-Chieh, Taiwan
Hui, Kai Yen, Surrey
Humble, Craig Andrew, Vancouver
King, Patrick Jung-Beng, Vancouver
Koniska, Robert Luka, Vancouver
Kostuk, Kristopher Nicholas, Langley
Lai, Jenny Yuen Yee, Vancouver
Lam, Adrian Ke Ho, Richmond
Lam, Cindy Yuen Mun, Richmond
Lau, Eliza Ho Shan, Burnaby
Lau, Jeanette C.T., Richmond
Lau, Yuen Sze Grace, Vancouver
Lee, Cindy Kwai-Sum, Vancouver
Lee, Teresa Sou Yin, Vancouver
Lee, Yi Ting Elaine, Vancouver
Lei, Carlsson Kachan, Vancouver
Leslie, Paul Ryan, Surrey
Leung, Eva Yee Man, Delta
Leung, Ingrid Yin Kei, Vancouver
Leung, Karen Ka-Yan, Vancouver
Leung, Wayne Tun Wei, Vancouver
Lies, Heather Ying Ching, Richmond
Lim, Jason L.H., Vancouver
Lo, Patty, Richmond
Lu, Lisa Li Ting, North Vancouver
Lui, Emily Sze-Man, Vancouver
MacNeill, Suzanne Nalde, North Vancouver
Pang, Christina Juliana, Ontario
Poon, Joanne Wai-Tak, Vancouver
Price, Lauren Caroline, Vancouver
Quon, James O., Alberta
Reichert, Rolf Anthony Herrgott, North Vancouver
Roudnikakula, Viktoria, Vancouver
Salm, Joanne Leslie, Manitoba
Shahrestani, Reza, Vancouver
Sim, Kyung Jin Michael, Surrey
Tang, Everett Ross, North Vancouver
Thompson, Laura Kathleen, Vancouver
Tong, Sharon Siu-Hui, Vancouver
Turvey, Jennifer Erin, Kelowna
Ulrich, Eric James Howard, Coquitlam
Weng, Catherine, Richmond
Wong-Foong, Rosalin Shun Yin, West Vancouver
Wirisaba, Stephanie, Alberta
Wu, Jan Chin Wei, Vancouver
Wynner, Emma Sara, Vancouver
Wilson, Diane Janet, Vancouver
Wilson, William Stuart, Abbotsford
Wong, Vinci Wan Chi, Coquitlam
Wu, Jia Hui Kathy, Vancouver
Wu, Natalie Kar Yen, West Vancouver
Wu, Wei Ngay Vera, Burnaby
Yip, Venus Pui-Ching, Richmond
Yu, Cindy, Vancouver
Yu, Tian Huei, Vancouver
Zeng, Xiao Yan Holly, Vancouver

TRANSPORTATION AND LOGISTICS OPTION
Cheng, Wanny Huei-Ching, Vancouver
Chu, Pauline Pui-Yin, Vancouver
Dunlop, William Patrick, -
Flader, Aaron C., Vancouver
Huang, Amy Tsz Yat, Vancouver
Jones, Laura Leanne, Duncan
Kang, Katherine M.K., North Vancouver
Kao, Huishan, Richmond
Lau, Marilyn, Vancouver
Law, Andrea K.L., Vancouver
Lee, Nadine Teryn, Vancouver
Loo, Nancy May Ling, Richmond
Neray, Susanne Devi, Burnaby
Nipp, Daniel, Burnaby
Parnes, William Scott, Quebec
Thody, Geoffrey Cameron, North Vancouver

TRANSPORTATION AND LOGISTICS OPTION
Cheng, Wanny Huei-Ching, Vancouver
Chu, Pauline Pui-Yin, Vancouver
Dunlop, William Patrick, -
Flader, Aaron C., Vancouver
Huang, Amy Tsz Yat, Vancouver
Jones, Laura Leanne, Duncan
Kang, Katherine M.K., North Vancouver
Kao, Huishan, Richmond
Lau, Marilyn, Vancouver
Law, Andrea K.L., Vancouver
Lee, Nadine Teryn, Vancouver
Loo, Nancy May Ling, Richmond
Neray, Susanne Devi, Burnaby
Nipp, Daniel, Burnaby
Parnes, William Scott, Quebec
Thody, Geoffrey Cameron, North Vancouver
COMPLIMENTARY PARKING

PROVIDED ON
Wednesday, May 23, 2001
Thursday, May 24, 2001
Friday, May 25, 2001
Monday, May 28, 2001
Tuesday, May 29, 2001
Wednesday, May 30, 2001

Valid for the Rose Garden or Fraser River Parkade.
No Ticket Required.

Parking compliments of UBC Parking and Transportation
Master of Education
Churchfield, Louise Barbara
Rogers, Larson Metcalf

Master of Science
Ferguson, Christine May

Bachelor of Applied Science
Bustin, Amanda Marilyn
Cheung, Kenigh
Chou, Che-Ming Steve
Dokgo, Moon
Gill, Michael
Goodier, Benjamin
Hluchy, Christian Donald
Ho, Colin Hao Lim
Ishkintana, Laura Anne
Lee, Gavin Thing Yiam
Lee, Jin-Won Jim
Martin, Gareth
Miller, Colin Charles
Schmidt, Jeffery George
Szeto, Bor Bobby
Tsang, Alfred Ho Lam
Wade, Winston D.C.
Wang, Jimmy Hsi-Chun
Wu, Jason Wing Chung

Bachelor of Arts
Ameyaw, Erwin Kwesi
Aruga, Yuki
Baisley, Tracy Beatrice
Bastien, Tairone Christopher
Rizal
Babra, Gurjit K.
Chand, Brian Vimal
Chen William Xing-Chen
Chisholm, Jeffrey M.
Chou, Jack Jiun-Jye
Frigon, Michael Guy
Fung, Winston Wai-King
George, Margaret Rose
Halloran, Dawn Maire
Helson, Marc Miquel
Huffman, John Joseph
Inglis, Amber Elizabeth
Jiwanl, Nadya
Jones, Kevin Aaron
Keane, Stephanie Anne
Khaskin, Eugene
Kim, Loring Howon
Le, Tu Van
Makinson, Seth

Mielke, David Warren
Rankin, Chandra Allene
Salter, Shannon Nicola
Smith, Cheryl Catherine
Stanisic, Gordana
Taylor, Alison Darlene
Uppal, Kameljit Kam
Woodside, Veronica L.
Yee, Jonathan
Yong, Grace Fong-Ming
Yoo, Sophia Min-Joo

Bachelor of Education (Secondary)
Mapson, Kevin Francis

Bachelor of Human Kinetics
Zydowicz, Raphael J.

Bachelor of Science
Beckford, Jonah
Chopnik, Gregory B.
Code, Warren Joseph
Dauncey, Denise Catherine
Halbach, Maria Charlotte
Janjua, Hariinder
Kuan, Peter Jung Tsung
Lai, Eileen
Li, Francis Chi Yan
Lo, Chi-Na Mary
Tse, Pui Hang Perry
Yang, Lawrence Singteen

Bachelor of Science in Agriculture
Tong, Queenie Siu Kwan

Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Ang, Roy Richard

Doctor of Dental Medicine
Li, Yu

Diploma in Education
Beckett, Corinne Jane
Cann, Don Bruce
Jang, Suzanne Marguerite
Martinson, Elizabeth
Sterczyk, Oliver